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1
Introduction-Theory outside
the Academy
Street Smarts and Critical Theory

One of the most important lessons of critical theory has
been the power of ideology. A discipline that has learned from AI
thusser and Gramsci and Raymond Williams, Derrida and de Man
and Lacan, that has flourished in complex relation to feminism and
other identity politics, that has learned the intricate implications of
language-ideology right down to the syntax-must have as its un
ending project questioning and challenging the socially produced
assumptions about meaning, value, and perception that shape our
experiences of the world. Theory has taught us the social conditions
of identity and communication. All our perceptual acts, our concepts
of self and world, our interaction with others, our most private feel
ings about the singular everyday are made possible by a social ma
trix that defInes itself as the real, convinces us that our perceptions
reveal the self-evident, that our minds are our personal possessions,
and that Truth is easy to fInd.

Ideology provides comfort in the everyday. Experience comes to
us prepackaged; we can make the world meaningful and still believe
that the meaning was not made but found. New people fIt into old
categories, new places make sense by the unquestioned rules of our
place. And these comforts are shared by the most conformist subur
ban drone and the most theoretically advanced, avant-garde critic.
No one stands outside social assumptions and defInitions. In fact it
is a favorite game of theory to unmask the conventions within even
the most radical critiques. Within the discipline of critical theory, we
remind each other every day that ideology is a diffIcult critical tar
get because it is not a freestanding, rational system to dismantle, but
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4 Introduction

rather the matrix for our most mundane practices, our subtlest feel
ings. For me it is Raymond Williams who articulates the intimacy of
ideology most movingly in his defInition of Gramscian "hegemony":

It is a whole body of practices and expectations, over the whole of
our living: our senses and our assignments of energy, our shaping
perceptions of ourselves and our world. It is a lived system of
meanings and values-constitutive and constituting-which as
they are experienced as practices appear as reciprocally confIrm
ing. It thus constitutes a sense of reality for most people in the so
ciety, a sense of absolute because experienced reality beyond which
it is very diffIcult for most members of the society to move, in most
areas of their lives. (110)

How diffIcult it is to think one's way out of a system that makes ex
perience possible and that is in turn confIrmed by every moment's
experience.

The task of uncovering the cultural assumptions that dominate in
a society, the task of making the diffIcult move that Williams hopes
for, becomes the task of critical theory. Only a set of critical strate
gies informed by a skeptical philosophical tradition could take on
the power of self-affIrming, systematized experience. The critical
theorist goes to school on Marx and Freud and Nietzsche and all the
modern and postmodern methods of critical analysis in order to take
the position within the society of the one who is aware, the one who
is not unself-consciously immersed in invisible cultural assumptions.
In this mindset, theory can be practiced only by an educated few who
have both taken advantage of and turned their education against it
self. Theorists simultaneously point to the ideological in their own
interpretive strategies and claim that their strategies can unmask
ideology. Their self-criticalness gives them warrant to be critical of
the ideological entrapment of other cultural practices. They earn the
right to claim a small, hard-won, critical distance.

The language of theory, in its infamous complexity and density,
is a tribute to the power of ideology. If a culture's deepest assump
tions are present in the logic of its language, one possible strategy
would be to undo that logic, to pose a linguistic alternative. The diffI
culty of theoretical language is not perverse or gratuitous; it is tacti
cal and rigorous. Theory uses a language that shows its origin in sys
tematic, critical philosophical analysis. These linguistic instruments
and critical practices allow the theorist to identify the structures that
the rest of us live by. Critical theory intellectuals do the theory work
for the culture, which is otherwise dominated by these powerful
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structures. But the language and strategies of theory have of course
opened it to criticism as an elitist, merely academic exercise. Critics
of theory point to its arcane references, its insider language, its strate
gies of professional abuse and self-preservation, its distance from the
pressing politics of immediate social experience. But many practi
tioners of theory at least implicitly claim an elitist position. Most
people are completely caught up in ideology, the argument runs.
They lack the tools to dismantle it; they love the self-assurance it pro
vides. A critical few can just tentatively dislodge themselves from it,
or at least some element of it, but even in so doing they inevitably
rely on elements of it that they aren't dislodging. The game is so sub
tle that it eludes all but the theorist armed with sophisticated strate
gies of self-analysis.

I am not denying that the discipline of critical theory can succeed
in questioning and challenging assumptions. But I want to claim that
it isn't only "theorists" who raise important questions about the
premises that guide cultural practice. The studies in this collection
deal with theory in a vernacular mode, theory that would never
think of itself as "theory," that is mostly unaware of the existence of
the discipline. I claim that individuals who do not come out of a tra
dition of philosophical critique are capable of raising questions about
the dominant cultural assumptions. They do so in ordinary language,
and they often suffer from the blindness that unself-conscious lan
guage creates. But the fact that vernacular theories therefore do not
completely transcend ideologies does not make them different in
kind from academic theories. They manage in spite of their complic
ity to ask fundamental questions about culture.

The term "vernacular theory" was coined by Houston Baker in
his Blues, Ideology, and Afro-American Literature: A Vernacular Theory.
Baker uses the term to describe the strategies for understanding the
African American experience that the blues provide. His own analy
sis of African American fIction is informed by the vernacular lessons
of the blues. Baker stresses two aspects of the term "vernacular": it
refers in Latin to the language of slaves, and particularly to the 10
calness of those slaves. The term has a powerful reverberation in
Baker's work, connecting his own critical practice to the modes of
knowledge of African American culture. My own use of the term is
more abstract, more in line with a critical tradition of studies in ver
nacular architecture, design, language, etc. But my practice in these
studies is guided by Baker's take on the word "vernacular": it refers
to the practices of those who lack cultural power and who speak a
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critical language grounded in local concerns, not the language spo
ken by academic knowledge-elites. Both aspects of the term point to
the specifIc situation of the "vernacular" theories I want to pursue.
They do not make use of the language or analytical strategies of aca
demic theory; they devise a language and strategy appropriate to
their own concerns. And they arise out of intensely local issues that
lead to fundamental theoretical questions.

Take as an example a fan writing in a popular music fanzine. Such
a writer might be motivated by the fact that an underground band
has gotten a major label contract, and despite the fan's expectations
of a sellout, the band has produced an album that speaks in their au
thentic voice, better even than their earlier, cult-only albums. This
writer, as I contend in my study of zines in chapter 3, might fInd in
this anomaly the opportunity to ask questions about artistic authen
ticity and the realities of economic life. His or her moment of what I
would consider legitimately theoretical practice arises out of an in
tensely local commitment. It is situated, not distanced and system
atic, but it asks a question about the socially constructed terms that
defIne the local, and that is what critical theory does.

I am arguing that such theoretical practice is widespread in the cul
ture, that vernacular theory does not differ in kind from academic
theory, and that academic theory should therefore be thought of not
as an elitist and totalizing activity, but as a rigorous and scholarly ver
sion of a widely practiced analytical strategy. For me the point of crit
ical theory is to raise questions about the dominant paradigm out of
a dIstrust for paradigms as such, and not to construct new discipli
nary paradigms, totalizing systems that function as interpretation
machines. Recent attacks on theory have tended to characterize it as
a detached, totalizing practice, and to valorize more local and en
gaged practices of resistance. Vernacular theory clearly begins in such
local concerns and does not generally seek to construct macrosystems
of explanation. And though it is clearly true that the lure of system
making is a persistent temptation for critical theory, the force of the
discipline for me has been its questioning, open-ended spirit. I would
even argue that the best of academic theory is quite similar to vernac
ular theory-academic theory often begins in specifIc interpretive
complexities, proceeds by local, disciplinary rules, speaks in local di
alects, and makes full sense only in the cultural context of academic
institutions. My conclusion is that distinctions between academic
and vernacular theory have more to do with status and style and
scholarly rigor than with the goals and strategies of these practices.
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Vernacular theories could be thought of in terms of what Michel
Foucault has called "subjugated knowledges," such as the patient's
or the nurse's knowledge of the health care system. A "subjugated
knowledge" is "an autonomous, non-centralized kind of theoretical
production, one that is to say whose validity is not dependent on the
approval of the established regimes of thought" (Power/Knowledge 81).
These knowledges "have been disqualified as inadequate to their task
or insuffIciently elaborated: naive knowledges, located low down on
the hierarchy, beneath the required level of cognition or scientificity"
(81-82). Foucault contrasts these knowledges with "the tyranny of
globalizing discourses" (83). In this study I have tried to bring to
gether academic theories with those produced by other participants
in the culture-the fans' theories of popular culture, a conservative
activist's theory of pornography, the advertising professional's the
ories of advertising, New Age theories of narrative, practicing teach
ers' theories of language and authorship. These theories clearly lack
the intellectual prestige of academic theory, but I believe that class
prejudices and academic elitism blind us to the theoretical contribu
tions that these knowledges can make.

The notion of vernacular theory runs counter to many academic
theories of vernacular/popular culture. The "subjugated knowl
edges" of ordinary people have often been overlooked or denied.
Analysts of popular culture have often depicted the public as the
passive victims of power elites who control the media and thus cre
ate the popular mindset. Other analysts see individuals as capable
of resistive agency, as makers of cultural meaning, but still as sub
jects so thoroughly immersed in ideology that they cannot perceive
its pervasive presence. I want to align myself with the critical theo
rists, many of them working within identity politics movements,
who see individuals as capable of at least limited challenges to the
embodied systems of culture.

Vernacular theory connects with three important issues in cul
tural theory: the debate in Marxism on the question of whether the
working class can achieve a critical consciousness of its own pre
dicament; the movement in cultural studies to recognize the active
consciousness of popular culture fans; and the acknowledgment in
identity politics theory that academic cultural analysis is complexly
related to the cultural insights and experiences of vernacular cul
tures. Each of these issues has produced complex debates about the
degree of critical consciousness possible outside the traditions of
skeptical intellectual analysis.
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The question of the critical consciousness of the masses has vexed
Marxism throughout its history. Precisely because of Marxism's com
mitment to an analysis of historical determinations and ideological
power, Marxists have had to struggle to explain how subjects so pow
erfully shaped by their social and historical placement are able to
imagine the possibility of radical change. Particularly in the case of
the proletarian masses, systematically denied access to literacy and
dangerous forms of analytical thought, overworked into exhaustion,
with no leisure time for self-education, the possibility of coming to
critical self-understanding seems remote. Though Marx and Engels
believed that ideas about revolutionary change had to be based on
the proletarian experience of capitalism, they believed that those
ideas were unlikely to come from the proletarians themselves. It was
precisely the role of bourgeois intellectuals sympathetic to the pro
letariat to learn from that experience and articulate it intellectually
for the masses, whom they considered too embedded in ideology to
be able to understand their situation critically without the cognitive
leadership of intellectuals trained in philosophical analysis and cri
tique. The revolutionary role of traditional intellectuals was to do
the theoretical work for the movement, to be the "head" for the
masses, though always in touch with the proletarian "heart," the
mostly inarticulate longings of the oppressed (Gouldner 14).

Engels at times hits a more optimistic note. In The Condition of the
Working Class in England, he does lament the "abysmal ignorance/"
the "narrow sectarianism/" and the "fanatical bigotry" (125) of the
working class, but he also speaks movingly of their "shrewd" intel
ligence:

Although the average English worker can hardly read, let alone
write, he nevertheless has a shrewd notion of where his own inter
est and that of his country lie. He knows, tOO, where the selfIsh in
terest of the bourgeousie lies, and what he may expect from the
middle classes.... He may not be very good at arithmetic but he
knows enough about the facts and fIgures of political economy to
see through and defeat the attempts of the middle class to foist
Corn Law repeal on him. (123)

In this work at least Engels sees the workers as capable of critical
consciousness:

The workers are conscious of the fact that they form a separate
class, and have their own interests, policies, and points of view,
which are opposed to those of the capitalist factory owners. Above
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all they are conscious of the fact that on their shoulders rests the
real power of the nation and the hope of its future progress. (273)

Marx and Engels both argued in specifIc political situations that the
theoretical efforts of bourgeois intellectuals were necessary to the pro
letarian movement, but these passages make clear that there is also
a tradition in Marxism to uphold the ability of subjects in a vernac
ular situation, unaware of the philosophical critiques of capitalism,
to come to an understanding of their position in the society and of
the powers arrayed against them.

Lenin is more pessimistic about working class powers of under
standing. In "What Is to Be Done?" he argues against the notion of
"spontaneous" revolutionary movements that emanate directly from
the working class. These movements embody "consciousness in an
embryonic form," but without the theoretical work of educated so
cialist thinkers such movements end with "outbursts of desperation
and vengeance" rather than "truly revolutionary struggle" (169).
Lenin argues that "this consciousness could only be brought to
them from without," from a theory of socialism that "grew out of
the philosophic, historical and economic theories that were elabo
rated by the educated representatives of the propertied classes, the
intellectuals" (170). The role of these intellectuals is to educate the
workers' "instinct" against their bosses, which is "that unconscious
ness (spontaneity) to the aid of which Socialists must come" (180).

As these passages from Lenin and Engels suggest, the critical con
sciousness of the people is a problematic issue. The logic of the Marx
ist analysis of society and culture does a better job explaining why
people fail to understand their society than why they succeed. If so
cial being determines consciousness, and the rules that defIne social
being serve the interests of those in power, how can ordinary people
come to consciousness of their own situation? One answer within
the Marxist tradition is that there are gaps and contradictions in
those rules, and that people can learn from their experience of those
contradictions. But Marxism as a system of thought owes more to a
high-culture tradition of philosophical analysis than to vernacular
experience and reflection, even though the logic of Marxist theories
of revolution requires such reflection from uneducated workers. The
working class has to become a proletariat, that is, a class that un
derstands itself as such and knows the powers that oppose it. One
of the great struggles of Marxist political practice has been to artic
ulate a philosophical theory in terms that honor the experience of
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and make sense to workers who do not share the cultural context
out of which the philosophy comes, but who live out the contradic
tions that the philosophy names. It is therefore not surprising that
the Marxist tradition gives no clear answer to the question of whether
vernacular theory is possible.

Within the Marxist tradition it is of course Gramsci's notion of the
"organic intellectual" that relates most clearly to my claim that there
is vernacular theory. Gramsci rejects traditional ideas of intellectu
als as members of a separate and freewheeling class who have es
caped class backgrounds because of their education in a tradition of
analytical method that allows them to discover truths that transcend
class interests. For Gramsci all intellectuals are "organic" in the sense
that they articulate the problems and desires and demands of the
class they represent. They may be posing challenging questions about
social reality, but they never pose those questions from outside that
reality. In these terms there is no question that "vernacular" theories
are fully implicated in their social and cultural origins, even as they
provide an understanding from within of some aspect of that ma
trix. But the same must be said about critical theory as an academic
discipline: it also speaks from and is implicated in a specifIc social
position, one that enforces rules of analysis, argumentation, and ar
ticulation. Just as all intellectuals are in Gramsci's sense "organic,"
so all theories are "vernacular" in the sense that they never transcend
their local origins.

One large difference between academic and vernacular theories,
though, is the amount and kind of cultural prestige they receive. But
this difference should not blind us to the insight and effectiveness of
vernacular theories. The case of Donald Wildmon can serve as an
example. Wildmon is an antipornography and "pro-family" activist
from Tupelo, Mississippi. I will argue in a later chapter that Wild
mon has created a serious and considerable theory of pornography
and culture. But whenever I have seen or heard him referred to in
academic discussions, he is dismissed as a redneck, an ignorant pro
vincial. He and his theoretical work have no prestige at all in the in
stitutions that make critical theory possible. Nevertheless, his artic
ulation of an intellectual framework for Christian, conservative
activists and their institutional practices has given him a strong ma
terial base-money, access to media, channels of communication
within the movement-for his vernacular theoretical work. Wild
mon is what Gramsci describes, a man whose thinking derives from
and articulates his social positioning, who raises questions about
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how the culture defInes and manages an important practice. And
though his theories have no academic prestige, they are connected
to political practice so directly that academic theorists might envy
his "organic" connections.

Two strands of thought that owe a complex debt to the Marxist
tradition-the British cultural studies movement, and th~ "peda
gogy of the oppressed," focused around the work of Paulo Freire
raise important questions about the crucial role of formal and in
formal education in fostering vernacular theory. The work of British
cultural studies has been marked by a strong commitment to an
image of the subject in vernacular culture as an active, productive
consciousness, historically and socially placed, but not shaped in
exorably into a passive victim of ideology. I will focus my attention
on Paul Willis' Learning to Labour because it analyzes closely the ed
ucational factors that make critical consciousness possible but always
limited. The work of Paulo Freire is to construct a pedagogy that en
courages such consciousness, that creates vernacular theorists.

Paul Willis' Learning to Labour (1977), one of the classic works of
British cultural studies, is an ethnological study of "the lads," youth.
groups in working class schools who reject the culture of schooling
which both they and Willis see as teaching deference, politeness, ac
ceptance, obedience-the skills necessary for middle-class success.
"The lads" oppose those values with their own: skepticism and re
bellion against school rules, creation of personal space and time
within rigid disciplinary regimes, affIliation with other dissidents in
male-group self-defInition. Willis sees these informal groups as al
lowing what I would call vernacular theoretical insights into the
offIcial culture:

Membership of the informal group sensitises the individual to the
unseen informal dimensions of life in general. Whole hinterlands
open up of what lies behind the offIcial defInition of things. A kind
of double capacity develops to register public descriptions and ob
jectives on the one hand, and to look behind them, consider their
implications, and work out what will actually happen, on the other.
This interpretative activity is felt very often as a kind of maturation,
a feeling of becoming "worldliwise," of knowing "how things really
work when it comes to it." It supplies the real "insider" knowledge
which actually helps you get through the day. (25)

But Willis gives less emphasis to these vernacular insights (what he
calls, in an unfortunate phrase, "penetrations") into the oppressive
social and cultural order than to the forces that limit those insights
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and keep even those who understand the system complacent in it.
For example, Willis argues, the lads and their older peers on the shop
floor tend to see all problems with power as local rather than sys
tematic, and to reject as conformist the skills in intellectual analysis
that might help to broaden their vision. To Willis, the result is that
"this greater capacity for cultural penetration has, in its real social
form, resulted in a deeper and more entangled entrapment within
the capitalist order" (123).

My own inclination is to grant Willis' point but to reverse the em
phasis. It is true that all vernacular theories are "entrapped" within
the symbolic orders they critique. What is remarkable is that, with
out training in ideological analysis, the lads recognize that the offIcial
version is only one of many possible systems of explanation. The
culture conspires to defIne them as unintelligent, lacking in "cultural
literacy," but in fact they turn out to be, following Willis' descrip
tion, excellent readers of culture, able to deconstruct the official ver
sion of the real. It is this untutored deconstruction, this street-smart
sense of the multiplicity of truth, that strikes me in Willis' margin
alized working class kids. They have used their experience with
offIcial education and the skeptical practices of their informal group
and their general class culture in order to ask serious questions about
the culture they live in.

I see Freire's work as an attempt to construct a pedagogy that
would enable such critical consciousness rather than push it to the
margins. Freire does not minimize the forces that oppose critical con
sciousness among the oppressed: "their perception of themselves as
oppressed is impaired by their submersion in the reality of oppres
sion" (Pedagogy of the Oppressed 3D), including their exclusion from
literacy and analytical skills. The result is that they see the fact of op
pression but "fail to grasp the causes which are a more rigorous ex
planation of the facts" (Freire and Faundez, Learning to Question 48).
It is then the function of the politically active bourgeois intellectual
to provide the tools of radical cultural literacy necessary for the
masses to develop an understanding-of those systematic social and
political causes. Statements like these make Freire sound Leninist,
insisting on the need for intellectuals to lead the people, but as Stan
ley Aronowitz has argued, Freire has a greater respect for the abil
ity of the oppressed to take their search for consciousness into their
own hands. That is, for Freire the role of the intellectual is not to ed
ucate the oppressed but to dialogue with them, so that their own crit
ical awareness of social reality can be articulated.
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Freire makes it clear that the oppressed have their own intellec
tual and cultural resources which they bring to the educational dia
logue:

the dominant ideology does not succeed in subjecting all the cul
tural expressions and creativity of the people to itself ... There will
always be something of the dominant ideology in the cultural ex
pressions of the people, but there is also in contradiction to it the
signs of resistance-in the language, in music, in food preferences,
in popular religion, in their understanding of the world. (Freire
and Faundez, Learning to Question 26)

Considering what the oppressed bring to the educational experience,
Freire warns that "the revolutionary effort to transform those struc
tures radically cannot designate its leaders as its thinkers and the
oppressed as mere doers," and that "leaders who deny praxis to the
oppressed thereby invalidate their own praxis" (Pedagogy of the Op
pressed 120). "Praxis" for Freire is the process of reflecting on social
conditions and on one's perceptions of those conditions, and engag
ing in action to change them. He goes so far as to describe this praxis
as a defIning factor in human being as such, so that it is the role of
the educator to allow that questioning spirit to be expressed. Freire
is therefore almost as hard on the sloganeers and propagandists of
the left as he is on the overt oppressors on the right because slogans
and propaganda continue intellectual oppression in the name of
freedom from political oppression. The true revolutionary engages
in dialogue with the oppressed, trusting their insights, not knowing
in advance how the process will turn out, not expecting an end to
the process of coming to consciousness. Freire clearly believes in the
possibility of vernacular critical consciousness, one that must pre
cede authentic dialogue with educated intellectual arguments.

The vernacular theorists I have focused on in this collection are
not typically members of oppressed groups. They are middle class,
possessors of enough education to have gained access to the public
written word. But as relatively privileged members of society, they
have an equally diffIcult and perhaps more complex struggle in order
to come to consciousness about the culture that privileges them. I
will outline later some of the ways that vernacular theorists arrive
at the point of asking fundamental cultural questions, but it is clear
in the context of Willis' and Freire's work that one of the obstacles
they must overcome is precisely their education. The theorists I am
examining were not marginalized by school; they for the most part
succeeded in a system that teaches, as Willis says, acceptance and
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obedience, unquestioning performance within tacitly accepted rules.
And yet their writings show them to be capable of insistent ques
tioning of received assumptions. Perhaps this is a function of the fact
that although educational systems teach behavioral compliance, they
at least claim to teach intellectual freedom, and almost in spite of
themselves they now and then do. After all, academic theorists
learned their deconstructive techniques at school. And even with
out advanced study in critical analysis, it is possible for students to
learn, in conventional educational settings, the tools of skeptical re
sistance. The fInal chapter of this book articulates some general prin
ciples of a pedagogy for vernacular theory.

One of the most powerful pedagogical agents in contemporary cul
ture is of course the popular culture industry. Critical theorists have
long understood that mass entertainment has taught and enforced
codes of behavior, belief, and value within popular culture. Some the
orists have emphasized the success of that teaching, seeing fans as
products of that pedagogic process. Others have emphasized the
fans' resistance to that teaching, their insistence on constructing a
meaning of their own out of what is available in the everyday. I want
to claim that fans can and do recognize the existence of this peda
gogy and understand its intention, that they theorize.

My argument does not deny the power of ideology, only its power
to remain invisible. Individual subjects, in spite of the culture indus
try's efforts, can see through the game. And then in a second forget
what they know and fall for the next game. The pedagogy of mass
culture is formidable but not invulnerable. For me it is the work of
Adorno and Horkheimer that provides a prophetic and subtle analy
sis of what and how the media teach, and how diffIcult the peda
gogy makes any resistance to it. But I believe they overstate its suc
cess; they mistake the desire of those who control mass culture for an
achieved state, and they underestimate fan resistance. Adorno and
Horkheimer's famous essay "The Culture Industry" nevertheless
serves as an insightful reminder of the subtle forces against vernac
ular theory. Their descriptions of mass culture still have the power
to make it strange, to reveal the everyday intimacy of its functions.
Mass culture "occup[ies] men's senses from the time they leave the
factory in the evening to the time they clock in again the next morn
ing with matter that bears the impress of the labour process they
themselves have to sustain throughout the day" (38). There is a "ne
cessity inherent in the system not to leave the customer alone, not for
a moment to allow him any suspicion that resistance is possible"
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(40). The result is a nightmare version of the dream of a unified cul
ture, all of us shaped in essentially identical ways by a powerful elite.
All variation is simply a function of marketing categories, addressed
by messages that differ only superficially, all teaching the same les
son of accommodation. The paltry pleasure of mass entertainment
promotes resignation. "Fun is a medicinal bath. The pleasure indus
try never fails to prescribe it. It makes laughter the instrument of the
fraud practiced on happiness" (39). Since the pedagogy is fun, we
take the lesson for the truth.

Adorno's study of astrology provides a vivid and detailed analysis
of this pedagogy of complacence. In 1952 and 1953, Adorno followed
the astrology column of Carroll Righter, "astrologist to the stars," in
the Los Angeles Times. Adorno saw that Righter was a "homespun
philosopher," a "popular psychologist," a practitioner and teacher
of "popular economics." His forecasts took the form of advice for
survival in the world of work and in the world of leisure and fam
ily. The message is accommodation-getting along and keeping life
smooth. And the authority behind that message is the inexorable
power of the stars, which Adorno takes as a magical fIgure for an
all-powerful social order. Adorno wryly remarks: "The stars seem
to be in complete agreement with the established way of life and
with the habits and institutions circumscribed by our age" (59). Ide
ology is presented as cosmology, and the message is received by the
fans all the more successfully because they don't take the column se
riously. They recognize the irrationality of the claims of astrology,
but they enjoy and desire its authoritative voice, its cosmic reassur
ance that all they have been taught is true, that authority can be
trusted. This masochistic "submission to the unbridled strength of
the absolute power" (43) teaches us to be rational in a commonsense
way. "'To be rational,'" Adorno says, "means not questioning irra
tional conditions, but to make the best of them from the viewpoint of
one's private interests" (43).

The pedagogy of this popular psychology and economics is par
ticularly subtle, Adorno argues, because it is aimed at those who are
tempted to such questioning, "those who have started to reflect, who
are dissatisfIed with the veneer of mere existence and who are look
ing for a 'key.'" He calls these fans the "semi-erudite," who want to
be in the know, to know what goes on behind the scenes, but who
"are incapable of the sustained intellectual effort required by theo
retical insight and also lack the critical training without which it
would be utterly futile to attempt to understand what is happening"
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(120). They therefore turn to astrology or, more ominously, to other
systems of total explanation like fascism or anti-Semitism for an au
thoritative key to experience. Their questioning spirit is thereby do
mesticated. Adorno and Horkheimer of course did have the neces
sary critical training in the European tradition of high culture, which
provides for them a living example of a cultural alternative-a cul
tural practice that they saw as created by individual geniuses rather
than by the mass production techniques of the studio system, one
that truly addresses human desires rather than molding them into
motives for material consumption. Adorno and Horkheimer do not
see any other source of resistance within the culture. The "captains
of consciousness,lI to use Stuart Ewen's phrase, win. They produce
dominated consciousness, uncritical acceptance.

More recent work on consumer culture challenges this outcome.
Clearly it is the desire of those who produce mass culture to dimin
ish critical responses to their messages. Adorno and Horkheimer
succeed in describing the ideal audience for and consumer of mass
culture. But individual subjects, even in our media-saturated post
modern culture, can and do resist. Some opt out of it almost com
pletely. They live in neo-hippie communes without TV, or they reject
mass culture in toto on religious grounds, or they are so outraged
about how their identity group is represented that they suspect all
media messages. Other fans clearly bring a powerful agenda to their
"reading" of mass culture texts, and they succeed in transforming
ideological messages. A gay man watching Butch Cassidy and the Sun
dance Kid or a black person listening to Eric Clapton play the blues
is not likely to decode the message as its producers may have in
tended. Adorno and Horkheimer do not recognize the active role that
all readers of all texts engage in. It has been the great lesson of reader
response literary criticism that interpretation is an active process
through which the reader makes meaning. Stuart Hall and others in
cultural studies call it "decoding," and assert that the encoder of a
message has only limited control of the decoding process. It is the
work of rhetoric to construct texts that maximize control over read
ers' responses, but the practice of rhetoric is based on the premise
that there will be resistant readers, that control will never be total.

The most persuasive vocabulary to describe such reading for me
is Michel de Certeau's "strategies," referring to the systematic meth
ods that powerful senders of messages use to produce compliant
reading and behavior, and "tactics," referring to the local methods
that individuals use to make meaning of their own. "Strategies" are
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systematic in that each local instance of control depends on the en
tire system of power in a culture, and totalizing, in that they seek
complete domination of consciousness. "Tactics" are local responses
to strategies, either resistant practices within institutions of power
or resistant readings of power-laden texts. One of de Certeau's prime
examples of a "tactical" behavior is "la peruque," the practice of using
the boss's time and machinery to do the worker's own work. The
worker in this act is engaged in a quite tangible example of what de
Certeau calls "poaching," making a life in a culture that is not one's
own, that is produced by some powerful other. Mass culture could
then be thought of as a terrain controlled and policed by the forces
in power, across which subjects migrate, without a proper cultural
home, making what meanings they need by "poaching" from the
meanings provided, transgressing the rules of interpretation.

One of the best examples of resistant interpretive practice is the
culture of Star Trek fandom, studied extensively by Constance Pen
ley, Henry Jenkins, and many others. Jenkins particularly makes use
of de Certeau's terminology, for example in his discussion of "slash"
fIction. The term "slash" refers to the punctuation in the designa
tion "K/S," or "Kirk/Spock," a genre of stories written by fans in
which the emotional Kirk and the rational Spock engage in a homo
sexual relationship. Constance Penley observes that these stories are
written almost exclusively by straight women whose "tactic" seems
to be the transformation of what the producers of the series intend
as a nonsexual relationship into an idealized vision of sexual equal
ity and communion, projected onto two male fIgures because such
equality makes sense only where gender-power imbalances do not
exist. More generally Jenkins shows that Star Trek fans develop their
own independent interpretations of the series, often resisting the
meanings the producer tries to impose, as for example when they
reject developments in the series that don't fIt their sense of its true
spirit. These fans know they are reading in a resistant way. Their read
ing is "tactical": it serves their own interests rather than those of the
text's producers. For de Certeau and his followers in cultural stud
ies there is a strong distinction between mass culture, which is pro
duced by power elites as a pedagogy for mass consumption and ac
ceptance, and popular culture, which is produced by individuals and
groups out of their own appropriation of the texts presented to them.

But there is no indication in de Certeau that individual subjects
might move from a resistant reading to an investigation of the con
flicts between these two cultures, to what I would call vernacular the-
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ory. This position becomes explicit in the work of John Fiske, who
celebrates resistant reading practices and transgressive behavior, but
who denies that ordinary people theorize, a practice that he sees as
totalizing and detached, a luxury enjoyed only by bourgeois intel
lectuals. Much of Fiske's work can be understood as an argument
for thinking of popular culture fans as "socially interested agents"
rather than as cultural dupes. He celebrates "the intransigence of the
people ... their innumerable tactical evasions and resistances, their
stubborn clinging to their sense of difference, their refusal of the po
sition of the compliant subject in bourgeois ideology ... their power
in coping with their subordination at the level of everyday practices"
(Understanding Popular Culture 162). People can resist cultural as
sumptions by practicing a "popular skepticism" that allows them to
see that "the world of the upper echelons is, when viewed from
below, the world of the cover up" (Power Plays Power Works 200). For
me it seems like an easy move from the "popular skepticism" of "so
cially interested agents" to what I call vernacular theory, but Fiske
explicitly denies that move.

Take as an example Fiske's description in Power Plays Power Works
of the ways that men in a homeless shelter watch the movie Die
Hard, which is about a challenge to offIcial power (terrorists seize a
corporate headquarters building) that is defeated by a stereotypical
loner/hero, fInally in the name of a reassertion of offIcial power. Its
ideological purpose is to associate the brave, lone individual with
conventional structures of power. The homeless men who watch the
fIlm, Fiske says, resist the ideological message by identifying with
the terrorists, and with the macho swagger of the outsider cop, but
then by ignoring the reassertion of power-simply turning off the
tape when the tide turns in favor of offIcial order. For me this is a re
sistant reading made possible by a theoretical insight in a vernacu
lar mode. The act of turning off the tape suggests a profound un
derstanding of plot structure-everything will be settled at the end
by a reassertion of social rules-and its implication in social condi
tioning. Knowing that traditional plots affIrm cultural power seems
to me to be an act of theory. But for Fiske the actions and responses
of these men are a speciftc and local resistance and as such not a the
oretical knowledge. These "everyday resistances" are not "strategic
battles, opposing the system head on with the aim of defeating it"
(Understanding Popular Culture 163). Popular knowledges "do not
reach beyond their immediate conditions, but are used to build and
control locales" (Power Plays Power Works 206).
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Fiske insists on this local character of popular culture and contrasts
it with the "imperializing knowledge" of the dominant culture. His
Power Plays Power Works is based on a strong opposition between the
"imperializing" dominant culture, which creates "stations" (institu
tions, texts) for imposing its power on subjects, and "localizing" cul
tures of resistance which try to change those "stations" into "locales"
where people themselves feel some control and where their cultural
needs are met. Imperializing knowledges are rationalistic, construct
ing social categories that extend power throughout the culture. These
knowledges create "cultures of representation, ones that reproduce
both a sense of the world and the power to control that sense." By
contrast, localizing knowledges "function not to extend a great vi
sion over the world but to produce a localized social, ethnic, com
munal sense of identity." They create "cultures of practice, ones that
develop ways of living in the world and which seek to control only
those ways of living rather than the world in which they live" (19).
Fiske defInes theory as a practice of rational, imperializing knowl
edge, a desire to create an all-inclusive vision or explanation of cul
ture, and any resistance to power that engages in theoretical prac
tice is therefore incorporated into the culture it wishes to reflect.
Theory in this sense is detached from the everyday experience of re
sistant cultural subjects and cannot inform their tactics.

I would argue that Fiske's defInition of theory is unnecessarily
narrow. For me the great achievement of cultural theory over the last
twenty years is not that it has constructed totalizing, systematic ex
planations for culture, but that it has explored and questioned cul
tural systems themselves and shown that they are radically open to
interpretation from many theoretical perspectives. Theory has often
attacked the desire for total, systematic knowledge, denied the va
lidity of detached reason, and made use of a language that tests the
limits of the reasonable. Certainly doctrinaire applications of theo
retical systems can produce machines of interpretation that reduce
all texts and all practices to versions of the same. The spirit of contem
porary theory, especially as it derives from poststructural thought,
however, has been to foster skepticism about all systematic expla
nations, including oppositional ones. Theory need not be the tool of
imperializing knowledge. Academic versions of cultural theory do
tend to demand systematic and rigorous questioning of cultural
meanings, and are therefore implicated to some degree in the cul
ture they critique. Some form of such implication is inevitable in all
cultural practices, even the most oppositional, insofar as they are lin-
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guistically and discursively meaningful. DefIning theory as an im
perializing, systematizing knowledge seems to me to dishonor the
diversity of theory, and to deny to ordinary people in pressing local
situations an important intellectual tool.

Local interpretive disputes are connected to theoretical question
ing in complicated ways, and for both academic and vernacular the
orists, challenging local applications of cultural power can lead to a
partial, still-embedded understanding of larger relations of power.
Vernacular theorists use their local, popular knowledge to resist cul
tural power, but they also recognize that the local situation is con
nected to other local situations and to patterns of cultural practice.
This does not diminish the idiosyncracy of the local situation, but it
does place it in a context that can increase local understanding and
control. Take as an example a teenage girl who is starving herself to
avoid being perceived as obese. If she were to see her own local strug
gle in the context of media images and the self-hatred they produce
in many young women, she would understand her actions in a less
isolating and self-blaming way and could perhaps change her local
situation. There are plenty of subjunctives and hedges in that sen
tence because there are no guarantees that such knowledge could be
gained or that behavior changes would follow. But I would argue that
such vernacular theoretical understandings do occur, and that they
can strengthen everyday practices of resistance.

Academic theorists motivated by commitments to identity poli
tics movements are most likely to recognize the existence of vernac
ular theory. Feminist theorists, for example, often acknowledge their
connection with the experiences and insights of women who know
nothing of feminist theory but who have understood the realities of
patriarchal culture. Academic feminist theory is thus a systemiza
tion and development of localized theoretical insights from vernac
ular culture. One influential example of this connection is Janice
Radway's Reading the Romance, which works on the assumption that
women who read romance novels have at least a partial understand
ing of why they do so. Radway's own understanding of the romance
clearly derives from those vernacular reflections, which she was able
to uncover because she asked women why they read, what they val
ued in the novels, how the novels were constructed. Radway does
not assume that the women completely understood their own mo
tives or the genre, but she also doesn't assume that she has to theo
rize for them.

African American critics Houston Baker and Henry Louis Gates
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describe their own theoretical writings as "vernacular," as informed
by the theoretical insights of black vernacular culture. To Baker the
blues is a vernacular way of understanding, coping with, and tran
scending racist American culture. To use his term, he has been
"trained" by the blues to see African American literature in a new
light. More recently he has called rap "an expressive poetry of media
resistance and deconstruction" and characterized rappers as vernac
ular theorists. He praises

their energetic and brilliant resistances to the law in its practical
founding and to the hype that urges a harmonious complicity and
unselfconsciousness. No one has been more devastating in their
critique of media's possible mindwashings and controls than the
heterogeneous media watch sounders of rap. ("Practical Philoso
phy and Vernacular Openings" 67-68)

Similarly, Gates sees "signifying" as a black vernacular theory of im
provisatory creativity and historical change, and his own work as a
direct development from the vernacular. "It is amazing," Gates says,
"how much black people, in ritual settings such as barbershops and
pool halls, street corners and family reunions, talk about talking" (xi).
Gates bases his theory of the revisionary improvisation in African
American literature on a complex combination of academic and ver
nacular theorizing.

It is not surprising that academic theorists of identity politics
would honor vernacular theorizing. Groups defIned by demeaning
and dehumanizing mainstream values either do theory or die in
spirit. That is, either they internalize those defInitions and accept self
hatred, or they recognize that the offIcial version is not the only way
of looking at the world. When defInitions imposed from above sim
ply don't match daily social experience, there are two choices: either
deny yourself or learn to question authorized versions. Vernacular
theory can be a tactic for cultural and personal survival, a recogni
tion and rejection of strategies of cultural containment. Movements
for social change have been attacking Fiske's "world of the cover up"
for decades. Those who are pushed to the margins have the critical
distance necessary to see cultural power in action and cannot accept
its own benign version of itself as resting on self-evident truths.

Membership in a marginalized group is not the only entry into
vernacular theory. The theorists studied in this book were motivated
into theory less by a politicized identity than by a particular insti
tutional placement, and their theoretical insights are likely to be lim
ited to particular cultural practices. A fan of alternative rock music
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may be able to see through the hype of the music business but be
blind to mainstream media sexism. A nurse might be able to articu
late a scathing indictment of the regimes of power in medical practice,
but accept in general a benign vision of social authority. Vernacular
theorists are canny about some of the institutions and practices they
encounter but naive about others. The naivete, however, doesn't deny
the canniness. The studies in this book suggest a number of specifIc
social and discursive situations that allow people to engage in the
oretical practice: the situation of the expert practitioner, the elite fan,
the activist, and the visionary. There are many more. The theorists I
have studied seem to be accurately described by these categories,
and they give some sense of the many paths to vernacular theory. I
will briefly describe these general situations here, and explore them
more specifIcally in the chapters that follow.

By the "expert practitioner" I mean to refer to extensive engage
ment in a particular cultural function-my examples are teaching
and advertising. Practitioners of a given craft or skill develop a pic
ture of their practice-a sense of how it is or ought to be practiced,
of its values and its worldview-and many are quite articulate about
this "theory," aware for example that there are competing theories,
that not all practitioners work from the same premises. These practi
tioners' theories may contrast sharply with the theories of their prac
tice constructed by academic theorists. Ask any elementary teacher
if his or her theory of teaching is the same at the end of a year of
practice as the theory provided by schools of education. Or ask an
advertising professional if the theories of advertising produced in
cultural studies are adequate to the complexities of the craft as he or
she has experienced it. To return to Foucault's concept of "subjugated
knowledges," it would be possible to fInd the nurse's theory of dis
ease, the musician's theory of audience, the computer designer's the
ory of interpretation, the athlete's theory of sport, the bookstore de
signer's theory of reading, the casting director's theory of character.
None of these vernacular voices would have much prestige as theo
rists, but particular questions of cultural theory would be part of their
daily practice.

Questions of theory arise among practitioners when problems oc
cur or when communication is diffIcult. Basic terms need clarifica
tion, assumptions need to be brought out so that all involved can
understand clearly and work out of shared premises. Every book
store designer, for example, constructs a spatialized, materialized
theory of reading in his or her categorizations, organization of shelf
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space, and modes of display. In the case of corporate stores, decisions
about these matters would be based on market research and sales
results; in the case of local stores decisions might be made more in
tuitively, based on a personal knowledge of local readers, their tastes
and interests. In either case, store designers would be able to articu
late their understanding of readers and their desires, and might well
have to argue for that "theory" within a competitive corporate en
vironment. To take another example, teachers engage in this form of
theoretical practice when they do cooperative work or team teach
ing across disciplines. SpecifIc but fundamental questions about ed
ucational goals are necessary to the success of this kind of teaching,
and are raised in its everyday practice. Or again, when marketing
experts speak to graphic designers in an advertising fIrm, basic ter
minology and premises have to be made clear. An analogous theo
retical situation occurs in academe when two expert literary critics
differ so completely about a metaphor in an Emily Dickinson poem
that they have to raise the question of what each means by "meta
phor." It is in the fIne details of a cultural practice that theoretical
questions can emerge, even in practices that don't formally acknowl
edge a "theoretical" dimension.

Practitioners also have to raise theoretical questions and take the
oretical positions when their practice is subject to criticism from out
side its own institutions or, more generally, whenever the public's
perception of the practice is an issue. In these situations the basic
values of the practice must be articulated in terms that make sense
to outsiders. We will see how a certain theory of advertising gets ar
ticulated in response to government and consumer critique. And in
turn, these institutionally approved versions of the basic assump
tions that guide the practice are subject to the skepticism of every
day practitioners who see the gap between the offIcial version and
their own experience. This theory of the practitioner is obviously
available to virtually everyone, since we all engage in many cultural
practices, either as professions or as hobbies or in the tasks of every
day life. Can't the person who takes out the garbage every day have
a theory of domestic consumption?

I will also examine in a later chapter the theories produced by fans.
The experience of following a cultural practice closely, becoming
what cultural critics call an "elite fan," can lead to fundamental ques
tions about the practice. Did you like the Beatles better early in their
career when they were covering American R & B with their distinc
tive harmonic styles, or later when they pioneered the opening up
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of rock and roll to symphonic sound, complex feedback, and eso
teric lyrics? Fans taking part in that kind of argument have the op
portunity to articulate their own aesthetic and explain the values that
guide their preference. Elite fans also have access to so much infor
mation on their chosen area of interest that they can see the differ
ence between the public image of the performer and the image that
emerges from insider knowledge. They are therefore sensitized in
general to the tendency of representations to serve the interests of
those who construct them. Any intense fan experience-whether it's
being an opera afIcionado or a Deadhead-provides opportunities
for vernacular theory. Local information and local interpretive prac
tices and disputes make theory possible.

Fans must also at times come to the defense of their obsessions,
and so have to articulate their values, their sense of why Star Trek or
polka or splatter movies are important enough for obsessive atten
tion. Star Trek fans, admonished even by William Shatner to "get a
life," have defended their interest in the series by seeing it as a guide
to the future, an exploration of human interaction, an archetypal leg
end, an analysis of sexual identity, a meditation on selfhood, a warn
ing about the power of technology. When they do so, they are en
gaged in reflection on the values that shape their interpretive habits.

Another social position that can lead to vernacular theory is that
of the political or cultural activist. Moral fervor about some partic
ular wrong can move to a systematic questioning of the institutions
that make it possible. My example, explored in chapter 2, is the anti
pornography activist Donald Wildmon. Wildmon begins with an
anger at what he sees to be the evils of pornography and moves to a
comprehensive analysis of the culture of pornography-the institu
tions that support, sustain, or defend it. Any activist operates from
a position of disconnection, a failure to accept some powerful social
given. Often that moral critique is local-a school board member who
makes racist decisions, a university policy that limits freedom of ex
pression, a shop rule that cheats workers out of needed rest, a library
that has in its holdings books that someone considers dangerous.
But that local dispute can lead to an insistent skepticism, to asking
fundamental cultural questions. Activists often scorn theory, as
though it were necessarily detached from real experience, "academic"
in the worst sense. But considerations of strategy within a movement,
efforts to clarify the message that will be sent to the public, specifIc
decisions about concessions, compromises, demands, and goals
all require theoretical questioning, which in turn can make more
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effective microdecisions possible. Once Wildmon, for example, un
derstands the institutional matrix of pornography-who fInances,
distributes, litigates for it-he can direct movement energy at these
powerful agents. Theory is not detached from experience; it is a
way of unmaking and remaking cultural and social sense within
experience.

Theoretical analysis that depicts the activist as challenging an un
questioned status quo clearly adds energy to his or her movement.
Wildmon casts liberalism, secularism, humanism, and modernism
as the dogmas of the day, and casts himself as the maverick, the
asker of risky questions, the critical mind who brings the offIcial
scandal out into the open. John Fiske suggests that the energy of
resurgent conservatism in the United States results in part from its
depiction of liberal-inspired government programs as the strategy
of an elite, which must be countered by the tactics of the grassroots,
populist right. What this analysis suggests is that the perception of
marginal or oppressed status can drive a movement, and the creation
of that perception is a function of the theoretical practice within the
movement.

Theoretical questioning in a vernacular mode can also develop
out of what individuals experience as prophetic or visionary expe
rience. Chapter 4 of this study is an investigation of New Age theo
ries of narrative, which are inspired, I argue, by experiences of what
feel like radically different ontologies. Through meditation, channel
ing, or other metaphysical practices, many New Age believers are
convinced that they have dwelt in other worlds, or experienced this
world from new and transformative perspectives. They have there
fore come to see the everyday ontology of the commonsense world
as one among many possible modes of experience, and they often
assert explicitly that ontology shapes experience, which can there
fore be transformed if riew ways of looking at the world are adopted.
So a radical questioning of the cultural assumptions in place is a pre
condition of New Age belief systems.

Of course not all visionaries are New Agers. Mystics of any reli
gious tradition would agree that the assumptions that guide our
everyday practice are illusions, and that it is possible to get past
those illusions and to see the world freshly. Most people who oper
ate in what they defIne as a visionary or prophetic mode would not
identify themselves as doing "theory," a word that doesn't lend it
self to the spiritual dimension. But if theory is the uncovering and
questioning of cultural assumptions, I believe that New Agers and
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other visionaries are doing theory. I will be looking at New Age the
ories of narrative, which I believe are important in a movement that
talks constantly about transformation, itself a narrative concept. But
there are also New Age theories of symbol, metaphor, interpretation,
language, identity-many of the same issues that academic theory
addresses. And New Age writers bring to these and other issues a
distinctive spiritual perspective that is absent from contemporary
theoretical discourse.

I do not mean to suggest that these social positions exhaust the
situations in which vernacular theory can occur. I believe that such
practice is a daily occurrence for many people, always local in its ori
gins, always limited in its insights, but always essential to the sur
vival and growth of individuals and communities. It is the intellec
tual form of resistance in everyday life, and it takes many discursive
forms. It can happen in lunch break gripes about the boss and the
bureaucracy, in women's caustic jokes about the power and foolish
ness of men, in fanzines where ordinary fans review and discuss new
music, in discussion groups on the Internet, in telephone calls to C
SPAN and talk radio, in letters to the editor, in living room complaints
about fIfty-seven channels and nothing on, in interoffIce memos, in
speeches to civic or business groups, in action-oriented newsletters
within movements for social change, in pamphlets and broadsides,
in articles and books, in kids' games about school and home, in rap
music, in coffee shop bull sessions after a movie.

This study has tended to focus on more formal modes-on writ
ings, books, articles, zines, newsletters, etc. This is in part simply a re
flection of my own print orientation. It would certainly be possible
to study in great detail the vernacular theory practiced on the Inter
net or on call-in talk shows. But I have also focused on more formal,
written modes because they seem to me to be the most considered
statements, the most fully articulated arguments. And it has been the
goal of my own practice in this project to take vernacular theory se
riously, precisely as an argument. I aim to engage with these theories
with the same analytical intensity that I would bring to academic
theory. I want to place the insights of vernacular theory next to aca
demic theory and appreciate the contributions and limitations of the
vernacular. That means paying attention to discursive and rhetori
cal modes, implications of style and language, contradictions be
tween overt statement and assumptions implied by argumentative
method, etc. To me print media invite more prolonged analyses than
do casual, short-lived discursive forms.
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Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that theoretical prac
tice in vernacular culture is not limited to print. In fact, one of the
"texts" of vernacular theory that had the most influence on my own
thinking about the issue was a conversation I witnessed on the train
from New York City to North Carolina. "The Carolinian," which
stops at a lot of small stations, has long been a way for rural and
small-town black and white people from North Carolina to travel
to Washington, Philadelphia, and New York. I was returning from
New York, where I had done some preliminary research on the ad
vertising chapter of this study, sitting at a table in the club car, grad
ing student papers. At the table next to me, playing cards, were four
roughly thirty-year-old people who had met on the train-two black
men heading home on military leave, a black woman visiting family
on vacation from her job in New York, and a white woman on her
way home from a job search in Washington. The white woman had
lived all her life in a small North Carolina town with as many blacks
as whites, and her speech and manner would seem "black" to out
siders. But all of the other people at the table were familiar with her
down-home white girl redneck jive style, and it became the friendly
subject of their conversation. All began trading stories about dialects
and social judgments based on speech and style. The black woman
talked about how she sounded Southern to New Yorkers and North
ern to her family back home. The men talked about the variety of ac
cents they had encountered in the military. One talked about how
ignorant the poor people in his hometown sounded. All the others
jumped on him, saying that differences in dialect didn't mean differ
ences in intelligence, and he quickly agreed.

The conversation then turned to how social classes talk differently,
how races talk differently, and how men and women use the same
words to mean different things ("doorknob" was the example!). With
the focus on race, the conversation got heated, though all four agreed
that black dialects were unfairly scorned by society. The fun of the
talk at this point was that the white woman had gone through a sim
ilar rejection for her "black" style, which suggested that class was a
more important factor than race. The conversation had at this point
gotten loud. In the corner booth were three railroad conductors, all
young black men, quiet and distinguished in manner. One of them
yelled, "Y'all need to quiet down. You're bothering people." The
black woman turned to me-now only pretending to be grading
papers, delighted with the conversation-and asked if they were
bothering me. I said no, and she defended her group to the author-
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ity fIgures-"See, we're not bothering anyone." But they did quiet
down, though continuing the conversation. After a minute, she
turned to me and said, "They aren't upset that we're loud, they're
upset at the fact that we're talking about race."

I'm sure that none of the people in this conversation had heard of
sociolinguistics or the academic debates over Black English and other
questions of the politics of verbal style. But they had moved in their
talk from specifIC linguistic examples to a discussion of the cultural
defInitions of language use, organized around the marks of distinc
tion produced by gender, race, and class. They also understood the
politics of the conversation itself, how it affected the railroad work
ers' hard-won professional dignity. They were engaged in cultural
theory in a vernacular mode. And though I, as the academic intel
lectual, might translate their conversation into terms they wouldn't
use, they didn't need my terms to have their conversation.

What made their conversation possible, I believe, were a number of
highly specifIC situational factors. They were different in gender and
race, but similar in class and region. They were part of rich local cul
tures, but they had seen a lot of the world. They had never met before,
but they liked one another. They could bring different experiences to
the table, but their styles were similar enough to create a loose and
teasing but serious atmosphere. They knew they were in a special set
of circumstances that allowed big ideas and freewheeling talk. They
were thinking together, sparking ideas in one another. They were see
ing the local concerns as part of a bigger cultural pattern, and they
didn't trust the pattern, which they felt dehumanized and stigma
tized people. I believe this incident tells us that, though the circum
stances that made this specifIC moment of vernacular theorizing pos
sible were special, different "special circumstances" enable different
theoretical insights as everyday events in vernacular culture.

I have worried throughout this project that I as an academic would
mistranslate or distort these vernacular theories. But I would have
worried about it more if I hadn't come to academic theory out of a
neighborhood and family that encouraged and valued critical, re
sistant thinking. I was brought up in working class neighborhoods
of Philadelphia and its suburbs, and in a family that valued street
smarts and healthy skepticism. Everyone knew that politicians lied
because they were in someone's pocket, that doctors and lawyers
used their position for profIt, that priests and nuns were high-minded
but not to be taken seriously as guides to everyday life, that bosses
were not to be trusted when they said they had your interests at heart,
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that teachers and principals were more interested in rules and order
than in the needs of kids. There was still a degree of respect for peo
ple in power, since it was thought they got their power with their
brains, but there was no awe. In general and without articulating it
in these terms, we understood that language and culture could be
put to the service of power, but that it was possible to resist by men
tal cunning and a strong sense of self-worth.

As a result I have always been skeptical of the academy's easy con
flation of genteel cultural style and intellectual skills. Not all the
sharp minds get to go to college, and not all the theorists are in the
academy. When I encountered literary theory in the sixties and sev
enties, it seemed to me that for the fIrst time I was fInding in the acad
emy the kind of skeptical intelligence I had learned in the kitchen or
on the corner. Instead of running problems through unquestioned
machines of analysis and interpretation, someone was questioning
the machines themselves, arguing that the premises you start with
produce the results you get. Well, yeah. And those premises could
be thought of as servants of power, producing what seemed like truth
but functioned as strategies of manipulation. Fuckin A right. My
friend from a similar Philadelphia neighborhood who became a his
torian of religions told me that he worked on the premises that
(1) everybody lies and (2) follow the money, and he didn't learn
those lessons from the New Left or from poststructural theory. He
learned them from the vernacular theorists in his family and his
neighborhood culture. I'm not saying that academic theory hasn't
deepened and made more subtle my understanding of texts and in
terpretation, only that I was ready for its lessons.

And that's true because theory is not the elite activity that both
its enemies and its defenders claim it to be. It is an integral and cru
cial element in everyday culture. Academic critics have used the word
"vernacular" in recent years to describe the everyday, nonelite prac
tice of architecture, design, art, music, dance, literature, city plan
ning, and language. It is time to add cultural theory to that list, to
think of theory as a practice widespread throughout that culture. Ver
nacular theory does not guarantee politically progressive attitudes
witness talk radio-and it does not guarantee total freedom from re
ceived ideas and ideological constructs. But in its local, momentary
insights into the ways of power and the workings of culture, it does
remind us that ideological power isn't total, that political resistance
is made possible by intellectual critique, and that it is not only "in
tellectuals" who can produce that critique.
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What follows in the chapters of this book are some careful looks
at sites and instances of vernacular theory. Many more could be
written. In these chapters I try to take these theories seriously and
respond to them critically, pointing to their limits as well as their
achievements. But theory is always limited, always caught up in the
systems it exposes. So my message is not about their failures, but
about their measured successes and their critical cultural functions.
Vernacular culture produces its own theoretical practice, and it is
time for academic theory to celebrate these achievements and rec
ognize its own connections to the vernacular.



2
Cultural Theory and
Social Activism in the
Southern Christian
Antipornography Movement

Donald Wildmon is a United Methodist minister from
Tupelo, Mississippi. Since 1976 he has been involved in a highly vis
ible and successful crusade against pornography and indecency in
the United States. During that time he has been the head of a variety
of antipornography groups, including the National Federation for
Decency, the Coalition for Better Television, the Coalition of Christ
ian Leaders for Responsible Television (or CLeaR-TV), and currently
the American Family Association. He is also a prolifIc writer of books
and pamphlets on pornography and other cultural issues. In his
book on television, The Home Invaders, Wildmon narrates the mo
ment at which his calling became clear to him:

One night during the Christmas holidays of 1976, I decided to
watch television with my family. Gathered around the set in our den,
shortly after 7 P.M., we prepared ourselves for a relaxing time of en
tertainment. We turned on the set and sat back to be entertained.

Not far into the program was a scene of adultery. I reacted to the
situation in the manner I had been taught. I asked one of the chil
dren to change channels. Getting involved in the second program,
we were shocked with some crude profanity. Once again reacting
in the prescribed manner, I asked one of the children to change the
channel. We got involved in a mystery when, without warning, on
came a totally unexpected scene in which one man had another
tied down and was working him over with a hammer. I again re
acted as I had been instructed. I asked one of the children to turn
off the set.

31
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As I sat in my den that night, I became angry. I had been dis
turbed by the deterioration of morals I had witnessed in the media
and society during the previous twenty-fIve years. This was accom
panied by a dramatic rise in crime, a proliferation of pornography,
increasing numbers of broken homes, a rise in drug and alcohol use
among the youth, and various other negative factors. I had man
aged to avoid those unpleasant changes to a large degree by staying
away, turning my head, justifying my actions with the reasons most
commonly expressed-freedom of speech, pluralism, tolerance.

Realizing that these changes were being brought into the sanc
tity of my home, I decided I could and would no longer remain
silent. I decided to do something, even though at the time I had no
idea what that something would be. Little did I realize the magni
tude of my decision. (7-8)

I quote this episode at such length because narrative is one of Wild
mon's most characteristic rhetorical strategies, and because this story
touches on so many themes in his work.

The Home Invaders characterizes television as an external cultural
force that impinges on family life. Here in the sacred space of his
home, Wildmon is forced to recognize that he cannot isolate his fam
ily from the evils of mainstream American culture. In a culture per
vaded and even defIned by the media, there is no way to separate
the outside world from the apparent safety of the minister's family
room. Wildmon represents himself in this episode as the reasonable
man pushed too far. He has deluded himself up to this point into
thinking that evil was happening somewhere else-in the big cities,
in the bad neighborhoods, in the homes of the unsaved. But here it
is, invading his home, infecting his children. Wildmon is roused into
action as a father in defense of his family. First he tries what the lib
erals tell him to do-turn the channel, turn off the set. But as he says
later in the book, turning off the set does no good: "Whether I watch
it or not, I have to live in the society which television influences"
(79). To Wildmon television is at once a symptom of a larger cultural
decline and the means by which the decline is accelerated. Televi
sion cannot be ignored; it must be opposed and redeemed. At the
very least, people need to be brought to an awareness of the fact that
television invades their homes with what Wildmon considers to be
the socially accepted forms of pornography. Television is the most
intimate site at which the epidemic, the plague of pornography
touches and threatens the family, and in doing so threatens civiliza
tion itself. Wildmon the evangelical is called by God to go public
with his indignation, to fIght for the soul of the nation.
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That fIght has taken him into a wide variety of arenas. It has led
him to set up a nationwide network of Christians who monitor the
incidence of pornography, vulgarity, violence, and anti-Christian
bias on television. It has led him to call for boycotts against NBC
and its parent company, RCA, along with other corporations that
sponsor "offensive" programming. He fought against Martin Scor
sese's The Last Temptation ofChrist, a fIlm he saw as blasphemous, and
he succeeded in limiting its distribution. He threatened to boycott
Pepsi products unless the company agreed to drop an ad featuring
Madonna, whose video for "Like a Prayer" had offended him be
cause of its combination of sexual and religious imagery. Pepsi com
plied. He has attacked the National Endowment for the Arts for its
support of artists like Karen Finley, Holly Hughes, Robert Mapple
thorpe, and David Wojnarowicz. He has called for boycotts of K-Mart
(corporate owners of Waldenbooks), Holiday Inn, Sheraton, and
R. J. Reynolds-corporations that in one way or other assist in the
distribution of pornography. He has convinced major video cassette
outlets not to market NC-17 rated fIlms. He urged a boycott of Match
box Toys, which planned to market a Freddy Krueger doll. He has
objected to the moral impact of television shows like Cheers, I'll Fly
Away, and NYPD Blue. The fIght has even led him to appear on TV
himself. He has appeared on Donahue to debate a TV executive. He
provides great sound bytes for network news whenever issues of
pornography and censorship attract wide public attention. Wild
mon is involved in a struggle in which he intends to be successful,
and he has committed himself to reaching the largest audience pos
sible.

He does this through television appearances, books, pamphlets,
and a newsletter distributed through churches and Christian book
stores. Wildmon is an activist; his writings are intended to outrage
the public and to give them practical strategies with which they can
enter into the struggle against pornography. His writings always
emphasize that the stakes are high in this struggle. "What we are up
against," he says, "is not dirty words and dirty pictures. It is a phi
losophy of life which seeks to remove the influence of Christians
and Christianity from our society. Pornography is not the disease
but merely a visible symptom. It springs from a moral cancer in our
society, and it will lead us to destruction if we are unable to stop it"
(Case against Pornography 8). As this quote suggests, his fIght against
pornography leads him into a larger critique of modern culture.
Wildmon is an activist doing cultural theory in a vernacular mode.
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His writings show that Wildmon has had no contact with the aca
demic discipline or metadiscipline of cultural theory. You will not
encounter references to Foucault or Bataille in his works, nor will
you see any of the language and intellectual styles of theoretical dis
course. But Wildmon does the work of a theorist without thinking
of himself in those terms. In his work is an implicit set of assump
tions-a theory-about how texts do their work in culture and
about how specifIc texts and larger cultural forces affect the lives of
individual subjects. There is a theory of reading in his work, and a
theory of textual power as well. And Wildmon's theory is not only
implicit in his interpretive operations; it is an explicit reflection on
the large and basic cultural issues involved in thinking about
pornography.

I realize that it sounds incongruous to use the term "theorist" to
describe a Southern preacher on a mission to save America. Wild
mon has been called "the ayatollah of the airwaves," and his critics
can't seem to talk about him without using phrases like "funda
mentalist nut" or "redneck." Perhaps the incongruity we feel comes
from class and regional prejudices that suggest that a right-winger,
a Southern white boy, can't be capable of the intellectual sophistica
tion that is suggested by the word "theory." If you get past the prej
udices and give his writings serious attention, you may well fInd
much to be rejected and even scorned-as I did-but you will also
fInd a thinker who understands in surprising ways a culture whose
very premises he rejects.

What does it mean to do theory? What does it mean to have a the
ory? The latter is much more common than the former. To have a the
ory is to have a set of assumptions that make your interpretive acts
possible. Anyone who produces or consumes discourse has such a
set of assumptions. It may take the interpretive work of another to
bring those assumptions to the surface, but they are at work in all
readers, guiding their practice. To do theory is to pay conscious at
tention to those assumptions, to think critically about how reading
happens, how meaning is produced, how texts have their effects,
etc. To me it is clear that Wildmon has a theory, some of which must
be pried out of his practice. But he also does theory. He examines
basic questions about the role of certain kinds of texts in readers'
lives and about the system of textual circulation. He is keenly aware
of how texts partake in larger cultural formations and in political
struggle.

The only reason Wildmon might not be considered a theorist is
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that he is not part of the institution of theory, the academic mode of
thought that has forced all cultural critics to reconsider their own
assumptions. I admit that Wildmon knows nothing about theoreti
cal activity so defIned. But surely it is not necessary to study theory
in order to become aware of basic questions about text and culture
and selfhood. Wildmon arrives at these questions because he sees
the sharp differences between his own assumptions (those that he
gets from his religious tradition) and those of what he defInes as the
dominant culture. It believes, he thinks, that pornography is harm
less or even liberatory, freeing the individual from repression-a
useful and defensible expression of artistic insight. This set of be
liefs in turn depends on assumptions about the rights of individu
als, the limits of legitimate social authority, the sanctity of art, the
centrality of sex to selfhood-all assumptions that he does not accept.
This conflict pushes Wildmon to ask signifIcant questions about the
fundamental cultural issues that surround pornography. Wildmon's
writing on pornography is a theoretical analysis of culture and its
effects on individuals, one that should be placed critically alongside
the other important theories of pornography that our culture has
produced.

Wildmon's analysis of pornography focuses on two major issues:
how pornography is produced, marketed, and distributed, and how
pornography affects its consumers and our society. He is not partic
ularly interested in defIning pornography or in distinguishing
among types of porn or in arguing about borderline cases. For Wild
mon what constitutes pornography is self-evident, a matter of com
mon sense. He knows it, and he claims we all know it, when we see
it. His defInition of porn is very inclusive. thirtysomething is porn be
cause it promotes homosexuality as a valid lifestyle. The Simpsons is
dangerous because it mocks the nuclear family. Soft-core porn is not
worth distinguishing from hard core. "Erotica" is just porn with a
fancy name. Wildmon is not interested in making subtle textual dis
tinctions. For him what is important about pornography is what it
does to its audience. And in order to counter its effects, Wildmon
feels that we have to understand how pornography moves around
in our culture.

Much of Wildmon's writing attempts to make clear to the general
reader how pornographic texts are circulated. For Wildmon the por
nographic text has to be understood as a commodity. It is produced,
distributed, marketed, sold, purchased-like any other commodity.
He wants to identify the institutions that are involved in making
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these texts available to consumers. On the practical level those in
stitutions are corporations: motel chains that show soft-core fIlms,
video companies that distribute porn on cassette, advertisers who
sponsor offensive TV shows, convenience store chains that market
pornographic magazines, toy companies that manufacture violent
and vulgar toys, cigarette and liquor companies who advertise in
Playboy and Penthouse. Wildmon clearly sees it as an important part
of his mission to reveal these corporate ties with pornography to
a public that associates porn with sleazy underground operators.
In his eyes the problem is much deeper than that. We can't blame
pornography on marginal or criminal elements. The evil has become
part of our most trusted institutions and can thus move easily into
the domestic sphere. The company that sells you your frozen vege
tables may also be involved in the distribution of pornographic maga
zines. Wildmon is quite canny about the realities of corporate com
plexity in our postindustrial economy. Companies are incredibly
diverse, and it may never come clear to the public that what seem to
be ordinary business operations may also be involved in porno
graphic distribution.

Wildmon does not push this insight into corporate amorality
very far. There is no systematic critique of pornography and capi
talism in his work. But he does attack the greed of the networks and
the advertisers who care only if a show is popular and thus if it will
ensure a large audience for their ads, and he is capable of remark
able comments like, "Divorce capitalism from Christian ethics and
you have an economic system which makes Communism look like a
Sunday School picnic" (Home Invaders 15). Wildmon also calls for
government intervention into this system of production and distri
bution. He believes that it is a rightful power and responsibility of
government to regulate the availability of offensive texts in order to
protect the public. He makes it clear in his advice to antipornogra
phy groups that obscene speech is not protected by the Constitu
tion. Censorship by the government is not a repellant idea to him.

Nevertheless, his most powerful strategy for intervening in and
disrupting this porn-as-commodity system is to call not for govern
ment action but for economic action on the part of the private citi
zen. That is, he believes that the boycott is the most effective tool for
combating the distribution of pornography. His pamphlet Pornogra
phy: A Report and the monthly American Family Association Newslet
ter are full of instructions to individuals and groups about how to
disrupt the flow of pornographic texts. Such disruption can be most
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effective when aimed at the point of retail distribution-the conve
nience store, the video rental store, the local cable system-and at
the corporate advertiser who supports pornography by placing ads
in smut magazines or sponsoring offensive shows. Wildmon's writ
ings include many specifIC suggestions for organizing citizens' anti
pornography groups. They cover the nuts and bolts of organizing a
group, communicating with members, dealing with the press, pres
suring local prosecutors, picketing and boycotting local outlets, and
targeting offending advertisers. The AFA Newsletter often provides a
list of the advertisers who support the most offensive shows on tele
vision. It provides their corporate addresses, so that citizens can
complain effectively, and a list of each company's products, so that
Christian consumers can buy selectively. Wildmon says in The Home
Invaders, "We must let companies which provide money to make pos
sible pornographic magazines and materials know that they will no
longer receive the fInancial support of the Christian community.
The same must be done with companies which help promote vio
lent, vulgar, profane, and anti-Christian television programs" (178).

My point is that Wildmon's activism is based on a pragmatic un
derstanding of how pornographic texts are circulated. In a surpris
ing way, this aspect of his approach to pornographic texts recalls the
ending of Foucault's famous essay "What Is an Author?" where Fou
cault urges that questions about the author of a text be replaced by
such questions as "What are the modes of existence of this dis
course? Where has it been used, how can it circulate, and who can
appropriate it for himself?" (120). Obviously any connection be
tween a thinker like Foucault and a right-wing activist like Wild
mon has to be very tentative-these two guys would not like one
another-but they do have in common the strategy of understand
ing texts as institutional discourse. For Foucault, no text stands free
of institutionally sanctioned discursive systems. A similar interpre
tive strategy is at work in Wildmon's writing, in the sense that the
pornographic text is made possible by the specifIC demands of the
market system and by the cultural institutions that support and
make possible the power of pornographic texts.

For Wildmon believes that pornography is at least tacitly sup
ported by a wide range of powerful social forces. He would list
among them the NEA, for its support of what he considers porno
graphic art; the American Civil Liberties Union, for its support of
free speech even if it's pornographic; the U.S. military, for marketing
pornographic magazines to its soldiers; librarians, for their opposi-
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tion to what he considers reasonable censorship; liberal Protestant
churches, for their failure to rise up in arms against the dangers of
porn; People for the American Way, for opposing efforts to influence
television networks; lawyers, for their defense of pornographers;
public schools, for their failure to teach traditional values; universi
ties, for promulgating a humanistic worldview; federal prosecutors,
for their lack of vigor in taking on the pornographic underworld; ar
tists, for their defense of what he sees as blasphemous and offen
sive art; the entertainment industry, for producing vulgar music,
fIlms, and TV shows; network news, for underreporting the dangers
of porn, etc. Wildmon is very good at tracing the connections among
these institutions. For example, he points out that less than one per
cent of TV violence is alcohol related, while more than fIfty percent
of real life violence is associated with alcohol, and he connects this
disparity to the millions spent by beer and wine producers on TV ad
vertising (Home Invaders 156). Or he will note that People for the
American Way is funded in part by the Playboy Foundation (Case
against Pornography 38). Again it becomes clear that Wildmon has a
real understanding of the institutional complexity of modern society.

As this list suggests, Wildmon believes that pornography is not
an aberration in our society; rather, it is an inherent and inevitable
feature of modern culture. Like many right-wing Christians, Wild
mon sees modern culture as dominated by secular, humanist, ratio
nalist, anti-authoritarian, individualist, relativist thought. The bat
tle against pornography is a battle against what seems to him the
most obviously vile aspect of that worldview. In the February 1991
issue of the AFA Journal, Wildmon reprints an excerpt from Dr.
James C. Dobson's book Children at Risk entitled "The Second Great
Civil War," in which Dobson makes explicit the connection between
secularism and pornography. Humanism rejects a transcendent
ground for ethics and values; therefore values become relative;
therefore human life becomes cheapened; therefore the violent and
offensive scenarios of pornography become acceptable. Both Dob
son in this piece and Wildmon in The Home Invaders also argue that
this antireligious mindset has moved from being an oppositional
critique to being the dominant mode of thought in our society: "Hu
manism may not be the offIcial religion of our country, but it has be
come the accepted practical religion by many in key positions of
influence" (Home Invaders 33). Dobson makes this more specifIc: "The
humanistic system of values has now become the predominant way
of thinking in most of the power centers of society. It has outstripped
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Judeo-Christian precepts in the universities, in the news media, in
the entertainment industry, in the judiciary, in the federal bureau
cracy, in business, medicine, law, psychology, sociology, in the arts,
in many public schools, and, to be sure, in the halls of Congress"
(AFA Journal 14). For Wildmon, pornographic texts have to be placed
in this larger cultural context, or their true force in individual lives
cannot be understood.

Wildmon is not alone among theorists of pornography in seeing
porn in terms of some larger cultural context. Many feminists, for
example, see porn as an inherent element in patriarchal culture. One
of Catherine MacKinnon's most powerful arguments is that govern
ment and social institutions do not repress pornography, as sup
porters of pornography often argue; rather, they protect and pro
mote pornography, which after all reinforces the basic values of
patriarchy (Toward a Feminist Theory of the State 213). In the break
through collection of essays Take Back the Night, Adrienne Rich says,
"the glorifIcation of violence against women is not a surface growth
which can be deftly excised, leaving the anatomy around it un
touched; it is systemic, and to question it is to question the entire so
ciety by which it thrives" (Lederer 316). Laura Lederer, the editor of
the collection, puts it this way: "Pornography is the ideology of a
culture which promotes and condones rape, women-battering, and
other crimes of violence against women" (19). And of course Robin
Morgan coined the phrase that sums up this position: "Pornogra
phy is the theory, and rape the practice" (Lederer 139). One should
also mention in this connection the work of Annette Kuhn, Laura
Mulvey, and other feminist fIlm theorists who have analyzed
pornography in terms of the power of the male gaze in a patriarchal
culture that reduces the female to the object of that gaze. Andrea
Dworkin pushes this line of argument further, explaining pornog
raphy in terms of a desire for violent domination inherent in male
ness itself:

Pornography reveals that male pleasure is inextricably tied to vic
timizing, hurting, exploiting; that sexual fun and sexual passion in
the privacy of the male imagination are inseparable from the bru
tality of male history. The private world of sexual dominance that
men demand as their right and their freedom is the mirror image
of the public world of sadism and atrocity that men consistently
and self-righteously deplore. It is in the male experience of plea
sure that one fInds the meaning of male history. (69)
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In this respect, what Wildmon and these feminist theorists of pornog
raphy have in common is the strategy of reading specifIc texts within
a politically engaged analysis of cultural power. For Wildmon that
cultural power is characterized by the modern humanist world
view, while for feminist critics of pornography it is a culture of male
supremacy. I will return to Wildmon's use of feminist theory and to
the political complexities that surround the connections between
feminist and right-wing opponents of pornography.

Other theorists of pornography share with Wildmon the idea that
pornography-or at least its wide circulation-is a distinctly mod
ern phenomenon, though their analysis of modern culture would
differ. Susan Sontag, for example, argues that pornography flour
ishes because of

the traumatic failure of modern capitalist society to provide au
thentic outlets for the perennial human flair for exalted self-tran
scending modes of concentration and seriousness. The need of
human beings to transcend lithe personal" is no less profound than
the need to be a person, an individual. But this society serves that
need poorly. It provides mainly demonic vocabularies in which to
situate the need and from which to initiate action and construct
rites of behavior. (210)

For Sontag the problem with modern culture is that it is too civi
lized, too limiting, whereas for Wildmon the problem is that it is not
limiting enough, allowing total and therefore false freedom in the
absence of any transcendent moral restraint. Jessica Benjamin
stresses the individualism of modern culture and sees pornography
as an attempt to "break out of this numbing encasement" within the
self, and as a reaction to "the increasing deprivation of nurturance
and recognition in ordinary human intercourse" (282). Wildmon
would agree that individualism is part of the cause of pornography,
though his analysis would see pornography as an expression of indi
vidualism rather than an escape from it. Bernard Arcand, in his an
thropological study of pornography The Jaguar and the Anteater: Por
nography Degree Zero, sees pornography flourishing in a modern
world that he characterizes as "a chaotic, messy era, with no values
to speak of-an era that glorifIes doubt and believes in nothing but
uncertainty. A world that has become too mobile, too impersonal
and anonymous ..." (148). Wildmon shares with these academic
theorists the view that modern pornography, distributed nearly
universally by mass media from the book to the laser disc, flows
from the premises of modernity itself.
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Alan Soble, who analyzes pornography from a Marxist perspec
tive, would share with Wildmon the idea that pornography thrives
within capitalism, though Soble's analysis is much more thorough
and critical. Wildmon simply deplores the role of corporations in
the distribution of pornography, whereas Soble sees pornography as
a technique of social control, a fantasy of escape from the repressive
formation of selfhood in capitalist societies:

the use of pornography is an attempt to recoup in the domain of
sexual fantasy what is denied to men in production and politics; in
this sense the use of pornography in capitalism provides substitute
gratifIcation. Pornographic fantasy gives men the opportunity,
which they otherwise rarely have, to order the world and conduct
its events according to their individual tastes.... The illusion of
omnipotence is a relief from the estranged condition of their lives,
and, with a little rationalization, can make existence in that real
world, in which they have substantially less power, bearable. (81)

Wildmon's Christian, politically conservative theory of pornogra
phy cannot implicate capitalism so thoroughly, and characterizes the
problem of pornography in moral rather than structural or economic
terms.

Wildmon would certainly disagree with one implication of
Soble's analysis, which suggests that pornography serves a healthy
function in a sick society. For Wildmon, the impact of pornography
is always negative. It is, in fact, the second major focus of Wildmon's
work to describe in as much detail as possible the dire consequences
of pornography for its consumers and for our culture. This task is
essential to Wildmon's project because he must show in graphic de
tail the dangers of pornography if he is to rally the troops. Wildmon
wants to make changes in the world, and his rhetoric requires him
to make much of the damage that pornography does. This facet of
Wildmon's thinking raises important theoretical issues about the
power of texts and the role of the reader. Wildmon's perspective on
these issues is remarkably simple: the pornographic text has tre
mendous power, and the reader is its victim. A huge part of Wild
mon's writing involves telling the stories of people whose lives have
been ruined by pornography. Typically, the story is this simple: a
man reads or sees pornography, and as a direct result, he repeats the
acts he has witnessed. The representational power of the porno
graphic text is almost hypnotic in its effects. If the reader sees a de
piction of violent sexuality, for example, he will seek the opportu
nity to perpetrate exactly that violence in real life. The reader in these
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stories is passive before the power of the text, but the result for his
behavior is that he then asserts his own power over an innocent fe
male victim.

Wildmon's argument relies in part on the psychological and soci
ological evidence that connects pornography to rape. For this work
he depends on Professor Victor Cline, a psychologist at the Univer
sity of Utah, who contributed a chapter entitled '~ Psychologist's
View of Pornography" to Wildmon's book The Case against Pornogra
phy. Cline reports on studies that correlate exposure to nonviolent
pornography with a lessened sympathy for rape victims and on
studies that correlate sexual arousal with aggression, so that "mate
rials that are sexually exciting can stimulate aggressive behavior
and, contrariwise, portrayals of aggression in books, magazines, and
fIlms can raise some people's levels of sexual arousal" (50). Wildmon
also repeatedly refers to a study by Murray Straus and Larry Baron
that correlates state-by-state sales of pornographic magazines and
rape rates. In much of Wildmon's writing on this subject he shows a
tendency to think of causation in very simple terms: porn is the cause
of rape. It's that simple. He tends to take correlation as causation.
The study on pornographic magazines that he cites claims a correla
tion, not a causal relationship. As Edward Donnerstein has pointed
out, an even stronger state-by-state correlation can be made between
rape rates and sales of outdoor magazines like Field and Stream and
Guns and Ammo, leading Donnerstein to suggest that the fIndings
point to "hypermasculinity" as a cause of high rates of rape. Wild
mon is not capable of such a move. For him, pornography is the evil
source of rape and violence against women.

More than on any scientifIc study, the evidence that Wildmon de
pends on is the narratives he has collected from criminals, their vic
tims, and the police. He quotes Ted Bundy, the serial killer, for ex
ample, who says that without pornography in his life, "There's no
question there would have been a fuller life, certainly a life that
would not have involved, I am absolutely certain, a life that would
not have involved this kind of violence." Another inmate writes to
Wildmon, "Pornography drove me out of my mind.... I know that I
was brainwashed and controlled by pornography, and it is truly a
disease, an evil influence upon human beings" (Pornography: A Re
port 19 and 21). The stories in Wildmon's writings seem endless:
eleven-year-old boy rapes ten-year-old retarded boy after reading
porn magazines; boy reads porn magazine, rapes younger sisters,
had been raped repeatedly by father who "fed on pornographic
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magazines"; man reads story about "piquerism" (taking pleasure in
puncture wounds), then commits crime; husband forces abnormal
sex on wife after reading Penthouse; girl raped by mother's porn con
sumer boyfriend; woman forced by boyfriend to perform oral sex
with his dog, etc., etc. I have included here a small selection of the
many grisly details that Wildmon cites because they are the heart of
his presentation. His goal is to make pornography physically dis
gusting. It leads to the basest of human actions. My sense is that he
knows that we have in the back of our minds an image of the typical
adolescent boy masturbating to the Playboy centerfold, an image of
harmless, ordinary experience. Wildmon wants to drive this image
away, and to replace it with the most spectacular images of violence.

Implicit in Wildmon's stories and in his thinking about the power
of the pornographic image is the notion that the reader is com
pletely passive, victimized by the perverse-even demonic-text.
He shows no awareness at all that the reader could be engaged in an
active process. Readers simply respond to a text rather than inter
pret or make their own sense of it. Alan Soble says of the reader of
pornography: "the consumer has freedom in actively fIlling in the
thoughts, sensations, or feelings of the performers.... The brute
facts provided by the photograph are transformed into a fantastic
scenario, and the consumer creates a scenario in which he is direc
tor, participant, or member of the audience at will" (80). If you make
use of a more sophisticated theory of reading than Wildmon's, the
exchange between the pornographic text and the reader is more
complicated. Of course all representations have power, but readers
have power too. They perceive and interpret texts in idiosyncratic
ways, depending on their education, their assumptions about read
ing, their social identity, and their personal history. Part of the plea
sure of pornography clearly derives from the position of power and
perspectival mastery that the reader occupies. The reader may be
presented with a representation, but it is then his to make of what he
will. Wildmon's image of the passive, victimized, even hypnotized
reader is just too simple to be persuasive.

Wildmon repeatedly argues against those who would claim that
pornographic images have no effects on readers, although I have
never heard anyone seriously make that claim. In The Case against
Pornography he says,

The networks and pornographers still tell you that their sex
oriented and pornographic movies or television programs do not
affect anyone or cause them to imitate what they see. One must
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wonder how long we will continue to buy that big lie. Of course
they never tell advertisers that seeing or hearing their products ad
vertised will not cause people to buy them. They tell them exactly
the opposite. (86)

This rhetorical maneuver is a staple of conservative attacks on por
nography. Here is Irving Kristol: "if you believe that no one was ever
corrupted by a book, you have also to believe that no one was ever
improved by a book (or a play or a movie). You have to believe, in
other words, that all art is morally trivial and that, consequently, all
education is morally irrelevant" (188). Wildmon is obviously mak
ing a reasonable point about the connection between pornography
and violence against women, but it is not reasonable to claim, as
story after story in his writings does, that pornography asserts ab
solute power over readers, or else there would be no one who could
read pornography without repeating its scenarios in real life. Wild
mon's rhetorical desires here overcome logical argument.

Wildmon also claims that pornography has powerful effects not
just on its readers but on the society as a whole. Moral standards are
lowered in a society in which pornography is allowed to flourish.
Pornography also has the effect of making the entire humanistic
worldview from which it derives seem attractive to its victims.
Wildmon argues:

Pornography is the means to sell this philosophy to the fathers
and future fathers of America. This philosophy has no room for
the old, the sick, the poor, the physically unlovely, the family, or the
church. The fathers of tomorrow are being educated that the most
important thing in life is the satisfaction of physical, sensual de
sires. A natural consequence of this is the dramatic rise in divorce,
the growing number of homes without a father, the rise in rape
and abortion, and a general cheapening of human life. (Home
Invaders 24)

Again we see the need for rhetorical overkill. Wildmon wants to con
nect all these dire effects back to one powerful cause-pornography.

Once he has established the personal and cultural dangers of
pornography, Wildmon feels he can justify the claim that censorship
is necessary to save the nation. His argument on this issue is fairly
complex, in that he claims that some form or other of censorship is
advocated by almost everyone in the society. "Censorship," he says,
"has existed since man learned to communicate. It is a part of life."
He argues that network executives, librarians, newspaper editors,
teachers, newscasters, all practice censorship by including and ex-
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cluding materials as their own values and professional standards
direct (Home Invaders 177). In this he echoes other conservative ana
lysts of pornography like Irving Kristol, who claims that "none of us
is a complete civil libertarian. We all believe that there is some point
at which the public authorities ought to step in to limit the 'self-ex
pression' of an individual or group, even where this might be seri
ously intended as a form of artistic expression, and even where the
artistic transaction is between consenting adults" (188). The exam
ple that Wildmon cites is child pornography, which he claims that
no one would seriously advocate as an allowable practice. It seems
to me that this analysis of censorship is not necessarily a right-wing
position. It would be consistent with a Foucaultian analysis to assert
that it is precisely the role of social structures to discipline and con
trol the circulation of discourse. The zero option-no social control
at all-seems naive. The questions that are open are who will censor,
what will be censored, and for whom? I surely don't want Wildmon
and company in charge of those technologies of control, but that
means I have to work against him politically to see that precisely
those cultural operators that he lists-editors, librarians, media
professionals-are allowed to exercise their judgment at their cul
tural junction. It would be my hope that such controls would be as
widely dispersed as possible, and that they would be open to citizen
persuasion precisely of the sort, I have to admit, that Wildmon ad
vocates. When Wildmon calls for government censorship, I oppose
him, but when he calls for grassroots organizing, bringing pressure
to bear on media outlets, it seems to me that he is acting in a tradi
tion that stems from the civil rights movement, the environmental
movement, and the women's movement, a tradition that the left
can't assume is ours alone.

Wildmon's theoretical reflections on the issues surrounding
pornography, I have argued, are worth our close attention. I have
also been struck in reading his works by the rhetorical strategies he
deploys in his attempt to convince his audience of the evils of
pornography. He is an accomplished rhetorician who knows how to
incite his readers to action-tell stories of the horrible damage that
pornography causes, bash the corporations who circulate it and the
liberals who defend it. But there are some aspects of his rhetorical
strategy that undo his own work, and some that are simply disturb
ing. Any time you are looking at a theorist or critic's writings, you
can uncover some of the working assumptions that guide the prac
tice by attending to the implications of the rhetorical strategies uti-
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lized in the theoretical text. I take it as a given of theoretical discourse
that no theorist can attain complete self-awareness. There will al
ways be invisible assumptions that act powerfully in determining
the critic's insight. Especially for the vernacular theorist, who may
lack the constant give-and-take of critical debate, there may well be
major contradictions between explicit theoretical positions and the
assumptions implied by his or her rhetorical strategies.

Take for example Wildmon's analysis of pornography as an in
herent feature of modern culture. Clearly one of the rhetorical pur
poses of this analytical approach is to convince his audience that the
stakes in combating pornography are high. It might be possible for
someone to trivialize an effort to halt the sale of Playboy, but if that
effort is part of an attempt to save traditional American and Chris
tian culture from a godless humanism, the battle takes on a theolog
ical grandeur. However, Wildmon's analysis of the cultural forces
that support pornography is so convincing and thorough that it cre
ates unintentionally an atmosphere of despair. That is, can the courts,
the press, schools, libraries, corporations, the legal profession, the
social sciences, mainstream religion-in other words, the institu
tional infrastructure of modern culture-be defeated? Is it possible
to get rid of pornography if it is so deeply ingrained in our society?
You can hear this fear in Wildmon's work at times, as in The Home
Invaders when he says, "I am fIrmly convinced that if the church fails
to begin to aggressively address this situation within the next fIve
years, then the Christian era will be over" (30). Wildmon made this
statement in 1985. Has the counterattack succeeded? Is TV less offen
sive to him now? Has pornography been defeated? Or is the Chris
tian era over? Wildmon's own rhetoric leads to an implied despair.
Is it in fact possible to get rid of pornography? The implication of
Wildmon's analysis of modern culture is that his efforts are at best
marginal or defensive. Maybe the lives of pornography merchants
can be made a bit more diffIcult, but that's about it. The same rhetor
ical diffIculty arises in feminist attacks on pornography. If pornogra
phy is inherent in patriarchy, or even worse in maleness itself, then
there is no real possibility for undoing the damage of pornography
short of the absolute overthrow of patriarchy itself or a revolutionary
change in the male psyche. It may make analytical sense to try to un
derstand pornography in terms of giant cultural forces, but it is then
diffIcult to create a positive rhetorical impact if the enemy is so huge.

Another interesting and complicated aspect of Wildmon's rheto
ric is his handling of feminism. For him feminism is part of the mod-
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ern culture that threatens the traditional family and its values. And
yet feminism, or at least some versions of it, opposes pornography,
sometimes in ways surprisingly similar to his. That is, feminist at
tacks on pornography have seen it as a symptom, just as Wildmon
does, and they have emphasized the connection between pornogra
phy and violence, just as Wildmon does. Feminist analysis of how
pornography encourages violence has been much more sophisti
cated theoretically than Wildmon's analysis, much more aware of
the political implications of textual practice, but its opposition to
pornography makes feminism an uneasy ally that Wildmon has to
make use of. Many feminists have worried about strategic alliances
with conservatives around the issue of pornography. As Ellen Willis
has said, "Despite the insistence of WAP organizers that they sup
port sexual freedom, their line appeals to the anti-sexual emotions
that feed the backlash. Whether they know it or not, they are doing
the good cops' dirty work" (467). Wildmon, the archetypal good
cop, gets feminism to work for him by incorporating its arguments
very carefully into his text. Feminist attacks on pornography show
up in Wildmon's work most extensively in a chapter contributed to
The Case against Pornography by Victor Cline, an academic psycholo
gist. Cline, as a psychologist, is himself involved in the modernist
cultural institutions that Wildman sees as the enemy. Wildmon's
strategy in ·using Cline is to show that even elements of the enemy
see the dangers of pornography. If he has Cline incorporate in his
work the ideas of feminism, Wildmon has doubly incorporated and
domesticated feminist critiques. Wildmon can say in effect, "Even
feminists agree with me," and he can implicitly assert his mastery
over them by making them one small voice in the antipornography
choir. The feminist critique of patriarchy, which would implicate
Wildmon himself in the mindset that causes pornography, can be si
lenced. Cline refers to feminism only insofar as it is concerned with
the connections between pornography and rape. Mary Jo Weaver
has argued convincingly in her essay "Pornography and the Reli
gious Imagination" that traditional Christianity of the kind that
Wildman espouses tends to legitimize the gender power imbalance
that makes pornography possible by associating maleness with the
godhead and femaleness with fallen creation (76, 82). Wildmon sim
ply silences this aspect of feminist theory. He tells us about Mac
Kinnon and Dworkin on the connection between pornography and
rape, but not about their argument that pornography is the ideology
of the male supremacy that Wildmon endorses.
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Wildmon uses this rhetorical method of incorporation not just on
feminism but on other elements of modernist culture. His use of
Cline is an example, as is his inclusion in The Case against Pornogra
phy of a chapter by Reo Christianson called I~ Political Scientist's
View of Pornography." Both Cline and Christianson make use of their
own disciplinary discourse. They cite experiments and studies, they
use phrases like "malignant fantasy material" and "deviant condi
tioning," a very different vocabulary from that of Wildmon himself.
Wildmon's rhetorical strategy here is to make use of the prestige of
science as part of his argument about the dangers of pornography.
Again, he can say implicitly, "even these scientists agree with me."
And again, he can master their discourse by enclosing it within his.
In addition, Christianson admits in his chapter that science can't
conclusively prove that porn causes violence, but he goes on to say
that "science can't tell us whether love is better than hatred, democ
racy better than dictatorship, peace better than war, or about any
thing else in the realm of values-that is, in the things that matter
most" (114). And what can make these connections? Common sense,
Christianson asserts. This is perfect for Wildmon. He gets to make
use of the fIndings of science, but then trump science itself in the
name of a way of thinking that he knows that his audience values
even more highly because they are sure that they possess it them
selves.

However, there is a danger in this strategy of incorporation.
Wildmon's text is, so to speak, infected by the discourse he abhors.
If he makes use of feminism, or psychology, or sociology, he gives
these systems of thought his implied approval, even though he oth
erwise brands them as the enemy, as parts of the mindset that pro
duces pornography itself. The same problem arises out of Wild
mon's media savvy in general. Wildmon has appeared on Donahue;
he gives great sound byte; he is an effective media voice. But the
danger for him is that he thereby endorses what he claims to decry.
One of Wildman's most interesting practical tactics is the way he
uses a network of churches, Christian bookstores, direct mail, and
other connections within the Christian right to oppose the mod
ernist network that he feels promotes pornography. But what is the
effect when Wildmon makes use of that modernist network itself?
His desire to reach a wide audience undercuts the consistency of his
larger cultural messages.

As I said earlier, some of the elements of Wildman's rhetoric are
downright disturbing. One is his incessant use of what I will call the
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narrative of pornographic evil. The strategy behind these narratives
is obviously to impress his readers with the monstrosity of the evil
they oppose. But the sheer excess and the vivid, detail of the narra
tives suggest that there is more than conscious intention at work
here. One chapter of The Case against Pornography is called "The Vic
tim's View of Pornography." Included here are letters to Reverend
Wildmon from women who have been raped by husbands under the
influence of porn, men who have become addicted to hard core (one
of these says memorably to Wildmon, "I wish I could share with you
some of my most vivid imaginations and some of the most perverted
fantasies, but I must go on" [132]), and from churchgoers who hate
porn but fInd themselves drawn to it. The chapter reads like a gro
tesque parody of the "Penthouse Forum." It is a commonplace to ac
cuse the prude of secret lust, but reading a lot of Wildmon's writings
does suggest an obsession on his part, a desire to narrate stories of
pornography leading to violence. Typically in his stories he tells lit
tle about the pornography that instigates the violence, but then lots
about the violence itself, usually violence against women. Since the
rhetorical gain from repeating such stories diminishes at some point,
there must be an unconscious need here to tell these stories, to nar
rate the defIlement of women. Wildmon seems to have invented a
new genre of pornography in the effort to stamp out porn. Susan
Stewart, in her wonderful essay "The Marquis de Meese," describes
how the urge to narrate underlies both the testimony of the witnesses
to the Meese Commission on pornography and the stories of the
women in Sade's writings (182-83). It may be inevitable that an at
tack on a certain form of discourse begins to take on some of the
rhetorical characteristics of that discourse, but in Wildmon's case a
serious reader of his work can only come away with the sense that
opposition to pornography is not the whole explanation of his in
terest in the form.

Wildmon's descriptions of pornography are also of interest rhe
torically because of the fIgurative language that appears again and
again in his writing. Pornography is described in his books as fIlth,
pollution, cancer, plague, disease, epidemic-all metaphors that
suggest that porn is part of the natural order, inevitable and ahis
torical. Wildmon can't keep away from this implication. His insis
tent use of the word "fIlth" to describe porn-a fIgure obviously
very common in our culture's vernacular language-connects porn
to the body, to its dirt and excretion, to that within the human that
connects us to the animal body. The metaphor suggests that pornog-
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raphy is shameful but inevitable, a fact to be hidden, to be kept out
of polite conversation and civilized culture. The inevitable desires of
the body are to be kept at a distance, subjected to a moral and social
code, disciplined by very careful rules and supervision. But not
eradicated. If pornography as "fIlth" is ahistorical, there is no getting
rid of it. Furthermore, it is a powerful tenet of Wildmon's analysis
that pornography is precisely not ahistorical; rather, it is a function
of modernity and its worldly institutions, which are open to change
and can be opposed by organized social activism. Metaphors like
fIlth undercut his rhetoric of citizen power.

The metaphors of cancer and disease are also interesting. In this
case porn is fIgured as an invader into the body (the body of the
reader and the social body). Porn moves into the body and undoes
its healthy functioning; it must be resisted with powerful spiritual
and social medicine. But again we hear a note of despair in Wild
mon's writing. Disease and illness are givens, inevitable conditions
of human life. Richard Randall in his book Freedom and Taboo argues
that pornography is inevitable in all human culture because the
human brain can imagine sexual scenarios other than those it has in
fact experienced. Wildmon would resist the idea that porn is built
into human nature. For him it is historical, a product of a particu
larly modern decadence. But his metaphors suggest that porn can
not be eradicated, that his efforts are bound to fail.

Donald Wildmon's theory of pornography is complex, maybe
more complex than he realizes. It makes his practice as a critic and
an activist possible, but it also limits him, keeps him from fully un
derstanding his subject and his own practice. In this too he joins the
company of cultural theorists in general. If all critical practice is
made possible by the critic's theory, it is also limited by that theory.
Which is only to say that no critic can understand everything, espe
cially when the subject is as complex and volatile as pornography.
One blindness that critics on the left can avoid, though, is underes
timating the intelligence of those on the right, especially the reli
gious right. Until we realize that the Donald Wildmons of the world
have a serious and complex understanding of culture, we won't be
able to oppose them effectively. I don't agree with much of what
Wildmon has to say, and I don't hope for the world he wants, but I
admire the way he has turned his understanding of how texts work
in culture into an activist practice, an attempt to remake the world
in the shape of his political desire.

Catherine MacKinnon, in the preface of Toward a Feminist Theory
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of the State, comes to the defense of "engaged theory," which refuses
to be "stripped of commitments, community, experience, and feel
ings...." Engaged theory does not have the intellectual and aca
demic status of theory that claims to rise above such commitments.

Such a theory does not deny that the theorist is determined by the
very factors that the theory documents for everyone else. Theory
becomes a social endeavor inseparable from a collective situation.
Situated theory is concrete and changing rather than abstract and
totalizing, working from the viewpoint of powerlessness to politi
cal understanding toward social transformation. This posture
places the theorist inside the world and the work, not above or
outside them-which, to be frank, is where the theorist has been
all along. (xvi)

As a social activist, Wildmon makes no claim to objectivity or detach
ment. He speaks frankly from a specifIc moral perspective and from
strong philosophical commitments. And it is precisely his engage
ment with political and moral issues that makes his theoretical
questions possible. Wildmon is doing theoretical work for a politi
cal movement in the vernacular mode appropriate for his grassroots
conservative, activist audience. The goal of his theoretical practice
is not to understand the cultural context of pornography, but to
change that culture, to make it a place where pornography cannot
thrive because it is no longer supported by powerful institutions.
MacKinnon's description of engaged theory comes to the defense of
feminist and other theoretical practices that connect to progressive
movements for social change. But it applies as well to the theoreti
cal works of the movements of the right, inflamed by the conviction
that they are struggling against modernist orthodoxy and that they
offer an insurgent vision of culture. The successes of Wildmon's
movement, as well as the recent successes of conservative politics in
America, fueled by the hothead theorists of talk radio and televi
sion, demonstrate that cultural theory is essential to political change,
especially theory in vernacular modes. The question now is, can the
left articulate a theoretical understanding that makes sense in ver
nacular culture?



3
Criticism in the Zines
Vernacular Theory and Popular Culture

Mass-marketed popular culture has provoked in our
time a huge and varied critical commentary. From People magazine
and Entertainment Tonight to the moral outrage of the religious right
and the cultural politics of academic critical theory, the latest Ma
donna video and the verbal violence of gangsta rap and the semiotics
of late night television are subject to immediate interpretive attention.
Commentary on popular culture has become simultaneously an inte
gral part of the popular media, shaping audience response to current
offerings, and the most vivid opportunity in our culture for critics to
observe, analyze, and unmask the operations of ideology. Popular cul
ture is spoken of by those who want to reinforce and refIne its central
role in our subjectivity and by those who resist by analysis its psychic
and social dominance. All of the commentary produced by the indus
try and much of the analysis produced by cultural critics work on the
assumption-one cynically and the other in near despair-that the
fans, those who are subject to the power of the media, are malleable,
unable to understand let alone resist that domination. But there is also
a huge and varied fan commentary on popular culture. It happens in
very informal situations-across the lunch counter or the xerox ma
chine-in the casual conversations made possible by common pop
culture tastes, but it also happens in a more formal and critical mode
in what fans call "zines," amateur magazines written and edited and
published by the fans themselves. Zines tend to focus on one particu
lar fan obsession-Star Trek, or industrial music, or The Brady Bunch, or
exploitation fIlms-and they give fans of specifIC pop culture texts the
opportunity to speak out of their own expertise, often in ways that re
sist the dominant messages of mass culture.

52
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Cultural critics who reject the image of the fan as ideological
dupe have seen in the zines evidence of what Michel de Certeau calls
"poaching," a set of interpretive practices by which pop culture's
subjects read against the grain, imposing on popular texts the mean
ings that they need rather than those the industry intends. Zine
writers tend to approach texts with a skeptical and rebellious atti
tude, with an irony that allows them to enjoy a mainstream media
text but still refashion it to their own ends. I want to maintain in this
essay that they go further than that, that in the zines we can fInd the
fans seeing through the ideological operation itself, practicing a
vernacular cultural criticism. The zines are a space in which funda
mental theoretical questioning of cultural systems manages-now
and again, and against the wishes of popular culture itself-to
occur.

A zine is a magazine produced by amateurs on the fringe of jour
nalism and the publishing industry. Zines are related to but distinct
from "fan magazines," which are produced by the entertainment
business for fans, and from newsletters, which are produced by on
going organizations. Zines are almost always produced by a few peo
ple loosely organized around some issue or pop cultural style or by
one individual with an attitude that he or she is determined to
share. Some zines think of themselves as part of a "samizdat" move
ment, operating outside offIcial culture, on the fringe of the law (al
most all zines operate on a cash basis), and at an acute angle to pop
ular culture. These magazines have existed since the underground
of the sixties at least, but with the personal computer revolution of
the eighties, zines have proliferated. Some estimates go as high as
20,000 zines in America, on such topics as pop music, television, pol
itics, women's issues, fIlm, gay issues, sports, and fashion. There are
Grateful Dead zines, punk zines, drag queen zines, Brady Bunch
zines, exploitation movie zines, local music zines in cities across the
country, rap and hip-hop zines, 90210 zines, etc. There are also thou
sands of political zines, most of them arguing for large and complex
conspiracy theories.

I cannot claim in this essay to have mastered this gigantic fIeld. To
do justice to the history and the variety of zines would require a
book-length study.1 I have focused my attention on zines that deal
with popular culture and on a few explicitly political zines that com-

1. The best introduction to the world of zines is Mike Gunderloy's The World of
Zines: A Guide to the Independent Magazine Revolution (Penguin, 1992).
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ment on pop culture as well as on many other subjects. This is, how
ever, not a narrow focus. The number of pop culture zines is impos
sible to tell. They proliferate in local circumstances, in subcultural
groups, many of them accessible to only a few personal friends and
their connections. There are also a huge number of electronic zines
that exist only in cyberspace, and I have not included them at all.
My interpretation of the zine phenomenon is based on an aleatory
search. I found references to zines in Factsheet 5, a zine about the
zines, and I bought zines at See Hear, a music-oriented book and
magazine store in New York. I wrote away for zines that were re
viewed in other zines. This process did not result in a representative
sample-I feel certain that no such sample could be assembled,
since the fIeld is so fluid and idiosyncratic. But this is the kind of ac
quisition process that any zine reader would follow. Zines announce
their interests and attitudes very clearly, and fans graze through
them until they fInd a match. Zines review other zines, and readers
are led easily to zines that interest them.

Zines provide fans with the opportunity to articulate and circu
late their own sense of popular culture, to make what feels like a
desperate attempt to fIgure out how it works-how the business of
it is conducted, how its texts are constructed, how it is marketed and
distributed, how it affects its fans. There is an urgency to these
reflections, a sense of high stakes. A fan who reflects seriously on
popular culture is operating outside the passive modes of thought
that pop culture is an attempt to enforce. Zines are full of unautho
rized textual pleasures, full of what de Certeau calls "poaching,"
making texts mean what the reader needs them to mean, in the face
of what their producers intended. Zines are high-attitude produc
tions; each zine takes an attitude rather than passively consuming
pop texts, and each attitude taken has the urgency of resistance.
Zines also have the urgency of personal engagement. Writers and
editors of zines are not detached from the phenomena they describe.
How a band's career develops is central to the personal concerns
indeed the personal identity-of the zine writer covering the band.
Zines live in the culture they describe. They make no pretense of an
thropological detachment or interpretive distance. Zine writers and
publishers are the fans on whom ideological effects are plotted. They
are the social subjects that academic writers on popular culture the
orize about. What we will fInd in zines is popular culture subjected
to a popularly produced, resistant discourse of analysis and theory.

Zines have already attracted commentary and analysis from aca-
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demic cultural critics. The most detailed and extensive analysis oc
curs in Henry Jenkins' Textual Poachers: Television Fans and Participa
tory Culture. As his title suggests, Jenkins depicts fans as de Certeau's
"poachers," mobile and clever nomads on the cultural landscape.
Jenkins is particularly interested in the creative works of fans. Zines
often feature stories or scripts written by fans in the spirit of the
mass media texts to which the zine is dedicated. Star Trek is the most
important of these; there are Star Trek magazines, books, music, con
ventions, videos, fIlms, and costumes, all the works of enthusiastic
amateurs who want to be a part of the Star Trek universe.2 Jenkins'
book opens up a vision of a vast fan culture: creative and critical
practices that spin off the objects of the fans' affection. That is, the
fan as poacher does not simply produce a replica of the original text;
rather, he or she develops an independent sense of the true spirit of
the text and creates within that spirit, even if-as is often the case
the fan is convinced that the producers of the series have lost that
spirit over time.

Jenkins is also interested in the fan as critic. He defInes fandom as
"an institution of theory and criticism, a semistructured space where
competing interpretations and evaluations of common texts are pro
posed, debated, and negotiated and where readers speculate about
the nature of the mass media and their own relationship to it" (86).
Jenkins most frequently talks about zine criticism as an evaluative
procedure in which theoretical questions exert an implicit force. I
want, in this essay, to take a more extensive look at the overtly in
terpretive and theoretical activity that fans produce in the zines. I
will be asking what issues worry zine writers when they consider
popular culture, what kinds of questions they ask as critics in order
to make their own sense of the text, and what kinds of theoretical in
sights these questions might lead to.

Almost every cultural critic who comments on fan activity cites
Michel de Certeau's The Practice of Everyday Life. De Certeau's vision
of contemporary culture depicts the individual as the subject of sys
tematic "strategies" deployed by powerful cultural institutions. He
accepts a Foucaultian awareness of cultural power, but unlike many
Foucaultians, he does not end in cultural despair at the sheer exten
sivity of cultural manipulation. Rather, he emphasizes the "tactics"

2. See also Patricia Frazier and Diana L. Veith, "Romantic Myth, Transcendence,
and Star Trek Zines" in Erotic Universe: Sexuality and Fantastic Literature, edited by
Daniel Palumbo (Greenwood, 1986).
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by which everyday citizens of modern societies resist and reappro
priate a culture produced by corporate power. What de Certeau says
of the act of reading typifIes his vision of all contemporary subjec
tivity: "readers are travellers; they move across lands belonging to
someone else, like nomads poaching their way across fIelds they did
not write, despoiling the wealth of Egypt to enjoy it themselves"
(174). Mass media texts are "strategies" designed to shape the con
sciousness of the mass audience, to encourage acceptance of current
political and economic power by naturalizing its ideology. But fans
take up pop texts, recombine them as they see fIt, operate upon them
as active readers with their own agenda, resisting the intended ide
ological effects. Because this reading practice often leaves no written
trace of itself, de Certeau says that "the story of man's travels through
his own texts remains in large measure unknown" (170). Strategies,
that is, are easier to detect than tactics, and so we tend to notice the
power of the media and to overlook the power of the fan.

Cultural critics who have written about fans in general and zines
in particular point to zines as one of the places where that fan power
is visible. Janice Radway, for example, argues in her essay "Recep
tion Study: Ethnography and the Problem of Dispersed Audiences
and Nomadic Subjects" that the contemporary popular culture fan
should no longer be thought of in terms of "audience," a concept that
implies the passive position of the addressee, but rather as an "ac
tive, producing cultural worker who fashions narratives, stories, ob
jects and practices from myriad bits and pieces of prior cultural pro
duction" (362). This image of the fan provides the foundation for
studies like David Jary, John Horne, and Tom Bucke's "Football 'fan
zines' and football culture: a case of successful 'cultural contesta
tion,'" in which they argue that the zines produced by British foot
ball fans are social spaces in which mainstream values are contested,
not just reproduced, and in which the corporate control of sport
gives way to resistant popular self-expression. The fans assert their
own claim to the game, over against its owners, agents, and money
men. One can see the same spirit in the work of John Fiske in Televi
sion Culture, which questions the dominant image of the mesmer
ized couch potato, in Radway's work on readers of romance novels,
and in len Ang's Watching Dallas; all share a respectful attitude to
ward fans as resistant readers. Lawrence Grossberg's "Is There a
Fan in the House: The Affective Sensibility of Fandom" reminds us
that such resistance is never totally successful. Grossberg argues
that "even if it is true that audiences are always active, it does not
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follow that they are ever in control" (53-54). Fans always operate
inside the strategies embodied in mass media texts, but they also
"consume, interpret and use texts" in ways that those strategies can
not completely predict. Cultural critics who have looked at zines
tend to see zine writers and publishers as among the most active
and resistant of fans, as what Grossberg calls "elite fans." Young
feminists writing about The Brady Bunch, gay writers fascinated by
Madonna, Star Trek fans who identify with the outlaw Klingons are
all clearly resistant readers, refusing to follow the directions that the
pop texts provide.

My argument is that zines allow fans to go one step further; that
is, they provide fans with the opportunity to acquire such expertise
in reading a particular set of texts that they begin to see through the
strategies, to understand the operations of the pop culture system it
self. They become vernacular theorists, subjects who take up the
work of dismantling the ideology they encounter in pop culture. I
realize that the role of pop culture fan does not imply in the public
imagination the active, questioning consciousness necessary for
theoretical activity. Rather, the role of fan suggests irrationality, ob
sessive devotion, openness to manipulation, passivity in the face of
media overkill-the subject as duped image consumer. A "fan"
would seem to have none of the critical resources necessary to theo
rize his or her own systematic domination, especially in America,
where "media literacy" education is still marginalized and mocked.
But I would suggest that the role of the fan-particularly the "elite
fan"-in media culture does make such theoretical reflection possi
ble though not easy to come by.

First of all there is a Widespread fan awareness that all media cul
ture is produced by corporate power for economic purposes. Base
ball fans, for example, took a lesson in the business of baseball dur
ing the long and bitter strike. Their love of the game now battles
against a cynical awareness that team loyalty matters little to play
ers or owners, as compared with the economic interests involved in
the game. Not even the most naive fan can now think of baseball in
idyllic or idealistic terms. Elvis fans know what Colonel Tom Parker
helped Elvis become. Punk fans know how fast their music got
coopted. Blues fans know what the business did to the geniuses who
created the music. Film fans know that the art of the deal has eclipsed
the art of fIlm. These knowledges create a division in the fan. En
thusiasm battles irony. Pleasure is tinged with bitterness. The os
tensible purpose of popular texts-fan pleasure-is seen to be an
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economic strategy. That knowledge in some cases leads to a theoret
ical questioning of the premises of popular culture itself. As I will
argue later, the zines are obsessed with the business, in spite of the
fact that "fans" are supposed to be obsessed with the product.

Fans are also quick to see and criticize the hype that surrounds
pop culture. They realize that images can be manipulated and that
public response can be artifIcially constructed. There is routine fan
condemnation of the "crap" that the culture industries create, even
though there may be a fIerce loyalty to a particular style or star. More
ironic fans may recognize the low quality of a popular TV show but
still enjoy it as camp or kitsch. Fans of alternate media, on the other
hand, roundly reject mainstream media texts and scorn the public
ity apparatus that sustains them. In these various perceptions of the
difference between what the media claim for themselves and what
they deliver, there is the potential for theoretical consciousness. Fans
often have intense loves but also intense hates, and it isn't far from
such hatred of particular texts to suspicion of the system that pro
duces them.

There is also a pervasive fan cynicism about the representation of
reality in the media. Pop culture consumers talk every day about
how politicians can manipulate the media, and how TV news dis
torts experience and omits alternative perspectives. Theories of
media conspiracy abound. Who killed JFK? What happened at Ros
well, New Mexico, or Waco, Texas? Wily pop subjects would never
look to the mainstream media for answers to such questions. This
critical awareness does not deny the power of media strategies to con
struct postmodern subjectivity, but it does mean that this power
succeeds in spite of its subjects' critical consciousness. Seeing through
media games does not by any means guarantee breaking free of
them. But it is a habit of being for many fans, and it makes their ver
nacular theorizing possible. Zines are one of the cultural spaces in
which fans can raise such questions.

I believe that these ways of thinking are common in pop culture
fans, and particularly in the "elite fans" who tend to be the publish
ers, editors, and writers of zines. Elite fans become in effect scholars
of their idols. Many Grateful Dead fans keep and constantly update
playlists from all the concerts they have attended or can fInd out
about. Fans of exploitation fIlms can sometimes identify and dis
cuss the work of important art directors in the genre. Jazz fans can
name the session players on all of Miles Davis' albums. Because of
this fanatical knowledge, elite fans can come to theoretical ques-
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by Mark Mahaffey

So, we~ to catch the PUSr1C .. and e.G. ALLlI show at the~
guin Pub in YGqlltawIl al. \I1at a wild experience, cope in the streets,
fights, .eta! detecton ... a too « security in the bar, all to the bIck
ground « Ic.e ctwotic: drmiteo __ a

PUSr1C .. were j.-1. "I Need A Orbit," as we entered, lead si.er
0Ieez WU in rare fora aporti. a DeW tattoo and ai.i. such swi.i.
tunes • "set Life « a DNdc.," "PIDer 'DIan You," and the infllllOU8 ".~
ItEBt-Death-Defeat." 1hey also played a reusi. cover of 'the Cars "Just
What I Needed," that lwa to be seen to believed. These guys played good
old fashion hardc:ore, ~nisc:eot of early Bl.aclt Flag or Circle Jerks. See
them if you get the chaace. After the set eo:Ied I booght a PUSTlC •
demo lotlicb em be ordered fIQI guitarist Ken Pic:kelsilller for $3.00 at
P.O. BaK JJ9 New waterford (JI 44445. ']he sound quality isn't the greatest,
but the sqa are way cool. You'll also get SaDe cool _in fraa Ken.
Remember, PUSTIC • IS lQKJa 'D11111W!

After a c:aJPle of fights in the aJdieoce, and a few more beers the break
10IIS over ... G.G. ALLlI'S tand toc* the stage. GG stepped up to the IIike
aggresslwly w.ri. only black underwear and boots. His first act wu to
gwge his body with a piece of llletal and kick a c.era out of BCIIeODe'S
hand. As he stood on stage bleedl., I reMIIlber thitid. shit! 'Ibis is
professlCDl1 wreatU. -Fal REAL! After the 3_ e.tIDe flyi. back to hit
G G squarely in the st~, he offered a universal cballqe to us all a
la cyraDO debetgeral, ao:J Wipped his _ike stem into the aJdience. 'lhen
the _lc started, it wu Ic.e j_in hardcore. G G wu goi. outs si.i.
\oillle ki~ .puIU • got too cl.oee 8Ild j1llPi. into the crowd to start
fights, of c:cune 8DJODe • hit hJa *It wu i-.diately escorted out by

the "paid goons" n:8I1. the aJdien:e. 'the bend kept up the hard and
ste8dy dtuJe as G G -.de his way across the roca to jUip on the tv and
kick Sale mre people in the face. 1h1a 1JJY 10IIS iQteme! G G.-de his way
beck to the stage ~t a barrage « punches 8IKI belted out a few 80re
sqa, after fight~ a few 8OI'e people, and 1I8ld. his way beck to the
bar again. His tand -.shed lUSDC .'S equipleQt and abruptly left the
stage. '1ben SQIe young puIlks started lighU. IIIIOke balbs and we were all
kicked out of the club.

~t in the street there were IIIOre druticen fights and confussion, cope
8IKI even a "dog-cop," (talk about an atrocity, this is supposed to be lIIl1DS

best friend!). After stay1. for a while to c:hec:k th1~ out, the cops
told us to either leave the area or be arrested. We c:hose to leave. Sio::e
it wu still early, we decided to go bBc:k to my house and drbit a few mre
beers, listen to 8<JIe aJlic: and talk about our night.

AltMJgh it Jay be difficult to explain if you've never experieoced it,
we had a lot of fun that night. I th11it the eudience can relate to
Hr. Allin in the 88Ie way we can eIIIp8th1se with ttal.c:olll McDowell's cha
racter in "A Cloclaolotk Orqe." 1h1a 10IIS a violent, psychotic individual
relati. to an unjust and corrupt society, fucld. shit up, yea, IU«!

Seei. G G Allin ll've 10IIS an adrena1in tUSh that I don't WBnt to forget
soon. I thought it wu a pretty cool experience, but then again, I didn't
get kicked in the face.

(mIn'S lI1l'E: HsIk Mllhaffey is B..O.C. 's representative in YOl.IqJStown. He
ml T:la .., have been .cq the wt people to Me G G Allin perfom. G G
wu fauad cs.d just ~ly, IIppUently fIQI a dnIg CM!rdoee. 'the wild
.u « PDt 1a dIIsd, Uq Live PuIit!

Figure 1

tions in ways similar to those of academic cultural critics: they en
gage in interpretive and evaluative disputes, they make subtle generic
and stylistic distinctions, they possess an insider knowledge that
gives biographical and cultural context to the texts they are engaged
with. The evidence of the zines is that in this effort at interpretation,
distinction, and contextualization, fans often raise fundamental
questions about the premises that guide their critical practice.

Vernacular cultural theory lacks the systematics of academic the
ory; it occurs in flashes, in local circumstances, rather than in sus
tained analysis. Take as an example this brief article from The ROC
(199?), a zine produced by a loose anticensorship alliance. A fan
named Mark Mahaffey tells the story of a recent concert by the late
G. G. Allin and a group called Plastic Man at the Penguin Pub in
Youngstown, Ohio. These two hardcore bands play ultraloud, post
punk assault music. G. G. Allin, who has since died of a drug over
dose, was an extremist performance artist, violent and self-destruc
tive. What makes this story interesting is that Mahaffey reflects on
his experience and recognizes with some irony that the violence and
"confussion" he describes were FUN! At this moment in the story
Mahaffey tries to put his experience into an intellectual and social
context. G. G. Allin screams out, the storyteller says, against "an un
just and corrupt society," symbolized by the police use of attack
dogs, an act that poisons the relationship between man and nature.
G. G. Allin gets connected to A Clockwork Orange because both are
examples of rage against social power, against systems of restraint
and order. This is a story of violence in the streets and violence in
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the arts, refusals to accept socially enforced limits. But the scene
plays more like a festival, a rowdy carnival, than like an insurrection,
an act of transformative rage. Both G. G. Allin's act and the semiriot
out in the streets are fun, and even the cops and the security guys
are part of the fun, defIning the limits past which we will go, adding
to the energy charge that makes this an occasion.

The spin that Mahaffey puts on the story, the interpretation that
he offers, is a staple of adolescence, the familiar theme of art and
youth in rebellion against authority, but that's not to say it's simple
minded. The placement of this story inside this politically minded
zine suggests that the interpretation is thoughtful, not automatic.
The ROC speaks out against all the intricate forms of censorship of
rock music. Its enemies are Tipper Gore and Donald Wildmon. It calls
for absolute freedom of speech, and it pushes that argument hard by
focusing its attention on bands that would offend almost anyone.
The zine reports on censorship efforts around the country, and it does
so in enough detail to guarantee that the adolescent shibboleth of
"authority" takes on the specifIcity and extensivity of a Foucaultian
disciplinary system. In Texas a murder suspect defends himself by
claiming that listening to metal music made him do it. In New York
the mayor speaks out against rap music. Music stores refuse to sell
albums with warning labels to minors. Tapes get confIscated at cus
toms. Arenas refuse to let The ROC set up informational booths. The
zine constructs a picture of a society intent on patrolling and en
forcing the boundaries of expression. The ROC gives us a perhaps
paranoid, perhaps prophetic vision of society as spiritual prison,
guarded when necessary by men with guns and dogs.

The ROC, like many zines, is an act of love, a huge task taken on
for no money out of an extreme commitment to an attitude, a way
of thinking, a theory of how popular culture works. I would not
claim that the theory in this case is particularly subtle or original,
but in little fragments like Mahaffey's story we see a flash of theo
retical insight, a moment when the consensus interpretation (vio
lence is bad, art is uplifting) is rejected in favor of an oppositional
reading (violence is fun, art can be psychotic). We can fInd these
flashes of theory throughout the zine world. The zines present to us
popular culture's resistant theory of itself, one that holds up to a
fragmented and weird popular culture a fragmented and weird rep
resentation of itself.

Another moment of vernacular theory can be seen in this angry
and sardonic message from one of the editors of Attitude Problem, a
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Attention Baby Boomers:
So, you get a kick out of reading over the shoulder of the youth culture, eh? Gives you
a little thrill,does it? Maybe some sentimental longing for your own you1hful
exhuberance and ideaJism that you left behind oome'Nhere in the 7(Js or &is?

Well, snap out of it} You can never go back. By now, you were supposed to be iving
out the laudabfe visions you had in the 60's. How \Yell are you ooil19 'Mth that?
Hmmm? Too busy working 9-5 to think about it? Too W11hng to wnta off your
complacency as a natural consequence of -growing up?-

Are you content to moo zines fike this one an amuse yourself with our youthful
naNete? Are yoo too smug to evaJuate your life in tenns of the goaJs you had 'Nhen
your vision was pure? Are you honest enough to admit how many 'HaYS you have sold
out your conscience for the sake of security and convenience?

Sure, okay, life as an adJft is full of pressures you cftdn't know about as a kid Okay,
sure, you have lots of responsibilities and obligations that you realize are also
importanl Sure, okay, you g:>t tired of raging at the \YOrid and decided to build
something for yourself. Okco/., sure, you don1 have the time or energy 19ft anymore to
fight the mediocrity of daily life.

Listen, I'm not interested in being your conscience. Be your own C()('lsdence. But I'R
tell ya, if you think I'm going to fet you get away with jerking yourself off to sentimentaJ
memories of your own adolescence, forget it At least not for free. If you want to
entertain yourself by eavesdropping on the youth culture, you damn 'NeD better pay for
itl My mailing list is getting big enough that I need to start looking to trim the fat And
fat is exactly the 'NOrd to des::ribe the bulk of the Baby Boomer generation. VVhat good
are you, anyway?

You can never go back. The next best thing to goi~ back is to support the curreot
scene, the current future hope of the planet Yeah, 1m asking you to send me money.
But if you think sending ten bucks for a subscription once a year is enough, yoo're
wrong. Irs enough to gat you my zine in the mall, but thafs all. You should be ooing a
lot mora. You should be making sure your town supports you1h cutture with some
kind of alternative performance space, or you should be breathing dovm the necks of
cops who hassle kids for no good reason, or you should support buiJdng a pubk skate
park, or something else creative. Where do you think these things are going to come
from? Why don't you stick your neck out and convince us that you are not just the
bloated, narcissistic, hypocritical sen-outs that your kids think you are?

-Banc:llu

Figure 2

"Multipurpose Nonconformist Rag" out of Prescott, Arizona. I quote
this in full because it seems to me to provide a canny insight into the
role of popular culture texts in the fantasy life of media subjects. The
anger of the piece comes out of Bandhu's realization that his own text
can be commandeered by an audience other than the one he imag
ined. What baby boomers do to Attitude Problem is an example of
what the audience of pop culture texts in general do, which is to in
corporate texts into their own psychic scenarios, to elaborate fantasy
identifIcations with media fIgures. Postmodern subjectivity is pre
cisely the result of such fantasy work, and Bandhu has the wit to un-
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derstand the political impact of media subjectivity, which is to di
vorce the subject from the local social world, to provide an imagi
nary safe haven for the imaginary hip subject. Bandhu does not place
the boomers inside this larger construct; he's too full of generational
anger at sellout former freaks to see them in terms of pop audiences
in general, but his moral outrage and sense of victimization do
allow him to see that audiences have large psychic consequences at
stake in their encounter with popular culture.

I am of course exactly the reader he detests. I am cruising the zines
for my own purposes. I am not a part of the generation to which zines
are addressed. I am part of the institution of cultural criticism, bring
ing to the practice of vernacular criticism the terms and concepts of
academic discourse. There is therefore the danger that I am both
misrepresenting and domesticating this vernacular discourse. But I
am at least taking the zines seriously as outlets for theoretical prac
tice. My tactic in this essay is to examine the explicit and implicit the
oretical work done in the zines, work that makes a distinctive con
tribution to understanding popular culture because it comes from a
perspective that academic cultural theory cannot adopt. Zine the
ory has the advantage of operating within the culture it describes,
with an intimacy and specifIcity not possible for the academic ob
server, who may like me be a consumer of popular culture but whose
institutional position makes the encounter with vernacular culture
problematic. The zines are an example of a vast cultural practice that
includes academic theory but also much more, the theoretical work
that goes on in everyday life.

Some zines are explicitly theoretical, directed at big cultural or
political questions, either because they are affIliated with some move
ment that has a theoretical edge to it, or because they come out of an
avant-garde tradition that rejects the narrowness and dullness of
mainstream values and beliefs, or because they are promoting a pop
phenomenon so far out of the mainstream that they have to apolo
gize for it by presenting a theoretical explanation of its premises and
values.

An example of the fIrst type is No Longer Silent, a zine "dedicated
to exposing the coerciveness, injustice, and hypocrisy inherent in all
authoritarian/hierarchical structures; inspiring and celebrating the
growth of personal freedom as well as the claiming of individual re
sponsibility; and creating a tangible, community based anarchism
in our own lives." No Longer Silent has a strong political philosophy
behind it, originating in an anarchist tradition that is not entirely
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vernacular. Its editor, Eliza Blackweb, is clearly familiar with canon
ical texts of political theory and philosophy, but the inspiration for
the magazine comes from the informal network of local anarchist
groups that supply her with articles, correspondence, ideas, and
feedback. Issue number 4/5 of the zine includes an extensive review
of a book on samizdat printing techniques, suggesting that the zine
thinks of itself as part of a marginalized but insurgent movement
that radically questions mainstream values. The issue also features
explicitly theoretical reflections like "Revolutionary Self-Theory," a
text produced and edited by many radical hands in many radical
rags over the last fIfteen years. The article argues that genuine self
hood can be achieved only by escaping preexisting theories and en
gaging in the process of cobbling together one's own vision of society,
self, and politics out of the bits and pieces of theory that seem per
sonally useful. This image of the lonely thinker, the bricoleur attempt
ing to understand culture and society without benefIt of-in fact
skeptical of-any coherent system of thought could serve as an em
blem for the zine enterprise and for the vernacular theorist in general.

No Longer Silent takes on issues that have concerned more aca
demic theorists of popular culture. For example, the editor includes
an essay called 'Anarchist Separatism" that argues that the masses
cannot be transformed and so anarchists should work toward set
ting up their own, self-suffIcient communities in which anarchist
principles can prevail. The author of the article, "Desperate Chris,"
argues vociferously that the masses have chosen their stupidity, their
failure to see through socially imposed rules and propaganda. His ar
gument runs that no even minimally intelligent person could be
tricked by such inane media messages, and the compliant masses
must therefore choose their ignorance because it is safe and simple.
At this point in the essay the editor inserts herself in brackets, mak
ing the argument that those who control capital spend lots of money
and energy keeping the masses stupid through a pop culture/pro
paganda system. The writer's position, with its existentialist, per
sonal responsibility ethic, is one not often taken in contemporary
theory debates, but the editor's rejoinder should sound familiar to
anyone who has read academic theory. No Longer Silent is published
as a theoretical project, an unmasking of cultural power and a call to
reject and resist it. This is theory in a vernacular mode for a nonaca
demic audience, and it provides those who live exclusively in popu
lar culture with an opportunity to reflect on the determinants of
their experience.
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Not surprisingly, the feminist movement has also inspired zines
in which theoretical questions get raised explicitly. One of the most
interesting is Chickfactor, a funny zine full of young feminist energy
and style. In some ways this is a typical pop music zine, full of in
terviews with bands, ads for records and stores, and reviews of ar
cane records in the indie-pop style the editors prefer. But there is a
pervasive feminist edge to the writing and the interviews. In an in
terview with musician Liz Phair, Chickfactor asks, "Is 'open season'
a feminist song?" and Phair answers with great vernacular energy:
"Feminism in my life isn't relegated to books or discussions, it's all
mixed in. That's one of the beauties of being older rather than
younger, your whole life fuses, your thoughts are combined, every
thing overarches everything and there's all these connecting ideas
that were disjointed before ... now feminism is the way I sit, it's the
way I perk up when I can tell that no one's paying attention to what
I say. How I live, how I breathe." Phair's comments speak to a desire
to escape the fragmentation of contemporary culture by connecting
a political and theoretical commitment-in this case feminism-to
everyday life. This commitment also allows Phair to understand the
role gender plays in how pop culture texts are processed by fans.
When she is asked about whether critics and fans perceive her songs
as "male bashing," she answers by criticizing the critics for assum
ing that all her songs reflect her personal life: "People take things so
literally and so at face value that I used to bitch about not getting the
credit for the creativity I possess. It doesn't just fly out of me, I really
work hard on this stuff, I think about it a lot. I put a lot of energy into
creating it. It isn't like 'oh, wow, she just kinda has a facility for it, it
just kinda pops out of her,' and I think that's a really sexist thing to
say. If it were a man saying the same things, people would assume
that there was intent behind it, that it was constructed, and that he
was conscious of his construction...." Chickfactor, in its almost self
deprecatingly pop style, manages to get its readers in contact with
an angry and affIrmative feminism of the daily. As Phair says about
her music, feminism pervades every move in this zine without com
promising its light style or its focus on cool music and the fun of the
club scene. Theory here is never thought of as such; it appears al
most casually, and it achieves its effects more successfully just for
that reason.

Another ideologically motivated zine is Aladdin's Window: The Vi
sion ofAwakened Men. This zine sets out to counter on every point the
ideological tenets of feminism. In its vision men are the victims of
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feminism, which posits the moral superiority of women, ignores the
violence that men suffer, fetishizes the woman's body by obsessing
about rape, exaggerates men's economic superiority, denies divorced
men visitation rights, etc. Almost all of the articles in the zine are at
tacks on feminism. There are only a few items that deal affIrmatively
with men's issues, which offer some vision of what men's lives should
be. Aladdin's Window addresses basic questions of gender identity
and power relations in a way that any reader can understand, and
it taps into male backlash rage in a lively vernacular style. The tone
of the writing is often self-pitying. These cultural conservatives
seem a caricature of right-wing caricatures of identity politics
they present men as victims of a feminist movement that seems om
nipotent. Any feminist would wish the movement had such power.
But to the writers and editors of Aladdin's Window, feminist discourse
has become the dominant in our society, and their job is to unmask
its distortions of the lives of men. They see themselves as question
ing orthodoxy, overturning the dominant ideology, resisting main
stream ideological power. They are doing the vernacular cultural
theory ofthe antifeminist right.

The energy behind zine theory often comes from zines' connec
tions with identity politics and subcultural insurgence. Zines help
to create and sustain communities. They allow a community to ar
ticulate its own critical perspective, to "poach" on corporate-pro
duced culture in ways that defIne what it means to be in the subcul
ture. The editors and writers of a zine like Dead Jackie Susann Quarterly,
a lesbian pop culture zine, clearly put Jackie Susann and her novels
and a wide variety of other pop culture texts to uses different from
those their marketers had in mind. The main interest of this zine is
mainstream TV, a space that would seem to exclude the lesbian sen
sibility of the zine. DJSO issue 2 exhibits in almost every item the
many ways in which lesbian fans have reread TV from the perspec
tives made possible by being a member of the lesbian community.
There is for example a homage to Sara Gilbert, who plays Darlene,
the middle child on Roseanne. The character isn't lesbian, but she ap
peals "to our most lofty ideals of what everyone of us wishes we
were once like, smart, sarcastic, and principled at the tender age of
sixteen as well as our most base desires by bringing out the chick
enhawk in us all." The joy of lesbian desire reframes the TV text and
reads across its consensus meaning. There is also a funny and mali
cious fantasy about a lost episode of The Brady Bunch in which all the
characters encounter exotic sexuality in Las Vegas; a vignette enti-
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tIed "The Stepford Queers," in which the writer imagines a town
where all the lesbians are comfortable, narrow-minded Republicans;
a porno-romance story of Hillary Clinton, Donna Shalala, and Janet
Reno out on the town at lesbian bars; a guide to (very mainstream)
makeout music for lesbian lovers; and a story about the fIrst out les
bian MTV-VJ.

The pop culture texts serve as occasions for fantasy and for a
forceful assertion of rights to cultural space, a refusal to be left out
of everyday culture, and a radical claim to read it as the community
sees fIt. Lawrence Grossberg, Lisa Lewis, John Fiske, and other cul
tural theorists have commented on this function of zines.3 Zines
allow disenfranchised voices to reach out to members of their com
munities and to the more amorphous community of zine readers.

Zines also playa complicated role in establishing and maintain
ing alternative youth communities that are organized around pop
cultural style rather than established identity groups. In a culture in
which membership in such groups has achieved a certain counter
cultural cachet, suburban white kids often search for a sense of iden
tity and community in a particular style of dissent-in alternative
music especially. Bands create followings, and if a particular band
or style of music survives and remains vital long enough, that fol
lowing can become a loose community, a group that provides indi
viduals within it a sense of belonging and cultural placement. In
dustrial Nation is such a zine: it provides for fans of industrial music
reviews of recent records, essays and pictorials on the styles of
clothing and body decoration (tattoos, pierced and scarifIed bodies)
that go with the music, correspondence among fans, lists of upcom
ing concerts, ads for stores that sell the records and the clothes, cafes
and bars where members of the community hang out together. The
same function is fulfIlled by rap and metal zines and by local alter
native music zines like Jersey Beat and Texas Beat.

Within these communities, zines set the tone of critical discus
sion. When a new band or a new style emerges, the zine writers give
fans a vocabulary that makes sense of the new. Zines establish ver
nacular interpretive communities. Stanley Fish's term is particularly
apt in this context, since the effort to establish a critical vocabulary
is not just a function of existing communities, but one of the prac
tices by which alternative communities are constituted. Zines play

3. See also Gabriel Gomez, "Spew 2 You Too: Gay Fanzines Convene," in After
image 19 (April 1992).
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an important theoretical role in defIning communities of dissent
that make it possible for pop culture subjects to understand their
own experience and to analyze the dominant culture.

Some zines deal with explicitly theoretical questions because they
participate in or affIliate with an avant-garde aesthetic that takes as
its goal the rejection of bourgeois values and the distortion of every
day reality. This affIliation is visible in many zines in their use of
modern and postmodern visual design. The print and graphic styles
of zines vary widely. Some are slick and professional, almost indis
tinguishable visually from mass market magazines. Some are print
heavy, double columned, resembling academic journals except with
fancy covers. Some are full of a computer-generated multitude of
print styles and graphic decorations. But most work in a collage aes
thetic, breaking up the page with blocks of print, diagonal typeset
ting, shocking photographs and drawings, cartoons, handwritten
comments, and nonlinear presentation. The effect is visual overload
and a denaturalization of the reading experience. Multiple sources
of sensation and information compete on the page for the reader's
attention. Clearly this style derives from the avant-garde visual tra
dition of this century, which often employs these distortional tech
niques in order to signal a refusal of traditional values and beliefs.
And such a refusal provides an atmosphere inside which more ex
plicit theoretical insight and questioning are encouraged.

One zine that clearly thinks of itself as part of this tradition is Your
Flesh, which combines an interest in extreme alternative music and
shocking graphics with a cultural historian's attempt to explore the
origins of today's popular culture in earlier twentieth-century avant
gardes. Thus we get in a recent issue a reference to John Cage as the
unacknowledged father of noise rock groups like Sonic Youth; an ar
ticle on Dadaist Tristan Tzara as a precursor of post-punk nihilism;
a discussion of discipline and punishment by the vocalist of a band
called Janitor Joe; an interview with deviant musician and fIlm
maker Monte Cazazza that puts him in the context of "Dada, the
French literature of transgression (Bataille, Lautreamont), Burroughs
and Blake." Your Flesh combines shocking visual style and subject
matter with an intellectual atmosphere that assumes an awareness
of serious art and the possibility of theoretical questioning. This
zine is one of the pieces of evidence that suggest some zine produc
ers are postundergraduates who have heard something about aca
demic cultural theory and want to pursue some of its concerns in a
vernacular mode.
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Another is Ben Is Dead, a zine situated at the place where the cy
bernetic, the psychedelic, and the pornographic intersect. Like
many zines, Ben Is Dead is aware of how far outside the mainstream
it is. Its audience consists of those who live inside the world of in
formation and communications technology but refuse to accept the
corporate rules that govern that world and in fact see in it a mode of
resistance and transcendence. Its cyberpunk mentality is a critique
of the potential for frightening mental control in the corporate in
formation society and a commitment to modes of consciousness
outlawed by that society even if they are made possible by its tech
nology. An interview with media analyst Douglas Rushkoff intro
duces the term "media virus." A "media virus" (on the model of a
"computer virus") is a calculated media event that sneaks a pro
gressive or extremist message into the mainstream media. An ex
ample of a "media virus" would be Ice T's "Cop Killer," a song that
gained notoriety because it combined a black street sensibility with
a hardcore rock sound that appealed to hard-rocking white kids.
The song was condemned by all the mainstream media, but it also
gained Ice T a forum he would not otherwise have had-on Enter
tainment Tonight and Today and in the New York Times-so that he
could extend and refIne his still scary message for a wider audience.
Clearly Ben Is Dead thinks of itself and all zines as potential media
viruses, breeding grounds for subversive ideas that might infIltrate
the mainstream and allow people to see their society and culture in
another light. Ben Is Dead reports on all kinds of DIY (do it yourself)
media, from street postering to zine editing to computer hacking.
Here is a passage from an interview with Mark Fraunfelder, editor
of the zine bOING bOING: "I was also interested in how technology
was getting cheap enough so that it could get into the hands of hip
pies, weirdos, artists, and people who normally didn't have access
to computers." In the weirdness of this alternative culture is a po
tential for ideological questioning. When you exist so far outside the
corporate-sponsored culture, even if for hedonistic rather than po
litical reasons, you have the opportunity to question its principles,
to produce a world of discourse not totally governed by the rules in
force.

I would like to turn now to the critical concerns and theoretical
issues that are raised most frequently in the zines. There is a great
deal of what could be called practical cultural criticism: reviews of
records, concerts, fIlms, videos, other zines. There are career retro
spectives, essays on shifts in an artist's career, interviews that ask
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the artists to interpret their work, reflections on changes in audience
taste, editorials about the relationship between artistic expression
and social control, examinations of the history of pop culture and its
political impact, etc. The vernacular style should not blind us to the
seriousness of the critical endeavor here or to its procedural similar
ity to academic critical discourse. Zine criticism is a slightly more
formal version of the lively critical discourse that happens around
the lunch table at work as people talk about Seinfeld or Clint East
wood, that gets whispered in school as kids tell each other about the
trash books they're reading out of the teacher's ken, that kids in the
park pass around about what's in and what's out and why, that
shoppers exchange bitterly when they fInd out an ad was a lie, that
youth groups in churches perform when they discuss pornography
and violence on TV. The culture of everyday life is a critical culture,
and the zines get that culture into print. And it is in these critical
projects that zine writers fInd themselves on occasion up against
theoretical questions. Especially in zines not affIliated with a politi
calor subcultural movement that fosters theoretical insight, theory
emerges out of practical criticism, out of local interpretive impera
tives, questions that come up.

Zine critics often deal with questions of influence and history.
Music zines are constantly engaged in the process of introducing
new bands to their readers. Every zine has a particular style of
music as its focus, and new bands constantly appear by the hun
dreds in each style. So the task is diffIcult. No one has heard of all
these bands. In the effort to describe the new, zine writers make use
of two key strategies: genealogy and classifIcation. A new band can
be described by how it derives from an already existing band. Irish
bands, for example, are presented in the lineage of U2. A million
bands are postpunk, deriving from the Slits, the Sex Pistols, the Ra
mones, etc. This strategy of description is tied into a complex atti
tude toward influence. A new band can derive from but cannot re
peat an older band. There is in the zines a strong awareness of the
anxiety of influence. A band can be true to the spirit of a powerful
predecessor, but it must make a new sound, have a voice of its own.
The alternative scene has been around long enough so that many of
the imaginable styles of dissidence have already been used up.
Doing something new is diffIcult in alternative culture. There are all
these ghosts, all of them preserved on CD or tape. In this context the
worst put-down is to say that a band just repeats an earlier band.
This is to say that the band has no creativity and is not of the moment.
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The other important strategy for description is microspecifIc
genre classifIcation. This new band plays this precise kind of music,
or a combination of these kinds. It's not just metal but hardcore, not
just hardcore but straightedge. These categories are crucial because
they don't just describe a kind of music, they describe a discernible
lifestyle-a micropolitics, a style of fashion, a place to go, a socio
economic category. It is here that the identity politics function of the
zines works itself out. This is how the readers of the zines fInd them
selves, in these razor-fine distinctions, invisible to anyone outside
the subculture. But again these subcategories can be turned against
a band if it fIts the category too snugly. The ethos of testing the en
velope is in place, even if the envelopes are very small. The defIni
tions and limits of classifIcation are constantly debated, just as they
are in academic criticism.

Considering their connections to current concerns and their short
half-life, it may be surprising to hear that many zines are obsessed
with history. Zine interviews and band profIles often try to put cur
rent albums in the context of the band's past. Sophomore efforts, for
example, are endlessly compared with fIrst albums. Movements
from indie to major are scrutinized carefully. New albums are criti
cized because they repeat past works too closely, or because they
change too much, betraying the legacy of the band. Zines are also
interested in the personal and professional history of the musicians
in the band. Who did they play for and with in the past? How did
they get involved with the current group? Has their music changed
over time? This is very short-scale history, of course, but the ques
tions that the zines ask are propelled by serious historical anxiety.
Fans live in a terrain of shifting fads and short-lived styles. The zines
give them at least a small sense of continuity and development. The
current scene does not come out of nowhere; it can be traced down
from earlier struggles, and it emerges out of the involvement of spe
cifIc individuals with complex private and professional lives. Zines
thus depend on a kind of biographical-historical criticism in which
the text must be understood inside a microhistorical framework.

Some zines also engage in what could be called historical schol
arship. They publish discographies and fIlmographies, concert his
tories and playlists. Such items appeal to the fan as collector or as
vernacular curator. As Lisa Lewis says, fans need inside information
to distinguish themselves from casual listeners, and they "appoint
themselves historians of the resulting textual accumulation" (158).
Psychotronic Video is a prime example. This zine focuses on sleazy sub-
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genre fIlms that mainstream fIlm history rarely mentions-fIfties
nudie fIlms, seventies blaxploitation fIlms, drive-in horror fIlms, ul
traviolent fIlms, slasher fIlms-the dark and marginal element of
the fIlm business. But for all of its vigorous bad taste and offensive
material, Psychotronic Video treats these fIlms in a serious and schol
arly way. Its audience is clearly the collector-reviews give straight
forward plot summaries, sometimes of amazingly perverse stories,
that provide a prospective collector with a good clue about whether
the fIlm would interest him. Psychotronic Video also publishes ac
counts of careers of art directors, stuntmen, special effects experts,
and marginal actors. The layout is lurid and jokey, but the articles
are serious and knowledgeable studies of genre history.

Scholars have noted that the social category of "fan" is class
specifIc and demeaning (Jenson 18-19). An avid follower of opera is
an afIcionado, a curator of political memorabilia is a serious histo
rian whose works might appear in a scholarly journal. A "fan" who
gathers expertise about early punk music or Star Trek scripts is often
thought to be wasting time with debased materials and can be un
derstood only in terms of obsession and personal emptiness. I agree
that zine writers and especially publishers are obsessed. Why else
would they expend so much effort on work that will not be re
warded monetarily or by social status? But is their commitment so
different from that of the academic scholar? Certainly working on
the correspondence of Victorian poets seems no less bizarre to the
general public than collecting the manuscripts of early punk rock
ers. And if there is a bit more social status to it, there is still little di
rect economic return. Zine scholarship, like academic scholarship, is
motivated by a desire to master the details of a complex and valued
phenomenon. It provides the fans at least a bit of historical context
for the present.

There is also a complex historical hermeneutic practiced by zines
that deal ironically with pop culture TV icons like The Brady Bunch
and Star Trek. These series are seen simultaneously as embarrassing
but sentimental products of their own historical context, kitschy el
ements of sixties and seventies culture, and as texts open to nineties
reconstruction in terms of contemporary political and cultural con
cerns. Thus Star Trek can be rewritten from an openly gay/lesbian
perspective, and The Brady Bunch can be rewritten from a nineties
postmodern dysfunctional family perspective. The readers of these
TV texts are clearly in the here and now, and the shows are clearly
in the there and then, but a creative rewriting is still possible. Popu-
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lar culture is constantly recycled: older shows are available on cable
right next to the newest commodity. This adjacency at once high
lights the pastness of the old texts and places them fIrmly in a pres
ent that reads them with its own interests. In all these ways zines
characterize the popular culture past as a force that shapes the pres
ent and as a residue of texts that can be reshaped by the present.

The theoretical question that comes up most frequently within all
these forms of zine criticism is, how does alternative culture get pro
duced in a corporate economy? The zines are obsessed with the busi
ness of popular culture. Interviewers in music zines want to know
how the band got its record contract, how they dealt with their pro
ducer, how they have been able to hold on to their artistic integrity,
why past projects succeeded or failed, what future projects they
plan, what kind of audience they aim for, how they feel about more
mainstream bands. In very recent times this concern has become
more complicated. In the eighties there was a clear distinction be
tween major labels (corporate owned) and independent or alterna
tive labels that would take the risk of the cutting edge. But now be
cause of what is called "the Nirvana effect," major labels are signing
very new and challenging bands, so that the term "alternative music"
now makes sense only as a marketing strategy, and the "alternative
culture" that surrounds the music and includes the zines has been in
corporated within the marketing strategies of corporate popular cul
ture. This development is not always characterized negatively in the
zines-after all, the major labels make high-quality production pos
sible, and want new bands to experiment. But there is a clear dis
comfort with the business in zine writing. Corporate pop culture is
exactly what the alienated kids don't want, and a band's entry into
it is a cause for concern for their very souls.

This skeptical and even disdainful attitude toward the corporate
music business is complicated by the fact that zines are themselves
a marginal but real part of the business. They carry ads, review al
bums, promote live shows, all of which helps create a market for their
own musical genres. Zines create communities and identity groups,
but they also create market segments that record companies, pro
moters, and retailers can reach through the zines. Some zines accept
no advertising, but their function is still to alert the market to new
commodities. It is exactly this ambiguity about the role of zines that
leads their writers and editors to obsess about bands' economic
lives. They are looking to the bands for solutions to the question of
how to do what you want with your life, make money at it, and still
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hold onto your soul. For the fans, bands act out a solution to a key
dilemma of nineties youth-knowing as I do how corrupt and dull
are corporate economics and mainstream culture, how can I fInd my
place in them without giving up the lifestyle I'm committed to? In
zine criticism, corporate control endangers authentic expression,
and music is above all about expression, an authentic, romantic cry
of the heart. Once you are in the business, you become more con
cerned with audience and market share than with expressing your
own feelings and visions. And since everyone is in the business,
these questions become acute.

This issue comes up incessantly in zine interviews. Has the band
stayed faithful to their true insight, or are they accommodating the
desires of the producers and marketers? The answers to this ques
tion are varied. Some bands assert that their personal impulse has
been left alone, that the labels have recognized it is in their best in
terests to allow a band to follow its own instincts because the band
is likely to be closer to the kids than the label executives are. In this
scenario the corporate world is not the enemy; it has its own agenda,
but it still allows authentic personal expression. Other bands tell the
story of dramatic conflict between the homogenizing corporation
and the existential outlaw band. In this scenario authenticity is per
sonal, and its enemies are the social and economic structures that
vie for control of our lives. What seems signifIcant to me is that both
of these stories get told in the zines. That is, there is no single answer
to the question of how selfhood and socio-economic structures are
related. That relationship has to be negotiated case by case. Some
times you can clear out a space for yourself and make use of the cor
porate world to expand that space. In other instances the corporate
world will crush your spirit, reduce your authentic expression into
pure product, the next fashionable commodity. It is this sense that
the story is open-ended that makes the question important to the
zines, especially because the zines also see themselves as sites for au
thentic expression and for independent critical thinking. Zine writ
ers and publishers have chosen to stay out of mainstream publish
ing precisely so that they can have editorial freedom. When the
zines have to decide do we take ads? do we make money? do we get
slick? do we use a national distributor?-all those daily questions of
survival-they look to the bands as models, and they see that ... it
all depends. It's all up for negotiation. Selfhood is negotiated, and it
takes a canny sense of the market and of your own identity to do so.
These questions about the business come out of the daily work of re-
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viewing and commenting on pop cultural texts. They open up for
examination a set of corporate operations that seek to remain invis
ible so that they can deliver the audience without drawing attention
to themselves.

To return to de Certeau's terms, zines are engaged not only in
"poaching," in the development of tactics that resist the strategies of
power, but also in the task of theory-questioning and challenging
the strategies themselves. Zines exist precisely because their pub
lishers and editors and writers understand that mainstream pop
culture serves the strategic purposes of corporate power. Zines are
one of the places where such power can be evaded, since there is no
compelling profIt motive, and where it can be examined from a dis
tance. Zines are attracted to the cultural fringe, where corporate
power is diluted, or to creative tactics for rewriting and recoding
mainstream pop. Both of these moves connect to the ordinary fan's
understanding of the fact that pop culture is a business, and that it
thrives because it serves corporate interests. It is the daily concern
of the zines to monitor cooptation, to unmask marketing hype, to
decry sellouts, to ridicule mainstream cliches-in other words, to
reveal the strategies by which power shapes culture and to under
stand the personal dilemmas faced by individual subjects attempt
ing to survive and resist those strategies. In their critique of the busi
ness of popular culture, the zines perform an important theoretical
task in a vernacular mode. They succeed, I think, in increasing the
opportunities for cultural subjects to question the strategies that
shape them and thus to inform their own "tactics" with a canny
sense of how power operates.

When zine practical criticism engages with strictly aesthetic is
sues, it is always within this tactical context. The dominant theoret
ical question about style and artistic practice that the zines raise is
whether the band practices musical craft or acts out of raw intuition.
On the one side there is the ability to create song structure, to play
creative solos, to display chops, and on the other there is energy, noise,
punk rawness, the aesthetic of the intense. This is of course an an
cient opposition in thinking about the arts, cast in various eras as
reason versus intuition, classicism versus romanticism, or craft ver
sus inspiration. Zines are not unanimous on this question. Even in
zines that specialize in extreme thrash speed noise music, you will
hear bands talk about how they are getting more interested in song
structure as a function of growing musicianship. And even very
adept bands will talk about tapping into the raw power of rock and
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roll. Song structure and skill are often associated with selling out to
the business, but not if the song feels like the authentic expression of
the band's state of mind. Noise is often associated with the authen
tic, but it has become a genre of its own that can be aped as a trend
rather than embraced as a destiny. Zines are alert to the speed with
which the revolutionary can become generic. And many bands
want to be allowed to experiment in both directions and to combine
the strengths of both approaches.

But zines certainly tend toward the raw rather than the cooked.
To be a part of the alternative community, the zine has to sponsor
bands (or fIlms, or TV show, or ways of reading them) that defy the
rules of mass culture, which values the fInished, the expert product.
The aesthetic of the zines tends toward roughened art forms that ap
peal to communities of dissent and resistance. Political and social
dissidence takes as one of its visible signs an allegiance to forms of
art that can't be processed using the mindset and values of the cul
ture that it rejects. In a move reminiscent of Russian formalism, the
zines approach the roughened form of alternative art as a way to
achieve cultural awakening. Expertise and polish create art that is
easily processed and thus doesn't draw attention to itself as a strat
egy of cultural power. Roughened form is a tactic of perception that
draws attention to the conventions it rejects. The arts that zines
value tend to disorient the mind and assault the body. When re
viewers talk about live concerts, there is always talk about their vis
ceral response to the music. There is ecstasy, there is arousal, there is
ringing in the ears, a body that the music moves. Reviewers often
have less to say about the music itself than about the body of the lis
tener. And in the zines that feeling is characterized as an unautho
rized bodily response, not anticipated by cultural strategies, that
holds together the community-a community of ecstatic outsiders.

Thus we could say that in general zines promote art with a rough
edge to it as a tactical response to mass cultural strategies. But they
also honor other arrangements that bands, artists, and fans can ne
gotiate. The camp reading of bad pop culture and the canny use of
conventional forms are also honorable settlements with power. Zines
are clear on the fact that the strategies of power will never disappear
and must always be resisted. They call for and enact de Certeau's
"poaching," in that they routinely reread mass-produced texts for
the purposes of marginalized communities. But they also produce
sophisticated questioning of the strategies themselves, of the power
that flows through popular culture. This happens in the zines, I be-
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Iieve, in part because the zines are so dedicated to the phenomena
they cover that the apologetic effort inevitably leads to theoretical
questioning. Pop culture subjects who are expert enough to write in
a zine are canny enough to see that pop culture is about a lot more
than mindless entertainment. Its political and cultural role is not
hidden or subliminal. It is relatively easy to become a resistant
reader of popular culture texts, which lack the prestige of literature
and require no humility in the reader. Even Beavis and Butthead
could be thought of as resistant readers of MTV. And it is not a long
step from resistant reading to skeptical questioning of premises,
that is, to a vernacular cultural criticism.

Zine writers and editors may legitimately be thought of as "elite
fans," fans who have accumulated textual and historical expertise
that places them above the average couch potato, but the theoretical
activity we have seen in the zines is also common, though harder to
document, in the fan experience in general. Academic cultural the
ory is of course an even more formalized and systematic element in
the same continuum; it is not essentially different from vernacular
theorizing. And if it is true that fan theorizing cannot overthrow
power but only try to understand it and bring it to light, and that
power will always devise strategies that legitimate it, academic the
ory should be cautioned rather than feel superior. For all the pow
erful demystiflcations and deconstructions achieved by academic
cultural theory in the last twenty years, I see no diminishment of
ideological power, no radical transformation of cultural practices.
Theory cannot change culture on its own. It must be connected with
communities of dissent, as are the theoretical approaches allied
with identity politics, and as the zines are. I believe that the theory
practiced in the zines has at least as much potential for real political
impact as does academic theory. The zines have a larger audience
and a more immediate and intimate connection with those they ad
dress. And their theorizing occurs in a vernacular mode that at once
captures them to some degree within conventional systems of
meaning and value but also allows them to encourage large num
bers of pop culture subjects to question those very conventions. The
loss of "purity" is clearly worth the gain in effectiveness.
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Zine Addresses

Zines may have gone out of business or moved, but try
these addresses for some interesting zines.

Attitude Problem
PO Box 2354
Prescott, AZ 86302

Ben Is Dead
PO Box 3166
Hollywood, CA 90026

Chickfactor
245 E. 19th St.
New York, NY 10003

Dead Jackie Susann Quarterly
496a Hudson St.
New York, NY 10009

Industrial Nation
114 1/2College Street
Iowa City, IA 52240-4005

No Longer Silent
PO Box 3582
Tucson, AZ 85722

Psychotronic Video
3309 Rt. 97
Narrowsburg, NY 12754-6126

Your Flesh
PO Box 583264
Minneapolis, MN 55458-3264



4
Stories of the New Age
Narrative, Healing, and Transformation

Visionary experience would seem to be the antithesis
of theoretical practice. Right brain, left brain. Intuition, reason. Be
lief and commitment, skepticism and detachment. The feminine, the
masculine. The ecstatic world that is to come, the everyday world of
culture, power, history. Many writers in the New Age movement
would characterize the differences in this way, rejecting the mere ra
tionality of theory and predicting a culture of the visionary. Most
writers in cultural studies would question the oppositions, but might
still hold onto them as stereotypes that mock New Age naivete. My
contention is that these oppositions obscure the fact that the New
Age movement engages in a theoretical practice and contributes to
an understanding of current cultural assumptions. Its visionary prac
tices challenge the assumptions that shape consensual reality and
encourage alternative perspectives. Cultural theory needs to get past
its prejudices and attend to the theoretical questions posed by vi
sionary experience. And the New Age movement has much to learn
from cultural theory, perhaps most important a commitment to self
criticism and interpretive humility. My goals in this chapter are to
outline the contributions that New Age thinking can make to cul
tural theory-particularly a theory of narrative-and to bring the
theoretical practices of cultural studies to bear on New Age theo
ries. The New Age movement raises issues about narrative that more
academic theories ignore, and its statements on the topic demand
and deserve close critical questioning.

"New Age" is of course a term of convenience, a media hype label
that serves a marketing function more than an analytical one. Nev
ertheless, it is the term we are stuck with. My rough and tentative
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defInition would be that New Age writings share a conviction that
we are at a crossroads in history, a time when personal, social, spir
itual, planetary, and cosmic transformation is at hand. Christian,
Native American, Asian and other ancient prophecies are said to
point to the present as the end of the regime of reason, science, pa-
triarchy, linear concepts of time, insidious forms of power, etc., and
the beginning of a world that honors the spiritual dimension, intu
ition, the feminine, ecstatic connection between the personal and
the cosmic, human spiritual unity, an openness to higher powers,
and a fundamental connection to the earth. This sense of living at a
moment of planetary transformation fosters a belief in the possibil
ity of radical personal transformation as well. In fact, most New
Age writings claim that the transformation must occur fIrst on a
personal level. It is only through fInding a new consciousness, they
assert, that individuals can contribute to a new identity for the planet,
for the universe. Thus programs of personal change and therapy
must be understood within larger visions of human spiritual trans
formation.

The New Age movement has produced a huge literature on such
varied topics as planetary change, spiritual ecology, human evolu
tion, contact with higher intelligences, channeling, near death ex
periences, UFOs, crystals, auras, shamanism, creativity, prophecy,
wellness, and healing. As this list suggests, it is not a coherent and
organized movement, though it exists in and through complex per
sonal, pedagogical, and economic networks. There is no unanimity
on major issues, though there is a discernible intellectual style. Al
though there are not extensive critical debates within the move
ment, there are differences in emphasis and orientation. It is there
fore a diffIcult movement to generalize about. Its boundaries are not
well-defIned either. Some of the writers I cite in this essay might not
consider themselves part of the New Age movement. The term is
often used in a dismissive way, and many writers with related in
terests might defIne themselves as too serious or professional to be
included in such a "fringe" group. I included writings in this chapter
because they were marketed as New Age products, because they
cited undeniable New Age sources, or in some cases because they
have been attacked as New Age. Writings from the recovery move
ment and from holistic health practices, for example, might well be
considered under other rubrics, but I believe that they fIt in an every
day culture defInition of the New Age movement, and they share a
commitment to radical spiritual transformation.
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My focus in this essay is on the persistent use and discussion of
narrative within the writings ofthe movement. Many New Age writ
ings are narrative in structure. There are narratives of personal trans
formation, stories of spiritual question and initiation, and accounts
of identifying and accepting a calling. There are prophecies of the
age to come and of the traumatic process that will lead us there.
Within these stories there is often critical reflection on narrative,
sometimes in defense of narrative authenticity versus scientifIc de
tachment, sometimes because narrative is seen as the agent of trans
formation itself. Many New Age texts are directly concerned with
the nature and function of narrative in individual and cultural con
texts. There are programs of physical healing that rely on narrative,
psychological therapies and spiritual practices that involve narra
tive work, and theories of creativity that see narrative as a way to
gain a deeper and more authentic selfhood. In all these ways narra
tive becomes an issue in the New Age movement. New Age writ
ings offer a theory of narrative that cultural theory can learn from,
even though most New Age writers would not defIne themselves as
theorists and do not address the academic theory community in
their writings.

If theory is the practice of examining the cultural assumptions
that make practices possible, many New Age writers would see the
ory so defIned as one of the steps necessary to gain visionary expe
rience and participate in planetary transformation. Before one can
see the world in a new way, one has to clear out the frames of refer
ence that produced the old ways of vision. New Age writers often
refer to old "paradigms" that limit human perception. They believe
that our experiences of daily reality are largely a function of what
Feinstein and Krippner in their book Personal Mythology call "con
sensus trance," our unreflective acceptance of the rules and limits of
the dominant paradigms that defIne what is accepted as the real. In
Fire in the Belly: On Being a Man, a standard text in the men/s move
ment/ Sam Keen calls this paradigm "myth/" in the sense of a so
cially constructed oversimplifIcation of reality, and he describes the
journey to enlightenment, to engagement with a deeper, more per
sonal/ and more universal myth, as beginning with the deconstruc
tion of the "myth" of the old culture:

The task of any individual who wants to be free is to demytholo
gize and demystify the authority or myth that has unconsciously
informed his or her life. We gain personal authority and fInd our
unique sense of self only when we learn to distinguish between
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our own story-our autobiographical truths-and the offIcial
myths that have previously governed our minds, feelings, and
action. (33)

Keen clearly sees this deconstruction as only a fIrst step on the way
to a truth beyond social structures, as many New Age writers do,
but he nevertheless requires such theoretical practice as a necessary
discipline for the visionary quester. In Your Mythic Journey, Keen and
Anne Valley-Fox see social myths in a therapeutic context as sets of
limits that an individual must overcome in order to achieve authen
tic selfhood. I will discuss this book in more detail later, but it is im
portant to note here that Keen and Valley-Fox's language closely re
sembles the critique of ideology in academic critical theory. Myths
in this negative sense articulate "the unspoken consensus, the habit
ual way of seeing things, the unquestioned assumptions, the auto
matic stance" (xi). Similar language can be seen in Shakti Gawain's
Living in the Light, which describes a necessary "disillusionment" in
order to overcome the illusions of the old order (37), and in Gloria
Karpinski's Where Two Worlds Touch, a spiritual guide to dealing with
personal change in the context of cosmic change, which describes
the "forms" of the old paradigm that shape our perception of reality
and that must be brought to conscious awareness if we are to be open
to change. These works practice and advocate vernacular cultural
theory as a prerequisite to radical spiritual change.

Marilyn Ferguson, in her famous account of the New Age move
ment The Aquarian Conspiracy, sees this awareness of paradigms as
the great achievement of our historical moment. She believes that
we live at "the change of change," in the sense that it is now possi
ble to engineer change by altering the culture's paradigms and thus
its perception of the world. In this way a "conspiracy" of individu
als aware of how paradigms shape experience can move the entire
planet to a higher level of consciousness. Ferguson's vision of change
is open-ended-there will always be paradigms, and there will al
ways be a need to question and transcend them. Her work suggests,
though, that the process is progressive, leading to a luminous truth
beyond all paradigms. Most New Age writers, as I will argue later,
are not so hesitant. They see us moving past all paradigms now, into
an age of direct, intuitive contemplation. The theoretical moment,
the questioning of the existing epistemology, must be transcended
so that we can enter into the new and sacred order.

But even this utopian faith allows New Age writings to perform
a theoretical role, for their readers and for the culture at large. That
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is, no one can question an established order without even consider
ing the possibility that other orders might exist. The utopias of New
Age prophecies demonstrate for the culture at large that other
modes of thought are possible, that other worlds can be imagined.
They therefore loosen the hold of "consensus trance," even for those
who do not share their specifIc utopian desires. Further, New Age
thought demonstrates an epistemological courage necessary to any
theoretical practice. New Age believers have had experiences that
the old paradigm considers invalid. They have seen auras, or been
contacted by spiritual entities, or felt the healing power of crystals,
or had prophetic dreams. And instead of doubting their sanity, they
have questioned the paradigm that rules these experiences out of ra
tional bounds. They have trusted the authenticity of their anom
alous experiences, and that allows them to doubt the omniscience of
received assumptions.

The resulting theoretical work in New Age writings deals with a
wide variety of cultural issues. There is extensive New Age discourse
on such important cultural constructs as symbol, metaphor, imagi
nation, myth, identity construction, gender, and consciousness.
This chapter will focus on theories of narrative, a topic of repeated re
flection in New Age writings. Narrative is a central question for a
movement that is built around a story of transformation. The very
premise of "New Age" is narrative: a new world is coming and an
old world is ending, and the process of transformation has already
begun. The prophesied future makes sense only in terms of the re
jected past, and the present makes sense as the inevitable if painful
transition. This macronarrative in turn makes sense of the mi
cronarratives of personal transformation that are the most common
New Age narrative genre. The story goes: "I used to be like that (un
well, alienated, divided), but then I experienced "X" (crystals, yoga,
channeling, etc.), and now I'm like this (spiritually healed, unifIed)."
And this personal transformation was possible only because it con
nected with the coming of the new consciousness, the transforma
tion of the spiritual planet, which in turn depends on enlightened
individuals who transform their own consciousness. With this pow
erful narrative logic at work, it is not surprising that New Age writ
ings have reflected explicitly on the nature and function of narra
tive, or in my terms, produced a vernacular theory of story.

In addition, New Age writings often identify narrative as the "X"
factor. It is hearing or making a narrative that allows the personal
transformation to occur. A reader might see herself in a new way
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after reading another's account of becoming a shaman, or a victim
of childhood abuse might be transformed by writing her life story.
Narrative can be the agent of healing, the springboard up into a new
consciousness. I believe this focus on story as healing is the real con
tribution that New Age writings make to our culture's theory of
narrative.

New Age theory is vernacular in the sense that it does not con
sider itself to be a theoretical project, and that it does not address the
"theory community." However, within New Age writings, there is
plenty of awareness of certain academic theories of narrative. Most
prominent of these is the Jungian tradition with its emphasis on
myth, archetype, and integration. Joseph Campbell is often invoked,
and Jungian thought shows up in the New Age through the popu
larity of such books as Robert Bly's Iron John and Clarissa Pinkola
Estes' Women Who Run with the Wolves. The Jungian notion that
human beings share a core narrative speaks to New Age commit
ments to transpersonal unity and wholeness. New Age writings on
narrative also occasionally cite feminist theories of personal narra
tive, the movement in philosophy and theology called "narrative
knowing," and various other psychological and anthropological
theories of narrative. Few thinkers in these traditions would be will
ing to sign on for the whole New Age agenda, and New Age writers
often borrow selectively from these academic sources. The result is
a theory of narrative cobbled together from many sources, some aca
demic, some esoteric. The point of doing theory in this movement is
not the disinterested study of a cultural phenomenon, but a contri
bution within the community of believers to its understanding of an
important transformative agent.

The story that New Age texts have to tell is a narrative of total
transformation. The planet is said to be coming to the end of very
long temporal cycles. The dominance of Western civilization is com
ing to an end. Reason is being supplanted by intuition and spiritual
communion. Patriarchy is giving way to "feminine" values of com
passion, emotion, connection to the earth. Gary Zukov sees it as a
change in perception, from what he calls "fIve sensory" perception
of the limited, material world to "multisensory" perception of the
world as spiritual phenomenon (28-29). The fIve senses limit us to
an awareness of a time-bound "personality," while the "multisen
sory" experience opens us up to the existence of a timeless "soul."
Politically, we are moving from violent and hierarchical "external
power" to a loving and fearless "authentic power" (25-26), which is
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the "goal of our evolutionary process and the purpose of our being"
(27). Starhawk describes the politics of the transformation as a
change from "power over" to "power from within}" a move from the
abstract patriarchal god who sanctions the split of body from spirit
to an immanent goddess who connects body to spirit, unites all
human beings, and reconnects the human with the natural. Marilyn
Ferguson sees signs of this transformation in virtually every sector
of contemporary culture: religious institutions open once again to
spirituality, education aimed at the whole person, medicine that
aims for wellness rather than miracle cures for invasive diseases,
science that confIrms mystical insights. A very old paradigm is com
ing to an end, and new ways of being are at hand.

And all these changes are presented as certainties. There is a pro
phetic confIdence in New Age narrative. Our moment of time is des
tined to see a qualitative evolutionary change. The end of the story
has not yet occurred, but the storyteller knows what the ending will
be. This certainty provides strategic and therapeutic confIdence.
Since we know where we are headed, we know the steps required for
our culture to get there-give up materialism, love the earth, seek
the spirit-and we can have confIdence that the personal changes
we suggest will be in tune with these planetary changes. New Age
therapies, as I will show later, depend somewhat problematically on
a similar prophetic confIdence. If you do the discipline, your life will
be transformed. It is belief in the macronarrative that makes New
Age practices viable.

This prophetic narrative also allows New Age writers to practice
what I would call prophetic cultural criticism. That is, because they
know the direction of the transformation, they can analyze the
problems of present society as signs of the death of the old order
and the coming of the new. Ecological crises, male sexual violence,
ethnic division, consumer hypergreed-all make sense within a cos
mic narrative. "Surely some revelation is at hand." Like Yeats, New
Age writers see the disorders of their time as signs of a more inclu
sive temporal order (though of course Yeats is much more pessi
mistic about the world that is to come). Political action and cultural
commitments become clear. The culture needs to change the ways of
thinking that have made these crises inevitable, to get ready for the
evolutionary jump. In terms of personal transformation, the suffer
ings of the present-disease, addiction, abuse-make sense as
symptoms of our old ways of life imploding. They can therefore be
endured as positive signs of new life emerging.
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There is one major problem with these narratives, however. The
form that they take often derives from the paradigm they reject.
New Age narratives tend to be very traditional in form. They are lin
ear, they follow a hero's progress, and they move in the classic form
from conflict to resolution. Many New Age writings are autobio
graphical quest stories, in which the narrator recounts how he or she
acquired wisdom. In these stories, the hero confronts the limits of
his or her society, most often experienced as inner conflicts, and
then overcomes those limits in the act of discovering the truth of the
new spiritual order. The hero undergoes trials, faces an opposing
force, enters into conflict, and in one way or other resolves that
conflict-all elements of the familiar patriarchal story typical of the
old paradigm. Almost always the resolution is positive. The stories
end with the wholeness of the hero, with the old ways overcome
and the new consciousness in place in a new world. This conflict
and-resolution narrative depends on philosophical assumptions
that seem at odds with New Age beliefs. The narratives are dualis
tic, for example, in their tendency to see the world in sharply oppo
sitional terms, even though the explicit philosophy of the New Age
is holistic. They are organized around such dualisms as rational ver
sus intuitive, hierarchial structure versus networks, thinking versus
feeling, masculine versus feminine, self versus soul, technology ver
sus ecological consciousness, abstract god versus immanent god
dess, etc. In most cases the resolution of the narrative involves the
latter term's winning out. You hardly ever see the move of claiming
that the oppositions are false or oversimplifIed, or that the story
could be resolved by fInding that both terms are necessary. This phi
losophy that bases itself on inclusiveness and holism, a belief in the
oneness of experience, tells stories based on opposition and re
solved by the victory of one opposing term. This is the narrative pat
tern built into the traditional stories of our culture. New Age uses of
story do not interrogate the philosophical assumptions that make
this structure possible. It has been the business of most modern and
postmodern stories to call those assumptions into question, but the
traditional form of stories in the New Age tends to bring many of
the assumptions of the old paradigm along with it. The New Age
claims to be leading mankind into a new paradigm, but the narra
tive logic of its thinking entraps it within the paradigm it would
transcend.

One clear example of this contradiction between paradigm-bust
ing content and traditional forms is the New Age bestseller, James
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RedfIeld's The Celestine Prophecy. This is the story of an ordinary man's
quest for an ancient manuscript that articulates extraordinary wis
dom. It prophesies a monumental cultural change for our time, a
movement from rational, materialist, and hierarchical thought to a
world in which human beings recognize the existence of spiritual
energy and eventually transform themselves into spiritual energy.
The manuscript is organized as a series of insights that lead fInally
to this spiritualized state. The second insight describes a millen
nium of global history in a single narrative in which a completely
sacralized medieval worldview is superseded by a rational, secular,
worldly civilization, one that is about to be superseded in turn:

Suddenly, in that instant, the span of history Dobson and I had been
discussing seemed to integrate fully into my consciousness. I could
see the millennium clearly, as though it was part of my own life his
tory. A thousand years ago we had lived in a world where God and
human spirituality were clearly defIned. And then we had lost it, or
better, we had decided there was more to the story. Accordingly, we
had sent explorers out to discover the real truth and to report back,
and when they had taken too long we had become preoccupied
with a new, secular purpose, one of settling into the world, of mak
ing ourselves more comfortable.... Propelling it all was the call to
progress, the desire of the individual to provide his own security,
his own purpose while he was waiting for the truth. We had de
cided to create a more comfortable and pleasurable life for our
selves and our children, and in a mere four hundred years our pre
occupation had created a human world where all the comforts of
life could be produced. The problem was that our focused, obses
sive drive to conquer nature and make ourselves more comfortable
had left the natural systems of the planet polluted and on the verge
of collapse. We couldn't go on this way. (28-29)

The ethnocentrism and oversimplifIcations of this narrative could
well be criticized, but the problem with The Celestine Prophecy in my
mind is that it is constructed in the individualist, rationalist mind
set that it rejects. It has a lone hero who encounters dangerous ene
mies and spiritual friends. It is doggedly linear-the hero discovers
each insight in order by meeting just the guiding character he needs.
It is dualistic-it casts spirit-seeking good characters against mali
cious and narrow-minded villains. The conflict of the narrative is
decisively resolved-by holding the villains at bay until all the in
sights can be discovered and entrusted to the memory of our hero.
The form of the novel depends on philosophical assumptions that
the prophecy rejects.

This is not to say that New Age narratives are therefore invalid,
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or that their criticisms of the old paradigm should be rejected, but
the inner contradictions of these narratives do argue that "transfor
mation" is not as easy to achieve as some of the narratives suggest.
The old paradigm lives on in the form of the texts that reject it. As
Andrew Ross argues, it is rhetorically necessary for New Age writ
ers to address their audience in the familiar terms of the old para
digm. Effective persuasion could not otherwise occur. But it should
be noted that writers in cultural theory face exactly the same im
passe, recognizing that the strategies that make their deconstruc
tions possible are provided by the epistemological system they are
criticizing. Without question this theoretical self-awareness can lead
to political and cultural cynicism. If all challenges to the old para
digms are immediately reincorporated, absolute transformations are
impossible, and short of the absolute, some would doubt if the chal
lenges are worthwhile. But self-awareness also makes possible a
healthy interpretive modesty, an acceptance that all visions are
grounded in history and culture, a commitment to politics for the
long haul, a belief, as Frank Lentricchia suggests in Criticism and So
cial Change, that change is possible even if absolute change is not. Vi
sions of radical, utopian change can inspire critical thinking about
the old paradigms, the regimes in power, but they cannot be trusted
as prophetic guides to everyday practice. Paradigms do shift, but
they don't do so in a day, and the new assumptions always bear
traces of the old epistemology.

The New Age movement has commitments not only to a pro
phetic vision for the planet, but to therapeutic strategies for indi
viduals and communities. Inside its macronarrative of transforma
tion, it offers the possibility of radical personal change, a healing of
the dis-eases caused by the old regime, internalized as limiting and
repressive self-concepts. And many New Age texts name narrative
as one of those therapeutic strategies. Stories can heal. Creating sto
ries, telling and sharing stories, reading and hearing stories are seen
to be catalysts for healing change, ways of overcoming physical dis
ease, spiritual emptiness, personal disintegration, and loss of mean
ing. This emphasis on the healing effects of stories strikes a distinc
tive and useful note in our culture's reflections on narrative. As I
will argue later, I believe that New Age thinking on this issue is in
part confounded by its commitment to a truth beyond paradigms, to
which narrative is one of the privileged modes of access, but it does
raise the question of whether and how narrative can be healing in a
fragmented, postmodern cultural environment.
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Narrative plays an important role in the extensive New Age lit
erature on creativity in artistic expression and in the conscious liv
ing of everyday life. Many New Age writings express a Coleridgean
or Blakean sense of the creative power of human perception. And
since consciousness shapes the world, changes in consciousness
raise very high stakes, because they transform the world in turn.
Practicing the arts, what we traditionally think of as creative expres
sion, teaches us about this more fundamental creative power. There
are therefore a number of New Age guides to accessing the creative
power within. This power is present in all the arts, but narrative in
particular serves a crucial function, because in creating narratives
we are said to be tapping into the narrative structure of felt experi
ence, into the narrativity of life itself. The creator of a narrative
therefore has the opportunity for powerful self-knowledge, and writ
ing becomes a healing practice for the creator as well as for the
reader or audience.

New Age books on writing as a spiritual practice see it as a path
to authentic selfhood and to connection with others. Works such as
Natalie Goldberg's Writing Down the Bones, Robert Burdette Sweet's
Writing towards Wisdom, Gabrielle Rico's Writing the Natural Way,
and Deena Metzger's Writing for Your Life depict writing as a voyage
within, below the everyday self, into the domain of the unconscious,
the soul. The writer is a shamanic fIgure, "one who retrieves from
the lower depths of the personality's iceberg a previously hidden
shard and hauls it to the surface to be revealed" (Sweet 2). Natalie
Goldberg describes the goal of this effort: "the aim is to burn through
to fIrst thoughts, to the place where energy is unobstructed by social
politeness or the internal censor" (8). Access to these "fIrst thoughts"
is through the right brain, what Rico calls "the design mind," which
seeks wholeness through emotion and intuition. The left brain, the
"sign mind," must be stilled while this intuitive process goes on. It
can be useful later, in the editing process, but at the moment of cre
ative spark it is the enemy. Michael Ray says we must "slay the voice
of judgement," and Rico uses similarly violent images: "To be called
is almost always to be broken down. For who we are, our so desper
ately developed identity, must be shattered so that we do not over
shadow what it is that we must see and do. Too often, the self is in
its own way. To write what we are given to write, we, in one way or
another, must disappear" (218). The everyday self is dominated by
the world of society and history, the world of the dominant para
digm. It is rational and critical, and it breeds a crippling self-con-
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sciousness, a sense of inadequacy that kills creativity. Brenda Ueland's
energetic book from 1938, I[You Want to Write, now being marketed
as a New Age guide to creativity, sees this as a conflict between good
and evil. Invoking Blake repeatedly, Ueland sees the god, the poet
within, threatened by "straight jackets of hesitancy and self-con
sciousness" (8) that deny human beings their birthright of creativity.

We can hear in this narrative of creativity echoes of the macronar
rative of New Age prophecy. Reason and intuition, the social and the
personal are again cast as conflicting forces, and the proper resolu
tion of the conflict is the emergence of the intuitive as the dominant
power, with reason in a subsidiary role. There is in these texts a pro
found dissatisfaction with the everyday world and the everyday
self. In that world the self is fragmented, divided against itself, cap
tive of a dying and self-contradictory paradigm. The voyage within
is depicted as a voyage out of the social, into depths that are purely
personal but profoundly human, a realm of universally shared ex
perience.

In that realm the practice of writing requires a wise passivity. The
writer must give up striving and allow the self to be inspired, to be
fIlled with the spirit. Writing takes us into the numinous, into con
tact with the magical, the divine. Goldberg calls it "breathing in God"
(10), and Rico says: "one way or another, each poem, each book,
each project carries with it an imperative from another world. We are
inspired as if something strange and mysterious breathed into us,
impregnating us with the divine child and making us one with the
immortals" (219). Out of this encounter with the power of the god
within come stories that communicate the sacred to others, to read
ers who are in turn healed by the process. Metzger describes the
origin of these sacred stories: "Behind or within our cultures are in
dividuallives. And behind or within them are stories. Behind these
stories are archetypal tales. Behind these tales are strange forces that
combine and recombine to reveal and create the world" (120). The
voyage within leads to stories that heal the self because it is now in
contact with the divine, and heal others because they now have a
story that will make sense of their lives. Metzger says, "writing our
story takes us back to some moment of origin when everything was
whole, when we were whole" (71).

In these New Age texts on creativity, the payoff from the creative
act is a story that gives coherence and meaning to life. Storytelling
is an "ancestral, genetically encoded skill" (Moore 14), necessary to
the survival of the species. Stories "keep the world sane" (Cragin
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49) because they heal the inner divisions caused by life in the old
paradigm, which in its lust for information and knowledge has lost
wisdom and meaning. Storytelling, Rico says, "expresses an innate
human need to make mental connections, to perceive patterns, to
create relationships among people, things, feelings, and events
and to express these perceived connections to others" (51). New Age
theories of creativity assert that stories have their origin in the uni
versal, the divine. As a result, they have an order and meaning that
reflect the "implicate order" of the spiritual-material universe, an
order invisible to the analytical, categorizing mind.

But it seems to me that Rico's language suggests an ambivalence
that his theory represses: do we "make" connections or do we "per
ceive" them? do we "create" relationships or discover them? Is the
order in stories a reflection of an order that is "really there" in the
world properly perceived, or is it a product of our desire for such an
order, an antidote to the disorder of the everyday? This ambivalence,
so familiar to Wordsworth and the romantic poets generally, rises to
crisis in this passage from Metzger's Writing for Your Life:

When I ask a gift from my death, it is that at the last minute I will
be able to look back over my life and know, without any doubt, the
entire story I have been living. As this fInal gift, all the details and
events that I have been relentlessly ordering my entire life will
arrange themselves in a simple and startlingly beautiful structure,
until meaning-surprising and dazzling-flashes out of the dank,
sticky, and entwined chrysalis of daily life. Then I will know, de
spite pain, disappointment, and limitation, that this life of mine
has been a good and meaningful work. (49)

As storytellers, do we order events, or do they arrange themselves? Is
a coherent life story a fantasy that we can only hope for and desire,
as Metzger does here, or is her desire the truth? Does the storyteller
come back from the creative journey with the truth of our lives, or
with a compelling fIction generated by our desire for truth? And can
stories heal others if they are produced by desire rather than by
truth itself?

These questions become even more acute when they are raised in
the context of New Age therapies that use narrative as a healing
strategy with people who suffer acutely in body and mind. Narra
tive is used in physical healing, in recovery groups, and in writing
as-therapy programs. In all these settings, people with dire problems
rely on narrative as a way of making sense and effecting change.
Narratives give meaning to suffering, allow individuals to connect
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with communities that share their predicament, and provide con
fIdence in the possibility of transformation.

The most direct role of narrative in physical healing is in pro
grams that use narrative imagery to fIght disease. One of the most
famous of these is the cancer treatment program devised by O. Carl
Simonton, Stephanie Matthews Simonton, and James Creighton,
described in their book Getting Well Again. The program is based on
the argument that a patient's attitude toward disease is crucial to
healing, and that the patient's image of the disease and its treatment
is crucial to his or her attitude. The new patient's image of the dis
ease is a symptom of that attitude, and changing the image can
change the attitude. The program therefore teaches patients how to
use personally meaningful narrative imagery in order to depict the
cancer as weak and passive and the therapeutic agents deployed
against it-chemotherapy or radiation-as strong and aggressive.
Patients devise narratives that it is hoped will serve as self-fulfIlling
prophecies of medical victory and physical healing. If the mind is
convinced of the possibility of recovery, the body will marshal the
resources necessary to fIght off the disease. In this program the im
agery is obviously used to supplement conventional medical tech
nologies, but the same technique can also be used in alternative
treatment strategies. The patient's imagined narrative is the agent of
transformation in the narrative of healing.

In Healing from Within Dennis T. Joffe describes another use of
narrative in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. Instead of fo
cusing on local causes of disease, Joffe argues that doctors should
search for the meanings of disease in the life of the patient. This re
quires thinking of the disease as a logically connected episode in the
plot line of the patient's life (36). Joffe calls for recovering the pa
tient's past through self-hypnosis and guided imagery, so that he or
she can understand the lifelong patterns that account for disease
(226-28). For Clarissa Pinkola Estes in The Gift of Story, narratives
are "healing medicines," a "pharmacopoeia" that can "provide the
most potent remedies for past, present and even future ills" (4-5).

Pinkola Estes describes the healing process in emotive terms rather
than in Joffe's interpretive terms, but in both cases narratives serve
a healing purpose:

like night dreams, stories often use symbolic language, therefore
bypassing the ego and persona, and traveling straight to the spirit
and soul who listen for the ancient and universal instructions
imbedded there. Because of this process, stories can teach, correct
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errors, lighten the heart and the darkness, provide psychic shelter,
assist transformation and heal wounds. (28)

Pinkola Estes connects the healing power of narrative to patterns not
just in the life of the individual but in the universal human experi
ence. And narrative can fInd these truths because it reaches down to
the most profound levels of the self, down to contact with the mag
ical and the divine.

Rosalind Coward, in The Whole Truth: The Myth ofAlternative Health,
argues that in holistic health practices health is directly connected
to individual attitudes, so that recovery and wellness are the out
comes of a personal and spiritual transformation (46). The danger
of this approach is that disease can therefore be seen as a moral de
feat, a failure on the spiritual plane (86). For me the danger is in
herent in transformation narratives themselves. The logic of trans
formation implies a change from A to B, where B is precisely and
utterly not A. No physical disease, no unhealthy state or practice is
liable to such total change. The history in which the disease makes
sense does not disappear when the history is understood. Everyday
life with its compromises and self-indulgences, its alienation and
analysis, goes on even when an individual has attained a "deeper"
selfhood. A persists in B, just as traditional story form persists in nar
ratives of the new age. My worry is that therapeutic theories of nar
rative promise more than they can deliver-a new self untouched
by the old self. The transformation narrative is too simple, too total
to be helpful in the daily grind of living with disease or psychic
suffering.

Narratives in psychological therapy are often more complicated
than this story of total transformation. Many psychological thera
pies-not just New Age ones-make use of narrative as an inter
pretive strategy and as a therapeutic intervention. Roy Schafer's
"Narration in the Psychoanalytic Dialogue" gives a good sense of
the complex role of narrative in the Freudian tradition. The anal
ysand tells his or her story; the analyst retells it within the master
narratives of psychoanalysis; and both must grapple with the com
plex connections between these narratives and the "transference
narrative" (32), the story of resistance and transference within the
analytic sessions themselves. The essays collected by Theodore R.
Sarbin in Narrative Psychology: The Storied Nature of Human Conduct
emphasize the complex relationships between the stories patients
and analysts tell and the elusive reality of patients' lives. They point
to the exclusions and self-serving distortions inevitable in narrative
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forms, the powerful role of genre in shaping stories (the genre of the
confession and of the case study, for example), and the ways that
deeply held theories of human behavior can produce "narrative
smoothing" in accounts of life subtly made to fIt the therapist's ex
pectations. These academic accounts of the role of narrative in ther
apy tend to focus on the problems raised by narrative rather than on
the specifIcs of narrative healing.

In therapeutic practices closer to New Age thinking the focus tends
to be on the potential for healing rather than on the epistemological
puzzles. But the New Age therapies, such as those used in the "re
covery movement" and in myth and story therapy, do not use nar
rative in a simpleminded way. Ernest Kurtz and Katherine Ketcham's
The Spirituality of Imperfection is a good guide to the ways that the
wisdom of the Alcoholics Anonymous movement has affected vari
ous recovery programs. They emphasize the central role of narrative
in these therapies. The crucial moment in recovery groups is an in
dividual's decision to testify, to tell the story of his or her addiction
or problem. These stories produce powerful emotional experiences
"When a man comes to you and tells you your own story, you know
that your sins are forgiven" (65-67)-and they create a storytelling
community in which individuals learn from one another and sup
port recovery. Kurtz and Ketcham talk about these stories in the fa
miliar New Age transformational style: the stories tell "what we
used to be like, what happened, and what we are like now" (114),
but the transformation is far from simple. The road to recovery is a
pilgrimage, and to Kurtz and Ketcham "a pilgrimage involves not a
settled and determined lockstep march to a fIxed point but a wind
ing, turning, looping, crisscrossing, occasionally backtracking pere
grination-the ancient name for 'pilgrimage' that conveys its wander
ing essence" (130-31). Recovery narratives move not from suffering
to cure, but from suffering to coping, with failure always a possibil
ity. There is only uimperfection" in these narratives, rather than
utter transformation. The narrative structure of recovery groups is
open-the end of the narrative is never written.

The same can be said of the macronarrative in which recovery
groups operate, the famous "twelve steps," an inherently narrative
concept. It tells a story of addiction and especially of recovery, and
the crisis of the story is the act of telling your own story, owning your
own past, confessing in public to the truth, becoming part of a com
munity sharing a journey. The twelve steps act as prophecy for the
person entering the recovery process. There are predictable passages
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and crises ahead, says the narrative of the twelve steps. They are
likely to come in a given order, and they call for specifIc spiritual
strengths. The person in recovery can see a narrative pattern shap
ing a probable future, and can thus understand his or her own past
and especially present in the light of the prophecy.

Recovery groups deriving in part from AA are built on narratives
of transformation. But recovery movements are less certain than New
Age prophetic works are about the inevitability of transformation,
and less likely to believe in absolute change. The next day is another
struggle. The addiction could return, the old patterns could reestab
lish themselves. The last of the twelve steps, after all, talks about a
constant effort to reestablish the transformation in daily life. The
narrative projects itself into the future in an infInite diversity. The
twelve steps occur again and again, or they fail to occur and then
begin again,. or the person falls back into the addiction. That open
ness to the narrative future is contained within a prediction or
prophecy of transformation, but this is prophecy that claims no di
vine ground, that recognizes the contingency of the everyday.

Several New Age therapeutic systems are based entirely on the
use of story. Sam Keen and Elizabeth Valley-Fox's Your Mythic Jour
ney and Feinstein and Krippner's Personal Mythology promote self
understanding through personal narrative. These books work on
the premise that people have lost their past and therefore have no
coherent narrative to make sense of their lives, and that they can re
gain narrative coherence and a meaningful past by telling their per
sonal stories. Both books offer prompts for very specifIc writing ex
periences that call forth key memories. They then show how these
memories can be woven together into a life narrative. The goal of the
activity is self-knowledge and self-transformation. Seeing the past
as a narrative allows its coherence, its structures, to be revealed.
This experience of self-knowing is transformational in that one has
reclaimed oneself, overcome alienation and inner division. But both
books offer the opportunity for more radical acts of self-transfor
mation. That is, they suggest ways that the past can be rewritten in
the service of the therapeutic present.

A victim of childhood abuse, for example, would try fIrst to write
the repressed memories that have disappeared from her story (Fein
stein and Krippner 91-94). She would try to construct a new story
that could take the recovered memories into account. Both books are
careful about getting people ready for this diffIcult work. The adult
victim then writes the story of an event from the present in which
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she succeeded at avoiding victimization. With that image of her pos
itive present self in mind, she then rewrites the childhood narrative
as it would occur if she had then the strength she has now. The teller
of the story does not mistake the rewriting for the truth; rather, she
creates a self-conscious myth that reinforces the power she is learn
ing to claim. Telling the story with the lost memories included
makes the past coherent. For a victim of abuse, constructing a co
herent past produces pain but in the end self-mastery. Having an in
coherent life story, with pieces of the story missing and false images
to cover up the gaps, means that your life is not your own. The
abuser has stolen that coherence, required the abused child to dis
tance herself from her own experience, to create alternate selves and
alternate stories to hide in. Telling the hidden stories is transforma
tive. It is an act of power, an assertion that the future will not be
stolen.

Feinstein and Krippner call for individuals to reject the cultural
and social myths that defIne them, to explore their past and their de
sires until they can fashion a new, authentic, and empowering myth
for themselves, and to engage in an endlessly open revisionary atti
tude toward that myth, which changes over time and in new life cir
cumstances. Feinstein and Krippner believe that "each of us is con
tinually creating an inner story to explain the past, understand the
present, and anticipate what the future may hold" (45), and they be
lieve that conscious work on personal storytelling can allow us to
gain control of the myth of our lives, to construct a personal myth
that allows us to live fulfIlling lives. The issue is not the truth of the
myth but its coherence and its ability to shape the future. Narrative
heals because it gives us an opportunity to gain self-control, not be
cause it reveals absolute and transcendent truths.

New Age thinking about narrative shows an ambivalence toward
the ontological status of narrative coherence. All seem to agree that
narratives do have coherence, but does that coherence derive from a
narrative coherence in the real or is it imposed upon a chaotic, inde
terminate real? The prophetic works of the New Age seem to sug
gest that the real itself is organized narratively. We are currently at
a moment of crisis in that cosmic narrative, and we can prophesy a
radically new future out of the death of the old regime. More thera
peutic writings in the New Age seem less interested in ontology
than in pragmatics, and at least leave open the possibility that nar
rative coherence may be imposed on a life that until then lacked co
herent meaning.
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A similar conflict is an explicit concern in academic theories of
narrative. Most critical theorists would agree that coherence is one
of the powerful effects of stories on audiences, but some would dis
agree on even this point, seeing readers as interpreters imposing a
coherence on unstable and plural narratives. But even among aca
demic theorists who agree that narrative is in itself coherent, there is
extensive debate about whether that coherence is imposed on or dis
covered in the real. This is an ancient question in aesthetics, center
ing on plot as a narrative device and representation as an ontologi
cal problem. The contemporary debate occurs within the "narrative
knowing" movement in philosophy and ethics, and within more de
constructive and ideological tendencies in cultural theory.

In the "narrative knowing" movement, following the ideas of
philosophers like Paul Ricoeur and Alasdair MacIntyre, human life
is seen either as inherently narrative (because inherently temporal)
or as experienced so deeply as narrative that there is no human con
cept of life that is not narrative. Donald Polkinghorne in Narrative
Knowing and the Human Sciences says that narrative explanation "com
prehends patterns in actions and event" (116) that are "radically tem
poral" and so call for narrative presentation. He argues that "The
experience of self is organized along the temporal dimension in the
same manner that the events of a narrative are organized by the plot
into a unifIed story" (152). The coherence of narratives derives from
"the narrative organization of human experience" (142). Stephen
Crites argues the point differently; he believes that stories "lie too
deep in the consciousness of a people to be directly told; they form
consciousness rather than being among the objects of which it is di
rectly aware" (69). Because stories form consciousness, life is in
evitably experienced as a narrative. Whether the narrative is inher
ent in experience or produced as a function of human interpretation,
life is experienced as a narrative, and this coherence precedes and
accounts for the coherence in any fIctional or nonfIction story.

This belief is countered by cultural theorists who see stories as
imposing very specifIC and culturally determined patterns of mean
ing on lives that could be understood differently. George C. Rosen
wald and Richard L. Ochberg argue in the introduction to Storied
Lives: The Cultural Politics of Self-Understanding that "in the form a
particular narrator gives to a history we read the more or less abid
ing concerns and constraints of the individual and his or her com
munity" because "social influence shapes not only public action but
also private self-understanding" (4-5). Coherence is not in the events
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themselves but "is imposed by the work of story makers"; it "de
rives from the tacit assumptions of plausibility that shape the way
each story maker weaves the fragmentary episodes of experience
into a history" (5). Shari Benstock describes the ways that autobio
graphical narratives impose coherence: I~utobiography reveals the
impossibility of its own dream: what begins on the presumption of
self-knowledge ends in the creation of a fIction that covers over the
premises of its construction" (quoted in Gergen 133). Even narra
tives that attempt to represent the truth of life are fictions that can at
best gain a plausibility so convincing that it makes us forget the
work done by the author to impose coherence on the raw material
of life.

Susan Stewart sees narrative coherence as a "structure of desire"
(On Longing ix), a desire for "origin and thus eschaton" (x), that will
give meaning to life. And this desire for coherence of course points
to its lack. Andrew Ross argues that the New Age emphasis on
wholeness and personal integration makes sense in the fragmented
postmodern world. Our daily experience reminds us again and again
of the fragmentation of daily life-the nonlinear and incoherent
media experience, the multiplicity of social roles in individual lives,
the competition of worldviews and ethical systems, the widespread
awareness of many cultures with many different meaning systems.
It is not surprising that coherence would become the object of post
modern desire and that narrative would be the source of that co
herence.

It has been one of the main tasks of feminist theory to question
narrative coherence. The idea that traditional fIctional plots possess
a coherence that derives from the coherence of the real itself is cen
tral to the patriarchal system that the New Age seeks to escape.
Many feminist critics have shown that the hero's quest, the "mono
myth" of the Jungians and Campbellians, is precisely the myth of
men, particularly men in Euro-American culture. Mary Gergen, for
example, sees women's autobiographies as "more fragmentary, mul
tidimensional, understated, and temporally disjunctive" (132) than
"the narrative line, the rules of patriarchal form" (127) would sug
gest. Mary Jo Maynes's study of women's and working class autobi
ography has shown there is no universal process of personal devel
opment that narrative structures represent. These writings defy the
rules of the genre: they are not linear, not progressive, not stories of
the hero's conflicts and triumphs. "Women's narratives are not sim
ply an alternative vision that can fInd congruence with the broader
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tradition of Western civilization. They were, and continue to be, at
the most basic level, a denial of the truth of the paradigmatic narra
tive that has shaped all other narratives we have been heir to" (Maynes
115). Feminist critiques of narrative question the ontological status
of narrative coherence. It is just too easy to assert that narratives
reflect the coherence of life, as though that coherence were un
affected by culture, politics, and history.

It should be noted, though, that feminists have never denied the
healing powers of narrative. Women telling their own stories have
always been the starting points for consciousness-raising. And Jane
Tompkins and others have made convincing arguments that per
sonal narratives are a necessary antidote to the systematizing ten
dencies of male academic discourse. In feminist theory, this belief in
the power of telling personal stories coexists with the critique of tra
ditional narrative as a patriarchal form. Narratives do not have to
take on the linear, conflict-resolution form that dominates patriar
chal stories and that some would claim is the universal narrative
form. The evidence of twentieth-century narrative, even in its elite
forms, is that coherence can be suspicious and that ambiguity and
open-endedness can serve strategic narrative purposes. Joyce, Woolf,
Faulkner, Beckett, etc., took as their goal the deconstruction of the
traditional narrative and the exploration of looser, more polyvalent
forms. Sometimes it seems that the avatars of narrative coherence in
the New Age and in more academic theories have never read any
modernist writers, with their openness to contingency and even
chaos. Of course their narratives were not formless, but they did not
take on the commitment to logical coherence that characterizes the
traditional narrative. Feminist theory and other forms of cultural
theory remind us to be skeptical of all claims to Truth, and the be
lief that narratives reveal the Truth of life is no exception.

New Age theories of narrative sometimes flirt with this claim,
and sometimes simply embrace it. In therapeutic writings narrative
coherence is a healing strategy, while in prophetic writings it is es
sential to the shape of the vision itself. The question is, does our cul
ture need a coherent story for itself, even if that story claims a dubi
ous Truth? Do we need a new myth? Would it heal the divisions in
the postmodern self and in our splintered culture? Is there a point at
which critical questions ought to give way to a healing narrative? I
have no doubt that our culture needs more of what the New Age
values-intuition, connection with the earth, respect for emotion
and spiritual insight. But I'm not willing to believe that we live at
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the moment of their inevitable triumph or that they lead to a tran
scendent state. I am also willing to admit that a prophecy that doesn't
claim absolute truth for a radically new vision is unlikely to stir
great passions. Does a story have to have the aura of the transcen
dent in order to heal?

I would like to offer an alternative scenario. I agree that stories
can heal because they give coherence to a person's experience. But
they do so not because they are true but because they are compelling
and useful. As some New Age narrative therapies suggest, the story
must be kept open to revision, so that it can continue to respond to
the needs of the emerging present. Holding onto one story leads to
rigidity and oversimplifIcation. It ceases to serve a useful interpre
tive or predictive function. It becomes a fetish. Only if we are will
ing to pry story away from absolute Truth does it become a flexible
healing strategy that allows the individual room to maneuver. Fur
ther, I think it is clear that there can be more than one story to our
lives. Professional lives can be seen as career narratives; erotic and
emotional lives deserve a story of their own, as do family relation
ships, spiritual development, etc. All of these aspects of life may in
terrelate in various ways, but it seems unlikely that they could all be
subsumed in one satisfactory story. In addition, different personal
stories would emerge if we applied different interpretive strategies
to our experience. What story emerges if we think of our lives in terms
of our class origins, or in terms of our gender identities, or our polit
ical affIliations, or our ethnic ties? Lives are storied, but they should
not be reduced to one story that claims a presumptive Truth.

And the complexities multiply if we are to talk of social stories,
cultural stories, cosmic stories. At this level, it is arrogant to think
that all of humanity or even all of a nation is moving in the same
inevitable-direction. When The Celestine Prophecy sees us moving
into an information economy and fInally a spiritual economy, I won
der if it is thinking of the streets of Bed-Sty and the teepee of a neo
hippy and the huts of a village in the Laotian hills and the sweat
houses of New York's Chinatown and the fIshing shack of a Cajun
family in Louisiana. Making a myth for the postmodern world as if
it were one place with one story is just too simple.

We need many stories. That is what we have now and what we
have always had. The story of feudal culture is told differently by
the lord and by the serf. It is pure nostalgia to believe that any cul
ture lived under one sole unifying myth. There are always counter
myths. Without them there is no cultural or personal change. The
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members of the Personal Narrative Group that assembled Interpreting
Womens Lives put it this way in their conclusion, entitled "Truths":
"the truths of personal narratives are the truths revealed from real
positions in the world, through lived experience in social relation
ships, in the context of passionate beliefs and partisan stands" (263).
Stories always come from positions defIned by history, politics, and
culture, and to claim that some one story transcends its origins and
speaks the truth for us all is to silence these other stories and to live
in a powerful and power-based illusion.

Cultures need stories, and I have no sweeping criticism of the
New Age story, except for its claims to inevitability. Stories have to
coexist, compete, be open to criticism and revision. One of the great
scholarly achievements of the American academy in the last twenty
years is the recovery of lost and suppressed stories. The stories of
African American culture and Native cultures, women's stories, gay
and lesbian stories, working class stories, immigrant stories, and
stories from the postcolonial world have found new audiences and
new respect. What some cultural commentators have seen as a chaos
of stories I see as a new recognition of an old reality-cultures pro
duce many stories, and all of them are necessary to their survival.
This is no time for a new monomyth. It will take many years for
America to negotiate its way through all the competing stories that
we have come to recognize. But we cannot step away from those ne
gotiations into the comfort of transcendent prophecy. There is no
foretellable outcome to the interaction of our many cultural stories,
no certainty about the cosmic future. But our options are open, and
that is the beginning of a livable narrative.



5
The Cunning of the Hand,
the Weakness of the Heart
Theoretical Work in the
Advertising Profession

There is probably no activity more fully theorized in
our culture than advertising. Almost anyone who thinks seriously
about contemporary culture recognizes its pervasive power. Cul
tural theorists of all stripes have their say on the topic. Feminists,
Marxists, psychoanalytic theorists, postmodernists, semioticians,
rhetorical theorists-all have contributed to our understanding of
advertising. There is also a great deal of vernacular theorizing on
the topic: consumer protection groups and watchdog movements
like Adbusters articulate formally what many consumers think and
say about the advertising that daily surrounds them. My interest
here is in the theories of advertising that are produced not by its aca
demic theorists but by the advertising professionals themselves.
Copywriters, art designers, agency representatives, brand managers,
and marketing executives are of course practitioners caught up in
the day-to-day work of advertising, and one might think that their
busyness would preclude self-reflection. But in fact advertising pro
fessionals routinely reflect on the premises of their work and its im
plications. They would never define themselves as theorists, but rather
as hardheaded practitioners. They often feel that their work is de
spised and misunderstood by what they see as the "dominant" the
ory of advertising as manipulation and trickery. They therefore
write in a defensive and apologetic mode, offering what they see as
a dissident theory that emphasizes the good that advertising does.

Advertising professionals take many opportunities to defIne and
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discuss fundamental questions about their practice. They contribute
feature articles to trade publications, give speeches to professional
organizations and business groups, make presentations on college
campuses, write advertising textbooks, reflect on their careers and
the issues they've been involved in, and defend their profession in
front of government and civic organizations. In these writings, I will
argue, they articulate theoretical questions and propositions that
constitute advertising's theory of itself, a theory that ought to be rec
ognized alongside more academic theories of advertising if we are
to understand how advertising looks from the inside as well as how
it looks when subjected to unfriendly critique. These are the theo
retical reflections of the practitioners themselves, people who speak
from within the institution they are theorizing. Their insights are
shaped by their interests in advertising as a professional practice. As
a general rule they do not gain or even seek the detachment of the
cultural critic. Rather, they try to articulate the premises that guide
their own practice and to reflect in their own terms on the results of
that practice. This is insider theory; its strength is its intimacy with
the dailiness of advertising practice, its weakness is its imperative to
defend that practice against all comers.

These theoretical writings are surprisingly extensive. There is an
extensive archive, for example, of writings and speeches by execu
tives of the J. Walter Thompson Company, an advertising agency
giant.1 These men and women engage in an intensive and ongoing
process of self-reflection and self-defense, and the same kinds of
writing go on in all large agencies. I should therefore begin by say
ing that I cannot and do not claim that the sample of advertising's
own theoretical writings that I have assembled here is representative
of the industry, and all conclusions that I draw from these sources
should be thought of as tentative and incomplete. My sources are
such professional magazines as Advertising Age and ADweek, adver
tising textbooks, books written by current and former advertising
executives, interviews with advertising professionals, and the
archives of the Thompson agency. I have not analyzed these materi
als historically, in their changing relationship to economic and cul
tural contexts. A fuller study of advertising's theory of itself might
show how it changes in response to new social problems and op-

1. All writings by J. Walter Thompson executives cited in this chapter are avail
able at the J. Walter Thompson Company Archives, housed in the Center for Sales,
Advertising, and Marketing History, Special Collections Library, Duke University.
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portunities. But throughout the history of modern advertising, there
has been this persistent self-reflection and scrutiny. Many advertis
ing pros are strongly committed to the written word, so it's not sur
prising that they have tried to write about their own profession, but
it should be noted that advertising as an institution promotes and
supports these theoretical writings as an integral part of professional
practice.

The result is a body of theoretical discourse that takes on an im
pressive array of fundamental questions. If theory is the process of
examining the cultural premises that guide a practice, advertising's
theory of itself is extensive and deep. It takes on such questions as
audience response and psychology, the conditions of creativity, aes
thetic and economic value, the politics of advertising and marketing,
advertising as a reflection of society and culture, rhetoric and per
suasion, symbolism and iconology, identity construction, freedom
and utopian desire, and gender and sexuality. Much of this writing
is directly related to practice. Copywriters think about audience re
sponse in order to select the right word to make the sale; marketing
experts think about icons because they want to connect the brand
identity to the values of the target audience; advertising executives
write about the social effects of advertising because they are being
grilled in legislative hearings or attacked by consumer groups. The
theoretical investigations produced by advertising professionals all
arise out of local dispute and needs, occasions when fundamental
questions need to be cleared up (at least for the moment) so that
work can go on and the enterprise can be maintained and defended.

Fundamental questions, the kind of questions that I would call
theoretical-e.g., not just how we expect particular readers to react,
but what do we mean by reader reaction itself-are of interest to ad
vertising professionals in part because the questions come up in the
collaborative environment of advertising practice. Copywriters do
not daily talk about audience in the same discourse as art directors
do, or as market research specialists do, or as brand managers do. In
order to get beneath these discursive conflicts, all involved must at
times explain themselves to one another. We might call such efforts
interdisciplinary theorizing, attempts to set the terms of discussion,
translations from one discursive fIeld to another so that practice can
go forward in a coordinated way. But advertising also has to explain
itself to a wider public, and as a result there is a large body of what
I would call theoretical writing that amounts to an intellectual pub
lic relations effort. Advertisers realize that they live in a contentious
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public environment. They face consumer skepticism and resentment
which creates legislative and regulatory scrutiny. They must therefore
articulate their own vision of what advertising contributes to soci
ety, how it addresses consumers, how it stimulates economic devel
opment, and how it derives from what they see as the basic nature
of human being. The industry's desire to clarify its terms and de
fend its practices has led to an extensive theoretical discussion of ad
vertising within the industry itself, one that rivals and mirrors the
theories of advertising produced by cultural critics.

But advertising's theory of itself is severely limited by its apolo
getic and defensive tone. When advertising professionals write about
their practice, they write inside a set of assumptions that they do not
question. Advertising is necessary, inevitable, fundamental to human
interaction, an honest enterprise that makes economic and political
freedom possible. I have not found dissenting voices within the in
stitution of advertising, writers who question the value of the en
terprise itself. This is of course not surprising, given that these the
oretical writings are always presented to a professional audience
and that they are themselves part of a professional's career. Those
who truly dissent, it seems, must leave the profession. While this
logic makes institutional sense, it means that advertising's theory of
itself suffers from a lack of radical self-questioning. Cultural theory
as it is practiced within the academy allows and even welcomes cri
tiques of its foundational principles. It is not surprising at all when
cultural theory turns its critical eye on the institutions and powers
that make it possible. But that kind of self-scrutiny is not part of ad
vertising's theory of itself. When these practitioners turn to theory,
they can question everything but the enterprise itself, and as a re
sult many fundamental questions remain mystifIed or are answered
with the most shopworn ideological cliches, the sentimentalities of
clever men. This is not to say that interesting theoretical issues can
not be raised, but that fInally the theoretical work of advertising
professionals has to rest inside an unquestioned faith.

One of the most complex questions these professionals raise is the
issue of value. The issue arises, for example, in the case of "parity
products," competing brands whose substantive differences from
one another are minuscule-soaps, detergents, socks, basketball
shoes, phone services. In this kind of competitive situation, adver
tising is crucial, in that it has the power to create a personality for a
brand, thus differentiating it from its virtually identical competition
and making it memorable and satisfying to the consumer. Adver-
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tising's theorists want to undo the commonsense assumption that
in these circumstances the similarities are real because material and
the differences are unreal because imaginary. Those "unreal" quali
ties, if they become part of consumers' perception, are then real fea
tures of the product as consumed, they argue, and advertising
therefore adds real value to the product. Perception of difference
constitutes real difference. Value lies not in the material qualities of
the commodity, but in the commodity as it is perceived and valued
by consumers, and if the brand image is part of that perception,
then it is part of the commodity itself. Louis Kaufman describes this
function of advertising in his textbook Essentials of Advertising:
"There are psychic values in a product that provide satisfaction for
the purchaser. Consumers want more than transportation in an au
tomobile: they want style and status and pizzazz" (513). Advertis
ing plays a very large role in creating status for a car, these theorists
say, but in doing so it appeals to a real need in the consumer and cre
ates a real satisfaction for that need. Advertising professionals often
claim that advertising gives meaning and value to objects, but that
from the consumer perspective, those meanings and values are then
in fact part of the object. Judie Lannon and Peter Cooper of J. Walter
Thompson cite in their article "Humanistic Advertising: A Holistic
Cultural Perspective" a scientifIC study showing that branded as
pirin gives more relief than chemically identical but unbranded as
pirin because of the confIdence that the brand identity creates. The
brand name, they claim, should be thought of as an ingredient in the
product (206). Similarly, Jerry Conlon, director of marketing infor
mation at Nike, in an interview with a researcher from the Center
for Advertising History, argues that the Air Jordan concept creates
extra meaning and symbolic value, which is part of what the con
sumer purchases.2

Both Lannon and Conlon understand that advertising creates such
meanings and values because it taps into preexisting cultural sys
tems. It is part of the task of advertising to fInd out what meanings
and values matter to its target audience and to associate the prod
uct with those factors. Conlon discusses, for example, the need for
adolescent males to feel free, to escape the restrictions on their lives.
Air Jordan's powerful imagery of flight and its symbolic association

2. Tapes of interviews with Nike executives are available through the Center for
Advertising History at the National Museum of American History, part of the
Smithsonian Institution.
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with freedom then become part of what such consumers buy. In
these and similar discussions, advertising's theory of itself has its
postmodern moment. Value resides not in objects, but rather in the
subject's perception of those objects, which is determined by the
subject's position within a cultural system. Furthermore, the object
itself can be thought of in antimaterialist ways, as when Dan Sey
mour, at the time (1968) president of J. Walter Thompson, describes
commodities as "simply ideas in solid form" ("Challenge" 20). Sey
mour is discussing in this talk the ability of products to cross na
tional and political borders, and thus to bring with them the ideas
that made them possible, Le., ideas of freedom and private enter
prise. This argument again dematerializes objects, casting the entire
process of exchange in ideational and psychological terms. The prod
uct itself in its materiality is merely a switching mechanism whereby
the idea of the producer is transferred to the mind of the consumer.
Advertising is the activity by which the idea of the commodity be
comes the consumer's lived experience.

Advertising also adds to the product the value of the pleasure of
advertising itself. In the thirties, Don Francisco, then vice president
of J. Walter Thompson, argued in a presentation to the Boston Con
ference on Distribution that advertising is an "essential ingredient
of democracy" in that it glamorizes products and thus creates the
incentive to work: "The desire to possess, and therefore the desire to
work, would be much less were it not for the influence of advertis
ing in dramatizing the pleasures and satisfactions that the posses
sion of things will bring" (6). Advertising creates an expectation of
satisfaction, a predisposition to understand the value of the object
in nonmaterial and nonutilitarian terms, as the satisfaction of a
desire, and to understand the moment of purchase as in itself a plea
surable experience. All these intangibles become part of the com
modity itself, and advertising can therefore think of itself as intrin
sic to the production process, adding real value for the consumer.

Advertisers need to make these arguments because they are often
accused of fabricating the symbolic identity for particular brands of
parity products. Some of the most offensive ads you can think of
work in precisely this fashion. Think of Mr. Clean or the Tidy Bowl
man, both attempts to give personality to products virtually indis
tinguishable from their competition. While I am attracted by the so
phistication of these postmodern interpretations of value, I'm also
committed to the commonsense approach that says this is precisely
fabrication, the creation of sheer fIction which places consumers in
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a virtual reality theater of trustworthy Volvos and perky phone com
panies and macho Nikes and sophisticated Heinekens and just folks
Wendy's.

But on what ground does one stand in order to reassert the exis
tence of some "real" materiality that exists prior to and independent
of the identities and values created for it by advertising? Is there a
critical mindset that comes out of consumer experience that gets past
those identities and sees products for themselves, as merely utili
tarian objects? Consumers can see through some of these fIctions
but not all. We all buy into some of these images, probably the ones
that come closest to our image of ourselves. Advertising's theory of
value and perception is at once a convincing argument and an in
tellectual cover-up. If only one writer within the advertising profes
sion would say, "Yeah, but we're just making this stuff up!" I'd be
more convinced by the counterargument. Advertising's postmodern
ism seems to me too easy. It's one thing to deconstruct the opposi
tion between truth and fIction; it's another thing simply to bypass
it. Parity products are in fact parity products, and it takes a critical
eye to recall that in the face of advertising magic.

Advertising professionals are also very interested in questions of
aesthetic or formal value because they want to maximize the plea
sure that advertising adds to the product. What makes a good
advertisement? What makes good copy? What makes a great cam
paign? Advertising's theorists are interested not only in making
critical judgments about particular ads, but also in defIning quality
in general, in articulating a notion of style and effectiveness. Of
course in advertising the discussion of form is never pure in the
sense that literary formalists require. That is, an aesthetically great
ad fails as an ad if it does not further the business of the client. Bob
GarfIeld, for example, in an 'J:\dReview" column for Advertising Week
recognizes the bizarre genius of the Dennis Hopper/demented ref
eree commercial for Nike, but since he can't see how it will help
Nike sales, he sees it as an advertising failure. He calls it 'J:\n arrest
ing, wild, hilarious [advertisement] ... that should be pulled off the
air" (44). Advertising theory's sense of form, then, is fInally domi
nated by the requirements of advertising as a rhetorical strategy,
and therefore fInally by its conception of audience. Depending on
whether you believe the consumer is dominated by the head or by
the heart, you will value in copy, for example, either the elegant pre
sentation of factual and informational material, or the precise choice
of a word that will press the right emotional button. I will discuss
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advertising's theory of audience and rhetoric later, but such con
cerns can't be ruled out of a discussion of aesthetic value in adver
tising.

Discussions of copywriting in advertising theory tend to sound
like Strunk and White. Less is more. Precision. Know the product,
know the audience, communicate the value of the product in terms
that will appeal to the audience. Beauty for its own sake is replaced
by the beauty of precise and effective communication. One such
critic/theorist was James D. Woolf, longtime copywriter and vice
president of J. Walter Thompson, who wrote a column called "Sale
sence" in Advertising Age for many years after his retirement in the
fIfties. His column took on specifIc problems and issues in advertis
ing, particularly in copywriting. His own aesthetic requires an ad to
address itself straightforwardly to the "personal benefIt" that the
consumer can expect from the product. All decisions about copy
and art flow from that understanding. Since those benefIts are both
emotional and rational, the advertisement should be at its best "an
artful blend of algebra and music," an appeal to emotion that does
not insult the intelligence of the consumer. Like many of advertis
ing's theorists, Woolf has a strong sense of the power of words, and
he is alert to the importance of stylistic decisions that honor the par
ticular powers of specifIc words.

But one of the most interesting reflections on the aesthetics of ad
vertising that I encountered was Jerry Conlon of Nike's analysis of
why 'Air Jordan" was a successful nonverbal "icon." Conlon argues
that the image of Michael flying through the air, legs scissoring, arms
extended, ball held powerfully in the hand moving toward the bas
ket, works so well because it creates an instant communication, be
yond the limits of language, a direct perception of the message that
the advertiser wants to convey. Along with the icon, the phrase 'Air
Jordan" itself moves beyond ordinary language because it has mul
tiple meanings, referring simultaneously to the man Michael Jordan,
the technology of air support in the shoe, and the style of play that
the shoe promises to provide. The icon creates "... meaning ... aura,
through a symbol, without language, the most direct form of com
munication." In this interview with the Center for Advertising His
tory, Conlon describes himself as a Zen devotee, attracted to Nike
because of his meditative experience with running. Zen is for him a
critique of linear rationality, a discipline of nonverbal appreciation,
direct and ecstatic perception of the here and now. At its best, he ar
gues, advertising creates that direct perception by teasing its audi-
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ence out of verbal consciousness by multiple meaning and visual com
munication. The most aesthetically pleasing ad would be the one that
spoke eloquently without speaking, that communicated a feeling,
that added to the product the psychological value that the consumer
is looking for, and did it so perfectly that the feeling and the prod
uct would be inseparable in the audience's mind.

David Ogilvy, the galvanizing spirit of the huge agency Ogilvy and
Mather, tells in his book Confessions of an Advertising Man that even
when he ascended to high executive levels in the company, he con
tinued to write ad copy on occasion, in order to "remind my brigade
of copywriters that my hand has not lost its cunning" (7). For
Ogilvy the cunning of the hand is the result of a strict discipline that
produces an exacting aesthetic. He set out rules for copywriting but
believed that such rules could lead to creative breakthroughs. He ar
gues: "Shakespeare wrote his sonnets within a strict discipline, four
teen lines of iambic pentameter rhyming in three quatrains and a
couplet. Were they dull?" (90). The discipline of the copywriter de
rives from a thorough knowledge of the product, an awareness of the
existing brand image, and a knowledge of the audience. The word
"cunning" refers to knowledge-if a copywriter is cunning it is be
cause he or she knows the audience, respects their desire for infor
mation, understands their desires. "The cunning of the hand" is a
skill based on knowledge. Know who you are addressing, and you
will know how to craft an aesthetically pleasing message that makes
sense to them. But the word "cunning" also clearly suggests a tacit
recognition that there is at least cleverness if not trickery in this craft.
"Cunning" is necessary in order to ensure that the audience doesn't
feel manipulated, but rather addressed as a rational person, even at
the moment when the right emotional buttons are being pushed.
The aesthetic value of advertising copy cannot be understood out
side this rhetorical context, outside a theory of audience.

Or more accurately theories of audience. At least three fully artic
ulated theories of audience emerge out of the writings of advertis
ing professionals: (1) each member of the audience is a sovereign in
dividual who makes rational choices aided by the information
provided by advertising; (2) each consumer is driven by powerful
internal forces and desires that advertising can and does exploit;
(3) the identity of each consumer is constituted by membership in
demographic and psychographic groups, and the rhetoric of adver
tising depends on knowledge of that overdetermined subject. These
three theories circulate and interrelate in complex ways within ad-
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vertising's discourse on itself. More than one of them might be cited
in at least apparently contradictory ways by the same writer. One
might be used as a public relations cover-up for a practice ruled by
another. Compromises and connections between the theories are
sought. Advertising's theorists do not share a common theory of au
dience; rather, they enter into ongoing theoretical debates on the
subject.

Advertising professionals often argue that consumer protection
activists represent the consumer as passive and gullible, a helpless
victim of advertising trickery. They will then invoke the acute com
mon sense of the ordinary consumer-the horse trader, the man with
the keen eye, the housewife with the budget bottom line who cares
only about a good bargain. This image or theory of the audience
often appears in advertising's self-justifIcations, for example in ad
vertising textbooks or in the public relations pronouncements of lead
ing executives. In Sandage, Fryburger, and Rutzool's Advertising:
Theory and Practice, the consumer is directly identifIed as the "sov
ereign" served by business in general and advertising in particular.
The sovereignty of the consumer is a function of his or her reason
ing powers. Consumers make rational choices on the basis of self-in
terest; they are not the dupes of advertising and thus don't need
"consumer protection": "what better protection could the individ
ual consumer have than the strength and wisdom of the collective
free decisions of 220 million people?" (396). Advertising presents
consumers with a vast array of choices, and the collective result of
those choices is the elimination of products that don't serve rational
human needs and advertisements that don't appeal to the public. The
market is presented in this text as a fundamentally rational process,
driven by the intelligent decisions of free individuals.

This position is often taken at those times when advertising has
to defend its own practice. Alvin A. Achenbaum, at the time senior
vice president and director of marketing services at J. Walter Thomp
son, told the Federal Trade Commission in 1971 that critics of ad
vertising think of consumers as "automatons, jelly in the hands of
advertisers," and countered with the image of the "fIckle" consumer
(3) who is an active participant in the marketing experience, sifting
through competing claims and making an independent decision.
Paul Cherington, one of the early marketing experts at JWT, praises
the "horse sense" of the average consumer/ citizen, and sees public
opinion sampling as "restoring to our huge democracy its voice" (3).
Speaking in 1939 to the Harvard Graduate School of Business Ad-
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ministration, Cherington puts a political spin on this theory of au
dience by praising that "horse sense" in the public's opposition to
strikes and violence and to the very concept that the poor are ex
ploited by the rich. Cherington is speaking to the need for business
to respond to leftist critiques of the Depression thirties, and he argues
that the public can be trusted to accept those responses: "Public opin
ion, when left free, is perhaps the wisest of all things human, but can
be herded and thrown into panic" (8-9). The way to arrest that panic
is to appeal seriously to the reasoning powers of the common man.
Cherington assumes that reasonable subjects will see and accept the
logic of the market economy. This same line is followed by later JWT
executives like Burt Manning, who tells Ford dealers in 1982 that
"we have raised a generation of critics-and now we have to know
how to cope with them" (11). These "connoisseurs of advertising"
refuse to believe any ad that insults their intelligence. They want in
formation from ads, and "they want to be persuaded, not snowed"
(23). Dan Seymour, in one of his addresses to the Kraft Corporation
(1968), describes consumers as "diffIcult, suspicious, slow with a
dollar, hard-headed, and even ornery individuals ..." (15).

There is no question that this theory of the audience is shaped by
advertising's awareness that many people think of it as manipula
tive and deceitful, but we should not therefore dismiss this theory
as simply self-serving. For one thing, it actually informs the practice
of a whole school of copywriters who believe that ads should pre
sent information-heavy copy so that consumers can make informed
choices. Ogilvy expresses this attitude in the pithy phrase "The
more you tell, the more you sell" (Confessions of an Advertising Man
108), or to put it more personally:

The consumer isn't a moron, she is your wife. You insult her intelli
gence if you assume that a mere slogan and a few vapid adjectives
will persuade her to buy anything. She wants all the information
you can give her. (96)

Many advertisements for durable goods (cars, stereos, computers)
are full of data offered as advantages that any rational person would
accept. I am not persuaded that the J. Walter Thompson executives
mentioned above were as convinced of the popular intellect as their
statements suggest. After all, JWT and Cherington in particular
were pioneers in the kind of market research that aimed at uncover
ing consumer motivation well below the rational level. And the ad
vertising textbooks that preach about the critical, independent con-
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sumer then go on to teach ways of knowing consumers that lead to
appeals to feelings and values rather than intellect. Nevertheless, as
I will argue later, I am not ready to dismiss this image of the con
sumer. I am convinced that there is truth in this theory of the audi
ence, even if those who offer it do so in self-defense.

Equally common in advertising's discourse about itself is a the
ory of audience that frankly admits that consumption is about de
sire and emotion, and that the craft or "cunning" of advertising lies
in the ability to take advantage of those feelings. Even Burt Man
ning, whom I quoted above saying that "we have raised a genera
tion of critics," says in a 1978 speech that advertising appeals to "in
voluntary, unspoken-maybe even unconscious ... fundamental
responses" (2). In this style of discourse there is often talk of push
ing the right button, or of understanding the weaknesses of the tar
get audience. The great dean of copywriting James Woolf talks about
understanding people's powerful "subjective hankerings," and ar
gues that all rational appeals have to make sense within an emotional
appeal because "emotional beliefs ... persuade us to do most of the
things we do." From this perspective, the best advertising strategy
is to appeal to people's "inadequacies" (Woolf) or "lacks" (James
Webb Young). Once the consumer is understood in these essentially
psychoanalytic (or even Lacanian) ways, the next step is to associ
ate the product with the fIlling of that lack, the satisfaction of those
unconscious desires. Once advertisers know the individual's depth
psychology, creating the actual ad is relatively easy.

This theory of audience also has political implications. In contrast
to Paul Cherington's praise of the fundamental wisdom of public
opinion, JWT executive William L. Day argued in the twenties and
thirties that public opinion is not "ordered and reasoned," but rather
that people "do not wish to think things out for themselves." "The
public can-at its worst-behave like a wild beast," and "those re
sponsible for shaping human thought" should understand that
"emotional and not intellectual bases must be used to lead, inspire,
and direct the mass action of the public." (See" "What Shall the Pub
lic Think" [1929] and "How the Public Thinks" [1937].) From this
perspective "propaganda," both political and commercial, is neces
sary for the life of any society.

Not all advertising theorists see a real opposition between these
two positions. For some like James Woolf the real question is strate
gic rather than philosophical. His rule of thumb is to appeal to rea
son with information when you are selling necessities, appeal to
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emotion when you are selling luxuries and self-indulgences. A more
overtly theoretical JWT writer like Alvin Achenbaum makes the
claim that this abstract opposition always breaks down in any real
rhetorical situation. His 1971 address to the Federal Trade Commis
sion responds to critics who want advertising to be limited to the
presentation of factual information for consumer comparison. As
chenbaum argues that information can never be presented without
appealing to the interests-including the emotional interests-of
the audience being addressed. No neutral language for description
exists, and appeals to emotion are legitimate and inevitable elements
of all rhetoric. Because reason and emotion are inextricably related,
appeals to emotion are not forms of compulsion that produce auto
matic and uncontrollable responses, but acceptable forms of persua
sive appeal to important elements of the human mind that do not
exist separately from or antagonistically to the reasoning capacity.
Aschenbaum's explanation articulates a feeling among many adver
tising professionals that they do in fact appeal to emotion, but that
they do not thereby disarm the reasoning abilities of their audience.
They are acutely aware that many advertisements are dismissed and
that many campaigns fail, despite their efforts to manipulate re
sponse. One could argue that advertising's theory of itself invokes
freedom and reason as a cover for a practice of emotional compul
sion, but I believe that advertisers in fact encounter a critical and
skeptical audience every day, every time they fail to secure the re
sponse they seek.

The strategic question of whether to appeal to mind or heart plays
out in very interesting ways in Nike advertising. The Center for Ad
vertising History at the National Museum of American History has
produced a series of oral history interviews with advertising pro
fessionals involved in major campaigns of the last twenty years. The
Nike collection is particularly interesting in that the company's
advertising evolved from information-heavy ads aimed at expert
consumers to powerfully emotional ads aimed at huge and emo
tionally volatile markets. Nike began with and now attempts to hold
onto an image of itself as a company that makes shoes for serious
athletes, particularly runners. Its early advertising was dominated
by descriptions of technological breakthroughs, endorsements by
world-class runners, and explanations of the contribution that the
shoes could make to performance. But the company's exponential
growth was fueled by the fact that athletic shoes became fashion
able and that millions of nonathletes became interested at least to
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some extent in fItness. This change in audience is reflected in more
recent Nike advertising, which depends on arresting images, pow
erful emotional appeals, endorsements by celebrity athletes, and
stylish visual design. The interviews in this project track this change
and demonstrate that the advertising professionals involved in the
process were extremely aware of the issues that their practice raised.

One issue was brand image. Phil Knight, founder and president
of the company, tells the interviewer that Nike advertising can be di
verse, but it can never "distort the brand." As the market for athletic
and fItness gear changed, the biggest challenges to the identifIabil
ity of the brand were the problems raised by marketing to women.
Women who were competition-level athletes were not the problem,
but the huge numbers of women who were interested in fItness ac
tivities like aerobics and walking could not be addressed in the ra
tional discourse of the serious athlete that Nike was used to. Adver
tising and marketing experts working for Nike understood that
there had to be more attention to style and color in design, and more
attention to affect in advertising if this market was to be reached.
People involved in the planning of Nike advertising, like Cindy
Hale, advertising manager at Nike from 1982 to 1987, Peter Moore,
creative director at Nike from 1983 to 1987, Janet Champ, copywriter
at Wieden and Kennedy, Nike's most important advertising agency,
and Susan Hoffman and Charlotte Moore, art directors at Wieden
and Kennedy, discuss in these interviews how the opposition be
tween reason and emotion connected to gender differences. All
seem to work on the assumption that men need information and
women need emotion, that men are more interested in performance,
women in style. There is no effort to question those assumptions,
but there is a great deal of thought about how to negotiate these
differences without "distorting the brand."

This is not to say that emotions play no role in marketing to men.
In fact, Dolan and Champ and market information expert Jerry Con
lon talk a lot about the emotional satisfaction young men derive
from emulating their heroes. Conlon argues that young men see shoes
as status symbols because they associate the shoes with celebrities
they idolize, and that they defIne their identity by these talismanic
physical objects. The emotional appeal to women, they explain, has
to be subtler and more powerful than that. Women have to think of
the activity that the shoe allows them to engage in as part of how they
defIne themselves emotionally. Charlotte Moore and Janet Champ
talk about how Nike had to associate its product with women's emo-
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tional issues, particularly with the survival of identity over time and
aging. The activities that Nike makes possible, the ads aimed at
women suggested, allow them to deal with aging in healthier and
more natural ways than plastic surgery or restrictive diets. Exercise
allows women to hold onto the identity they retain from their youth,
in spite of the passage of time. Nike therefore produced a series of
ads aimed at women that connected Nike to the entire life cycle of a
woman's emotions. The danger was that the brand identity might be
lost and that Nike could no longer hold onto its integrity as a shoe
for the serious athlete. One answer was to use powerful images of
women engaged in the activities, that is, to depict them as athletes,
and to ground the emotional appeal of the ad in the feelings created
by athletic activity itself. The ads attempted to hold onto Nike's com
mitment to serious athleticism without using an information-heavy
communication style. And as the shoe market changed from run
ning to basketball, with its market of young men, almost all of Nike's
advertising except for specialty ads aimed at competition-level run
ners and athletes came to emphasize emotion rather than informa
tion. Nike advertising was thereby "feminized," to use the terms that
guided this particular professional practice. And throughout the
process the issues of gender and psychology and their connections
with commercial rhetoric were explicitly addressed and discussed
by the practitioners involved.

The theories of audience I have described-consumer as rational
decision maker and consumer as desiring and feeling subject-have
in common that they defIne the audience in individualistic terms.
The rational decision maker stands alone in the supermarket aisle,
weighing the costs and benefIts of the commodities available. The
desiring subject is driven by personal weaknesses and dreams. A
third theory of audience derives from advertising's dependence on
market research: from this perspective audiences are understood as
demographic and psychographic groups, any individual consumer
is constituted by his or her membership in these groups, and the act
of purchasing specifIc commodities is precisely what confIrms
membership and thus identity. Many J. Walter Thompson execu
tives write from this perspective. JWT has always been known as a
research house. The agency pioneered, for example, the use of cen
sus data in the planning of advertising and distribution. One of the
patriarchs of the company, James Webb Young, sets the tone as early
as the 1930s: '~n individual lives, moves, and has his being as a
member of a group or many groups.... Even his most powerful in-
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stincts (if there is such a thing as instinct) are controlled by a group"
(Lectures 3). Young argues that humans are gregarious by nature,
and that their desire for acceptance creates a pressure to conform to
group norms. This desire can be exploited by advertising that pre
sents a product as a way to achieve social prestige (Lectures 27, 61).
Young also argues that any message aimed at a large public (he is
thinking in this case of political propaganda) must take into account
these group identities, and appeal to the "completely unconscious
assumptions" visible in "all the practices of a people" ("Do We Need
a College of Propaganda?" 85). In Young's writing and in others'
who speak in market research terms, a vision of the self emerges that
resembles very strongly the postmodern, decentered, socially con
structed self of poststructuralist theory.

The craft of advertising then becomes what Bovee and Arens call
in their textbook Contemporary Advertising a combination of the be
havioral sciences and communication arts. Knowing the consumer
in demographic and psychographic terms precedes and determines
the creation of advertising texts. DefIning the audience entails ques
tions of gender, race, class, income level, family status, geographical
location, etc.-all of the "external" categories that shape more "in
ternal" qualities like lifestyle, attitudes, self-concept, values, per
sonality, and even perceptual style. Advertisers have to know the
psychographics of the demographic groups they are addressing.
They then shape the brand image to appeal to the needs and values
of that group. In the depth of that knowledge contemporary adver
tising shows its cunning and exerts its power. Market research is
power/knowledge at work. JWT is famous for hiring psycholo
gists-most famously the behaviorist James Watson, whose work
for the fIrm has attracted extensive commentary-as part of their
market research effort. Psychological testing experts like Timothy
Joyce and Arthur Koponen communicate to the creative staff that it
is possible to know the audience intimately and that media selection
and copy preparation should flow from that knowledge (Koponen
10). In practice, this theory of the self sometimes connects with the
theory of the desiring, feeling self, in the sense that knowing demo
graphics and psychographics leads to a knowledge of what con
sumers fear and desire, but it differs in that it disperses the self,
which is governed by different group affIliations and identities in
different consumer situations. There is no integral, desiring self, but
rather a set of group-inspired desires that temporarily inhabit par
ticular consumers.
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The discussions that surround Nike advertising operate inside this
market-based theory of audience. Ads are aimed at socially defIned
market segments-men or women, young men or older men, com
petitive athletes or fItness freaks. And there is very confIdent talk
about a psychology typical of the demographic group. Jerry Conlon
distinguishes for example between younger men who value shoes
as status symbols and boomer men who value them as "empower
ment vehicles./I Liz Dolan and others generalize confIdently about
how men emulate heroes and women don't. The assumption behind
that confIdence is that personal identity is a function of factors be
yond personal control. An individual goes through life stages that
bring about predictable psychological crises. A senior citizen with
lots of assets finds himself becoming more conservative than he ever
was before. Age and income and gender and geography and all the
other demographic categories bring with them attitudes and values
that shape the identity of subjects.

These assumptions are an ordinary part of the daily life of adver
tising professionals. The fragmented, socially determined self that
their practice implies may not align well with the more humanistic
image of the self that advertising's spokespersons present to the
public, but the contradiction rarely comes to the surface of advertis
ing's discourse about itself. Perhaps this is because when advertis
ing professionals reflect on their lives and careers in the business,
they represent themselves as the imperial self, engaged constantly
in a battle for money and prestige within the agency and profession.
Jerry Della Femina's strange book, From Those Wonderful Folks Who
Brought You Pearl Harbor, and John Lyons' Guts: Advertising from the
Inside Out, both chronicles of and reflections on a life in advertising,
revel in the competition, the game of agency against agency, the
hustle for the new account, the presentation with everything on the
line, the tricks of intra-offIce combat. Della Femina talks with great
relish about how information can be used strategically and how ru
mors can be orchestrated for the agency's benefIt. In all the career
stories I have read the teller of the story was a lone warrior strug
gling for power, suffering defeat, regaining ground. Advertisers see
themselves as sovereign egos and characterize their audience in the
same way, even if their practice is often based on the assumption
that there is no such thing.

One of the most controversial questions in advertising's theory of
itself is whether this knowledge of the psychological structures and
feelings of the public allows advertisers to create desires. This is also
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one of the most common criticisms aimed at the profession, that it
stimulates overconsumption of products that are necessary for the
satisfaction not of any reasonable need or desire, but only of the de
sire stimulated by the advertising itself. There is no single answer to
this critical question in advertising theory. Rather, you can fInd writ
ers who deny that advertising has such power, writers who proclaim
the creation of desire as the right and proper duty of advertising,
and writers who say advertising has the power to create desire for a
product only if it is connected to a fundamental preexisting desire.

The answers depend in great part on how the question is asked.
If the question focuses on a particular product, advertising's theo
rists tend to emphasize the diffIculty of creating desire. The consen
sus seems to be that advertising can create desire for a product only
if it can be connected to a basic and perennial desire. Jerry Della
Femina jokes about how advertising created "vaginal odors" as a so
cial problem and thus created the desire for vaginal sprays (Pearl Har
bor 35). And it is part of JWT folklore that the agency created body
odor and halitosis and therefore desire for the products that could
cure them. But James Webb Young made it a matter of institutional
conviction that such desires could be created only if they connected
to a "pre-existing want that was seeking satisfaction," in all of these
cases the desire for social acceptance (Lectures 59). Advertising text
books often take the same line. Advertising can't save a product that
doesn't meet an existing desire, and it is the business of marketing
and advertising to find out what the public desires so that the prod
uct can be designed and advertised as a satisfaction of that desire.

But when the question of creating desire is asked more globally
does advertising in general stimulate desire-advertising's theorists
are more likely to say yes, and to take pride in the profession's abil
ity to stimulate consumption. A bold example of this claim is the
writing of Dan Seymour, onetime president of JWT. Seymour's writ
ing is typifIed by grand rhetorical claims about the role that business
in general and advertising in particular plays in the modern world.
In fact, he defInes advertising as a modernist, Enlightenment project:

Advertising has become a potent force in our lives because it is part
and parcel of the economic, technological and scientifIc develop
ments of our age, developments which rest on the unraveling of
secrets, breaking with the past, and extensions of the boundaries
of man's mind. ("World of Demand" 6)

The role of advertising in this project is clear to Seymour; to increase
its demand:
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Our business is training consumers ... people had to learn that
they needed soap, washing machines, indoor toilets, insurance,
showers, refrigerators, cod liver oil, safety razors, sewing ma
chines, paper towels and even automobiles. (1-3)

Seymour often describes advertising as an educational practice. Con
sumers, especially consumers from developing countries and from
newly affluent classes, have to be educated in material desire. They
may be working off of what Seymour calls "latent desires," but their
specifIc commodity desires have to be educated into them by adver
tising, which is the most powerful force that

gives new concepts to the peoples of the world, the force that up
grades their diet, that teaches them what to do with leisure time,
how to house themselves and clothe themselves, what to do with
their home life, how to stay healthy, how to educate themselves,
where and how to travel. (14)

Seymour provides here an image of advertising as an intimate
teacher, entering into the most private aspects of people's lives and
forming their tastes and desir~s. No part of life is outside advertis
ing's influence-the entire world of personal desire is shaped by the
power of advertising. Seymour is also clear about why advertising
must have this power. Speaking in 1964, Seymour sees increased
production capacity, large numbers of people entering the Ameri
can workforce, and therefore a need to incite demand. He punches
this theme hard in his speech to the Economic Club of Detroit: "I
speak of the supreme urgency of increasing consumption.... We
must upgrade the standard of living everywhere.... We must ex
pand consumption to match production" (11). And Seymour has no
doubt that advertising can bring about this result: "It is important
to realize the power of the advertising motor in starting and in pow
ering the economic driveshaft," he says (13). And, "We who work in
advertising are very much aware of its force. We do not argue
among ourselves about its power as a dynamic force in economic
growth-we live with the lightning and respect it" (14). The light
ning works by knowing who consumers are, knowing what they
lack, stimulating their dissatisfaction, providing them with power
ful images of what money can buy, and adding excitement to the act
of consumption.

In these passages Seymour articulates a faith in the power of ad
vertising that precisely matches the horror of advertising's critics.
Stuart Ewen and many others have accused advertising of this all-in
trusive manipulation of consumers. Ewen's famous articulation of
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this activity is to call corporate leaders "captains of consciousness,"
eager to extend their power from the sphere of production to the
more intimate sphere of consumption. Seymour doesn't just admit
to this power, he proclaims it. The power that he describes makes
advertising "a major civilizing force" ("World of Demand" 16), and
we will see later that he is proud of the global reach of that force as
well. Seymour is enough of a theorist to be able to articulate in gen
eral terms an understanding of the relationship between advertis
ing and its audience, but he is not able to consider the possibility
that the relationship might have a negative side to it, that the inti
mate reach of advertising might sound frightening to the public, like
Big Brother on the make. Seymour is too far inside the enterprise to
question it down to its roots.

In spite of the power that Seymour and others claim for advertis
ing, I come away from these theories of audience wanting to hold
onto the doubts that advertising raises about its own powers, onto
the image of the critical consumer, capable of resisting the power of
advertising's strategies. I believe there is some truth to the claims of
advertising's defenders that those who attack advertising often un
derestimate the critical abilities of consumers. Cultural studies as a
discipline has moved from images of passivity to a sense that audi
ences actively process all media messages. It would take another
essay to begin to discuss the ways that consumers read advertising
critically, but I am convinced that people not only engage in routine
doubt about the truth claims of individual commercials, but have a
strong sense of what advertising as an institution is trying to do to
them. Many people choose to remove themselves from the commer
cial networks altogether. Others endure the advertising that intrudes
in their routine, but pay no attention to it. Others look at it carefully,
make informed decisions about its truthfulness, and engage in skep
tical buying habits. Others are always on the lookout for deception
and manipulation. Consumers take advantage of relatively indepen
dent sources of information like Consumer Reports; anti-advertising
activists join groups like Adbusters or local media literacy cam
paigns. Teachers promote critical viewing skills by analyzing print
and media advertising. All these varied activities suggest that ad
vertising's audience really does demonstrate the skeptical, resistant
attitude that advertising on occasion describes in them. I would sug
gest that in this case advertising tells the truth in spite of itself, and
that cultural studies of advertising should concentrate on the active,
critical nature of its audience.
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These theories of audience are matched by a serious theoretical
debate about the conditions of creativity. The debate centers on how
the process of producing effective advertising texts can be managed
most effectively. And the terms of the debate are similar to discus
sions of audience: one side of the debate argues that creativity must
be disciplined by a rational system of management and information;
the other argues that creativity is best fostered by a supportive affec
tive climate and by granting creative people freedom to experiment
and fail, to unleash their unconscious creative powers. I did not un
cover a fully developed theory of creativity that matches the demo
graphic/psychographic theory of audience, though it is true that
agencies often hire professionals from the same identity groups they
want to address. In the bipolar debate between reason and intuition,
I would place David Ogilvy and JWT on the rational side of the debate,
and the creative people at Nike and its agency Wieden and Kennedy
on the affective side. This opposition has important daily consequences
in the advertising world, since it defInes the culture of an agency
and the daily conditions of work, and it is widely debated in adver
tising writing.

David Ogilvy is a cunning proponent of the disciplined, informed
approach. He admits that creativity requires "more than reason," that
it is "inspired by the unconscious," and realizes that it must be encour
aged by music, whiskey, gardening, walks, and vacations (Confessions
ofan Advertising Man 20). He recognizes the existence of genius that
is "disagreeable" and hard to manage but must be tolerated (87). But
Ogilvy does not therefore believe that the creative people who work
for him should be allowed perfect freedom to indulge their genius.
Rather, he sees the agency as an extension of its leader, a "formida
ble individual" or master who sets the tone and indeed sets the rules
that govern the creative process (22). A great agency, he says, is "the
lengthened shadow of one man" (66-67). And Ogilvy embodied his
own shadow in a set of rules that governed practice, rules about head
lines, copy, sentence length, word choice, layout, use of illustrations
and photographs, etc. His company is known for its "corporate" ap
proach to advertising, emphasizing research into the product and its
competitors and rigorous knowledge of the audience. Ogilvy wanted
writers who write to be read, who appeal directly to the target au
dience, who draw attention to the product, not the ad. And he be
lieved that his rules did not discourage the creativity of his creative
people, but rather that they provided the discipline necessary for
successful creation. He compares his rules, as I said earlier, to the con-
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straints under which Shakespeare wrote his sonnets, constraints that
encouraged creativity. But for all the emphasis on research, Ogilvy
still believed that "advertising seems to sell most when it is written
by a solitary individual" (98) rather than by a careful committee.
Ogilvy believes in the creativity of the powerful individual, but he
wants to subjugate such individuals to his own rationalizing power,
to make them work within the shadow of his ego. He will set the
rules, and they will assert their individual creativity only within the
parameters he sets.

When JWT writers discuss creativity, there is none of Ogilvy's
sense of a galvanizing individual who sets the rules, but rather a
sense that discipline derives from information, from a commitment
to knowing the consumer. JWT marketing experts provide knowl
edge of audience to the creative staff, and they make clear that cre
ative practice ought to derive from such knowledge. Creative deci
sions always depend on a knowledge base, including media buying,
copy strategies, imagery, and brand identity (Koponen 10). That is,
JWT understands creativity in terms of rhetoric. Design and copy
are successful only if they are addressed properly, aimed at the right
audience. As early as 1932 Don Francisco was saying that "unique
style in advertising is a handicap," and that the best advice he could
give to novices was to "study the crowd" ("Innovative Advertising"
3, 88). Effective advertising is produced not by aspiring to the stan
dards of the elite arts, but by gaining a knowledge of the common
people. If corn works, James Woolf says, use corn. JWT creative peo
ple are expected to discipline themselves by attending to the rhetor
ical bottom line.

And JWT believes that this skill can be rationally understood and
taught. Pioneers in the company like James Webb Young devised "the
Thompson T square," an intellectual system for understanding ad
vertising tasks reminiscent of Kenneth Burke's pentad-what are we
selling, to whom are we selling it, where and when are we selling it,
and how do we sell it? Young also analyzed advertising by distin
guishing the proposition (the product or idea being sold), the mar
ket (the audience), the message (the ad itself), the carrier (the me
dium), and the delivery (the distribution system) (Lectures 1). He also
defIned fIve basic uses of advertising-to familiarize the public with
a product, to remind the public of a product they already know
about, to spread news associated with a product, to overcome inertia in
consumers, and to add value not in the product by associating it with
a powerful feeling. Clearly in Webb's work advertising is subject to
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a systematic knowing. Creativity in advertising is not a mystical pro
cess, a gift from the gods; rather, it is a skill that can be learned. JWT
was known as the "university of advertising." The company trained
its own creative people-see for example Gelston Hardy's One Way
to Write Better Advertising Copy (written for "girl apprentices" at JWT
in the twenties)-supported salons for the exchange of ideas, spon
sored guest speakers at staff meetings, and encouraged self-reflec
tive writing in advertising professionals. Creativity at JWT is man
aged by a rational knowledge of the market and by a rational
knowledge of the process itself. Everywhere in this writing is the as
sumption that creativity needs to be managed if advertising is to suc
ceed. There appears to be little room in this vision for a truly mav
erick sensibility, the kind that is perhaps better suited for a boutique
agency than for a "corporate" agency like JWT, with its huge clients
and their time-honored products and markets.

This is not to say that managing creativity at JWT entails a nar
row, restrictive approach. For example, when Gelston Hardy tells
the "girl apprentices" what will make them good copywriters (a
skill that he says does not respect gender differences), he points to
wide and creative reading as the key ingredient. That is, he is less in
terested in training their verbal skills than in widening them. And
Denis Lanigan, when he tries to defIne the "Thompson philosophy"
in 1983, does not lay down a set of rules that guide practice; rather,
he describes a workplace atmosphere and a corporate culture that
encourage experimentation, humane treatment of employees, free
dom of expression, constructive challenges to received opinion, fair
ness, moral rectitude, and truthfulness. He argues that a company
with such an ethos will support true creativity in advertising. Inside
the discipline of knowledge, creativity is fostered by a humanistic
environment, a civilized, courteous, stimulating, caring workplace.

Conversations with professionals associated with Nike advertis
ing emphasize this connection between the feel of the workplace
and the creativity of the ads. Although there is a strong commitment
at Nike and at Wieden and Kennedy to a knowledge of the consumer,
there is also a strong commitment to the creative freedom of the ad
vertising professional. Here the emphasis is not on knowledge and
rational management of creativity, but rather on the ways that flashes
of insight and innovation can be encouraged. For example, when
Janet Champ and Susan Hoffman of Wieden and Kennedy tell the
story of how they created the "Revolution" ad that used the Beatles
song in connection with handheld, black and white cinematogra-
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phy, they emphasize the serendipity of the process and the trust and
intuition of their bosses. Hoffman recalls that Wieden and Kennedy
were trying to shake up the usual work habits of the agency by as
sembling new creative teams and by asking all of the creative staff
to think about campaigns to introduce a "revolutionary" new shoe.
This break with routine allowed new approaches to emerge in un
planned flashes of insight. Hoffman and Champ report that they
were out to lunch at a restaurant in Portland called the Dakota Cafe,
sitting under a photograph of the Dakota apartments on Central
Park West in New York, where John Lennon lived and died. If the
shoe is a revolution, they thought, why not use the Beatles' song
"Revolution #9"!? They thought the liveliness and rawness of the
song fit well with some raw video footage of athletes they had re
cently seen, and the idea for the ad was born. What is particularly
noteworthy in this narrative is that their superiors at the agency
supported the idea, not because they tested it on audiences but be
cause they intuitively saw its appeal to the market they wanted.
They trusted the creativity of the team and the intuitive appeal of
the idea.

Many of the advertising people who work for and with Nike be
lieve that this trust and intuitive decision making are fostered by the
corporate culture of Nike. Charlotte Moore, an art director at Wie
den and Kennedy, credits Nike's decentralized decision making, its
commitment to consensus and democracy. Jerry Conlon, Nike's di
rector of marketing information, explains that Nike's organizational
structure promotes creative thinking. He sees three coexisting struc
tures at work in the company: a hierarchical structure or chain of
command; a set of matrices that are brought together around par
ticular projects and problems; and a complex network of more per
sonal and informal relationships related to friendships, hallway en
counters, shared interests, and compatible personalities. He argues
that Nike is driven by networks, and that this irreverent, anti-estab
lishment style accounts for the creativity of the company and its ad
vertising. It is this loose, sixties style that attracts a creative person
like Conlon, who speaks extensively with the interviewer about Zen
meditation and its connections with his work at Nike. Phil Knight,
founder of the company, liked to call it the "Saturday Night Live of
the Fortune 500," and Bob Strasser, once a marketing and advertising
guru within the company, quotes with approval Steven Jobs's com
ment that "we want to be the pirates, not the navy." Peter Moore,
creative director at Nike, says that the company wanted to produce
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advertising that not only spoke to the consumer but also articulated
the philosophy of the company and reflected its corporate culture
and atmosphere. Nike advertising professionals report that that cul
ture fostered creative freedom and intuition. There is almost no talk
of discipline or of tailoring the ad precisely to research knowlege.
Rather, the creativity and intuition of the ad pros are respected.
They know who their market is, and they are given the freedom to
address them in new and creative ways.

My sources for examining advertising's theory of itself have been
writings in which the explicit concern has been the examination of
basic premises and assumptions in advertising practice. The writers
are either professionals in one of the crafts of advertising-copy
writing, art direction, market analysis, etc.-or advertising execu
tives speaking on behalf of their profession. But there is another genre
in which advertising professionals speak about their practice-per
sonal narrative. My life at the X agency, my career struggle. In these
writings the purpose is not theoretical but autobiographical. As I
mentioned earlier, advertising writers tend to tell their life stories as
heroic struggles of the sovereign ego. Books like Jerry Della Fem
ina's From those Wonderful Folks Who Gave You Pearl Harbor, John
Lyons' Guts/ Bart Cummings' The Benevolent Dictators, etc., depict the
world of advertising as a fIeld of competition, with battles, winners,
and losers. They are interested not so much in advertising as a prac
tice as in advertising as a business. From the perspective of executives
in advertising and those who write about them, what's interesting
about advertising is what's interesting about any business-fInance,
management, public relations, acquiring and losing accounts, war
fare within and between agencies, negotiations and deals, personal
ity clashes, insider gossip, celebrity status, survival and defeat. The
practice of advertising, the skill and insight of creative people, is
simply the commodity being sold. Many advertising executives are
as interested in advertising as executives in lightbulb companies are
interested in lightbulbs. But they too have a theory of advertising,
one that emphasizes not the premises behind the practices but the
real world location of those practices, the hypercompetitive market
of goods and services. These writers don't seek a humanistic expla
nation for what they do. They are engaged in a struggle for eco
nomic survival. Advertising is simply the occasion or site of the
struggle.

On the other hand, advertising executives are often called on to
speak to the public about the value of advertising. They visit cam-
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puses, speak to business organizations, and appear at congressional
or regulatory hearings. When they do, they often speak in the loftiest
possible terms, associating advertising with the most fundamental
impulses and highest aspirations of human beings. This is not to say
that the hard-bitten realists I was just discussing simply lie to the
public, engage in overt hypocrisy. Often those who are chosen to ad
dress a larger public are those who are authentically committed to
the stated goals of the enterprise. And even bitter realists can re
spond to external criticism by remembering their own value commit
ment to the life they have chosen. Whenever advertising presents it
self to the public, it is the idealist that comes out, not the bitter
veteran of battles in the trenches. And the rhetoric of that presenta
tion is lofty indeed. One of the most important themes in advertis
ing's rhetoric of self-justifIcation is freedom. C. H. Sandage et al. in
their textbook Advertising: Theory and Practice characterize advertis
ing as "an ongoing endorsement of freedom of choice and the sove
reignty of the individual to pursue self-interest in buying or selling"
(399). Alvin Achenbaum of JWT describes the acts of persuasion
that advertising engages in as examples of freedom as opposed to
compulsion; advertising is the source, so to speak, of the "free" in free
enterprise. Authoritarian states compel-free market states per
suade. The essential freedom of the consumer's choice remains in
tact. This emphasis on freedom is of course a response to critics of
advertising who see it as manipulation and in fact as subliminal
compulsion. There is no more effective rhetorical move possible in
the American context than associating an activity with freedom.
And there is no one within the discourse of advertising to question
the association, to say that there is compulsion going on, that adver
tising does manipulate the audience's emotion. Anyone who would
challenge this assertion is outside the discursive formation, and the
motives for their criticisms are therefore open to-and routinely
subjected to-question.

Advertising also associates itself with themes of education, civi
lization, progress, and the desire for a better life, perhaps most
vividly in the writings of Dan Seymour, president of JWT in the six
ties. In a series of speeches to Kraft's international management
meetings, Seymour praises Kraft's and JWT's utilization of new com
munication systems like TV and satellites in order to reach a global
market. Seymour does not mention profIt or market share or obliga
tion to stockholders; rather, he emphasizes Kraft's ability to use ad
vertising to civilize and ultimately unite the world. He sees Kraft
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and JWT educating the world about good nutrition and unifying
the women of the world around their commitment to wholesome
food by means of "world communication designed especially for
women and made available by one of the world's great food pur
veyors," with the ultimate purpose of "world education, world pros
perity, world peace" ("Communications Unlimited/! 9). Here is the
end of Seymour's address to Kraft executives on global marketing:

For of all the revolutions that have benefIted and afflicted man
kind, no revolution is greater than the Communications Revo
lution. In it lie the hopes of the sacred books of all the faiths, that
man shall talk to man and thus bring about the day when there
shall be no strangers! (11)

It is a sign of the weakness of advertising's theoretical discourse that
such inflation goes unchallenged. No one seems capable of saying,
"Yo, Dan, we're talking macaroni and cheese here!" In this world
where "all men are virtually neighbors" (3), there is no room for
worrying about cultural imperialism, destruction of indigenous
economies and agricultures in the face of attractive, modern pack
aging, or the loss of local distinctiveness. Seymour sees advertising
as an unquestionably positive force, a part of the Enlightenment:

Advertising has become a potent force in our lives because it is part
and parcel of the economic, technological, and scientifIC develop
ments of our age, developments which rest on the unraveling of se
crets, breaking with the past, and extensions of the boundaries of
man's mind. (6)

Seymour also associates advertising with man's fundamental nature.
"The true business of man is business," he tells Kraft ("Toward the
Consumer Revolution" 6). He thus puts all the criticisms that might
be raised about advertising outside the realm of human possibility.
Advertising is inherent to man, part of his natural tendency toward
improving his lot and civilizing the world. Seymour's rhetoric can
not be questioned except by those outside his discursive context, and
their voices are either marginalized or delegitimized in advertising
discourse.

But as I said earlier, I believe that those questioners and critics
exist throughout the culture. When Stuart Ewen says that corporate
powers promise us through modern advertising that the products it
offers will cure the ills brought about by those very corporate pow
ers, I believe that most TV viewers and consumers would chuckle
and agree. When poststructuralists say that advertising creates for
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products symbolic values that consumers assemble in the quest for
personal identity, I believe most people-even the hippest and most
skeptical-would admit to a flinch of recognition. I would like to
end this study by speaking as a consumer, as one of those TV watch
ers, one of the marketed. My own perspective on advertising has been
shaped by readings in culture studies and by an awareness of vari
ous critical reading strategies, but it has also been shaped by the or
dinary experience of watching TV, reading mass circulation maga
zines, going to sporting events, listening to radio in the car, being
immersed in mass culture as an everyday experience. As a conclu
sion, I'd like to comment more personally on advertising's theories
of itself, from my position as a critical consumer and reader of mass
culture.

My reaction is divided: I found it informative and useful to read
the writings of advertising professionals on their own practice. How
they think about audience, what they think constitutes an effective
advertisement, how they think about meaning and value-all these
discussions deepened my understanding of how advertising works.
But I found the pronouncements of advertising executives and
spokespersons on the social value and signifIcance of advertising to
be almost completely self-delusive. Can it be that advertising pro
fessionals think of their daily activities in such self-aggrandizing
terms? Or are these humanistic pronouncements simply the re
quired public relations, the platitudes that all institutions offer as
self-justifIcation? I think of the cloying rhetoric of family that my
12,OOO-student university uses to describe itself. My sense is that
there is always a gap between the public announcements of an insti
tution and the daily assumptions that practitioners within the in
stitution operate under. I do not see in the writings of advertising
professionals speaking out of their own expertise the same kind of
vacuous claims that I see in the PR for advertising. The practitioners
seem more interested in articulating the grounds for their practice,
though I'm aware that there is always also a gap between a practi
tioner's characterization of his or her practice and the everyday
practices themselves. Still, the practitioners writing within this dis
course seem more realistic, more acute, and more insightful about
the role of advertising in contemporary culture.

I was particularly struck by the emphasis in this writing on the
connections between knowledge, writing, and power. My anxiety
about advertising before reading this material was centered on
trickery, deceit, manipulation. It is clear to me now that almost no
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individual ad deceives, though advertising as such is deceptive, and
that individual ads don't operate by manipulation as much as by
knowledge. Much contemporary advertising has as its goal creating
a brand image that will appeal to the needs of a specifIc market. This
strategy requires a rigorous and profound knowledge of people's
desires and fears, hopes and anxieties. In some cases this knowledge
is gained by systematic psychological testing, in other cases by a
more intuitive connection with generational or subcultural issues.
That knowledge then shapes the modes of address of the advertis
ing text. Much of our irritation with advertising is a reaction to texts
not really addressed to us. But the pleasure of being addressed suc
cessfully is part of the reason for the success of an ad. If the audience
feels known it is flattered by the effort behind that knowing and the
intimacy of address it allows. For a critical viewer of advertising it is
embarrassing to be known so well. I was furious the fIrst time I heard
The Band song "The Weight" used in a Diet Coke ad, but I admit that
the emotions that the song evoked made it a successful commercial
communication to me and to anyone who admired the independence
and raw authenticity of The Band, qualities that the song passes on
to the tough woman in the commercial who is dumping her worth
less boyfriend, qualities desired by anyone who works everyday in
institutions that don't value independence and raw authenticity,
qualities that evoke nostalgia in boomers and self-satisfaction in
younger consumers. Writing in advertising is the process of crafting
a communication perfectly suited to the audience, deriving from a
knowledge of their unconscious lives. Many of the practitioners
who write about advertising explicitly defIne their enterprise in this
way. They are surprisingly open about these strategies of knowing.
And they realize the power this knowledge gives them. As I said
earlier, they are careful about power claims for any given advertise
ment, but they are rightly confIdent in the power of advertising as
such to stimulate desire and consumption. Advertising promises
that the products it offers and the very act of purchasing them will
solve the problems, satisfy the desires, ease the anxieties, fulfIll the
dreams that its practitioners know we experience. Advertising's the
ory of itself is clear enough on how that promise is constructed, but
it cannot even face the possibility-I saw no trace of any writer's
doing so-that the promise is a lie, that material satisfaction of psy
chic desires is always a failure that leads to more and increased de
sire, to what Lacan calls the endless pursuit of lithe object a." To
admit to the lie would be to reveal the fact that advertising succeeds
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precisely because the promise fails. Always more desire, because no
product satisfIes; always more fear, because we feel the failure com
ing; always more anxiety, because we see an endlessly repeating fu
ture. Advertising has blinded itself to these possibilities; it has no
tragic theory, no sense of the harm it does. Advertising is in denial,
and platitude replaces radical self-questioning. The institutional
placement of advertising theory-in an institution that ends careers
because of false steps-keeps it from gaining the kind of power and
sweep that more independent theoretical questioning can achieve.



6
The Teachers Meet the Experts
Vernacular Theory in the Whole
Language Movement

Whole language is the name for a movement in literacy
studies and primary and secondary language arts pedagogy that
has transformed the teaching of reading and writing in the schools
of the English-speaking world and beyond. It is appropriate to call
whole language a movement rather than simply a theory of peda
gogy because its ideas have been driven in large part by practicing
teachers interested in renewing their teaching and their schools.
These teachers have encountered in the whole language movement
a new mindset for teaching, formalized and disseminated by edu
cation school experts, who in turn draw on the experience of current
practicing teachers. The practitioners meet the experts at inservice
sessions, in graduate courses, at conferences, and at teacher support
groups. The practitioners bring to these encounters a dissatisfaction
with their current practice and the institutional policies that con
strain it, and a desire to fInd new teaching strategies. They want to
rethink their philosophy of teaching, the concepts and values that
guide their practice. The experts bring a by now fairly systematic set
of beliefs about language, learning, teaching, and the politics of ed
ucation. Together the two groups have produced an impressive lit
erature on the philosophy and practice of literacy teaching.

It is tempting but inaccurate to see the teachers as practitioners
and the experts as theorists. The experts develop their theories in
and through their past and present practice, and some of the teach
ers have interrogated their practice to the point where they can raise
powerful theoretical questions about the assumptions they bring to
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teaching. Both groups have produced extensive writings that should
properly be called theoretical, in that they question current assump
tions and propose alternatives. "Expert" theory and "vernacular"
theory have interacted in complex ways to create the insights that
drive the whole language movement.

One major difference between these two bodies of writing is that
the practitioners tend to write narratives while the experts construct
systematic expositions of abstract ideas or systematic reports of em
pirical results. The fact that the practitioners write narratives can
obscure the theoretical nature of their thinking. In academic dis
course, narrative is often associated with the personal, the local, and
the idiosyncratic. It does not have the epistemological prestige of
more expository forms, which seem more suited to what we often
think of as the detached, abstract nature of theory. But the theoreti
cal work of the teachers involved in the whole language movement
takes place within narratives of practice-stories about how my life
was changed by whole language ideas, or stories about a day or a
year in the life of a teacher guided by the new mindset. For these
writers theory is not detached from local practices; rather, practice
makes possible theoretical questioning which leads to new guiding
assumptions that make new practices possible. This dialectic often
brings the practitioner engaged in theoretical struggle into contact
with academically certifIed, expert theorists at crucial moments of
change. Frequently, practitioners tell stories about a growing dissat
isfaction with teaching and more generally with schooling, a dissat
isfaction so deep that it leads them to doubt and eventually reject
the premises that mainstream public school teaching rests on. They
are at this stage engaged in what I would call a vernacular theoreti
cal practice. That is, they are posing theoretical questions-in this
case about pedagogy and the culture of schooling-without think
ing of themselves as theorists or making use of an academically con
structed critical language. Their experience in the everyday culture
of the schools has led them to see the contradictions between high
minded offIcial statements of goals and values and the pragmatic
administration of top-down power in school systems. They have felt
the disparity between their own idealistic beliefs and the survival
tactics they have developed working within highly systematized and
disciplinary language instruction programs. They have thought
through what must be the assumptions behind such programs and
such powers. But they do not have a language to systematize those
theoretical questions or a new set of assumptions to pose as an al-
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ternative. At this point they encounter the experts. Academic theo
rists of literacy pedagogy have produced a systematic critique and a
new set of principles, and with the help of practitioners they have
thought about the practices that make sense in the new paradigm.
The practitioners come with energetic questions, and the experts are
ready with systematic answers.

I will contend in this essay that the expert theorists do not serve
the vernacular theorists well. I believe that the energy of the practi
tioners' questioning is dissipated by the experts' certainty that they
have found the fInal answers. Too often the experts' message to the
practitioner is to replace an old paradigm with a new one, rather
than to continue questioning all paradigms as such. But to make
this argument I will have to fIrst sketch in the beliefs and practices
of whole language, tell the story of teachers in search of theoretical
self-consciousness, and describe the tacit assumptions behind the
expert theoretical practice-assumptions, I will argue, that limit the
contributions the experts can make to those teachers struggling as
vernacular theorists.

On one level the goal of the whole language movement is to en
courage specifIc pedagogical strategies, but these strategies gain their
meaning only within the "philosophy" of whole language. It is one
of the tenets of the movement-particularly in the expert theories of
the movement-that a teacher "becomes whole language" not by
adopting the strategies but by affIliating with the philosophy. I want
to attempt now a brief overview of the philosophy and the strategies
it authorizes, but some caveats are in order. Whole language is a
complex phenomenon with at least a twenty-year history and an in
ternational scope. The brief description of whole language beliefs
that follows is based on a study I undertook with two colleagues
who are professors of education, William Blanton and Gary Moor
man, which was published as "The Rhetoric of Whole Language"
in Reading Research Quarterly. This study focused on the writings of
"expert" theoreticians-that is, university education professors-of
whole language, almost all of them American. Our fIndings were
therefore tentative, since whole language is defIned and imple
mented differently in different national contexts and institutional
settings. The articles we examined were presentations of and argu
ments for the ideas that should guide whole language practice. We
tried to identify the most widely shared ideas and strategies of the
movement, the lessons practitioners take away from their encoun
ters with the experts.
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The strategy that perhaps best characterizes whole language is its
rejection of basal reading programs in favor of children's literature.
Basal reading systems claim that they can quantify reading pro
fIciency, provide readings appropriate to the student's level of com
petence, and instill skills that enable the student to move to a higher
level. Whole language proponents argue that such systems reduce
teachers to technicians, rob students of reading choices, and distort
the process of reading acquisition because they are based on flawed
conceptions of language and learning. Basal systems work on the
assumption that language learning can be divided into distinct
skills which are acquired through carefully designed exercises.
Whole language proponents argue that language is a complexly uni
fIed fleld-a "whole"-in which students should be immersed so
that they can develop their literacy at their own pace, following their
own inclinations. Whole language instructors therefore provide a
wide range of children's books and encourage student-generated lit
eracy activities. As Edelsky and Smith describe a whole language
classroom,

there are few "instructional materials," no workbooks, no graded
series of basals or texts, no grammar or spelling exercises. Instead,
children read trade books and newspapers, use reference materials
not necessarily written for school use, write stories for publication,
receive spelling and punctuation instruction as it is appropriate to
the piece of writing they are working on, and produce a variety of
other kinds of writing. (25)

Whole language teachers try to create an atmosphere or community
of literacy into which students are invited to enter. Rather than rely
on prepackaged materials, many teachers make use of language ma
terials from the students' environment, such as road signs and cereal
boxes, and readings that entertain and inform children, such as
poems, songs, folktales, and mythology (Reutzel and Hollingsworth
407).

This difference in classroom method and atmosphere is based on
a different understanding of language acquisition. Whole language
argues that literacy learning should follow the pattern of speech ac
quisition. That is, young children learn to speak and understand not
by being taught discreet skills, but by being immersed in relation
ships mediated by speech. They learn to speak because they have a
personal need to speak, and they learn the rules of spoken commu
nication in the process of attempting to address others. Whole lan
guage proponents argue by analogy that the best way to teach read-
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ing and writing is to create environments in which children read be
cause they want to learn about a topic that matters to them and write
because they need to make contact with signifIcant others within
their community (Altwerger, Edelsky, and Flores 145). They need a
classroom full of books to choose from, time for reading and writ
ing, and other motivated students to communicate with. Whole lan
guage is based on the faith that children are naturally capable of lit
eracy and will acquire it if they are placed in the right environment.

The child as learner is at the center of whole language philosophy
and pedagogy. Children not only choose what they read but also
generate their own writing topics, decide on themes for study and
research, and share their work with other students (Yetta Goodman
114). Children make sense of the world through language, and they
learn about language by engaging in that sense-making activity, as
a by-product of the desire to learn and to express ideas about an im
portant topic. Ken Goodman says that "learning to read and write
occurs when reading and writing are used to learn ..." ('~ccess to
Literacy" 306). Literacy learning at its best is inadvertent. Students
who read a lot because what they are reading matters to them will
pick up the conventions and usages of written language, and stu
dents who write a lot because they have ideas to share with a com
munity that matters to them are open to instruction on the conven
tions they have not yet mastered.

Obviously this focus on student learning changes the role of the
teacher. Many whole language practitioners describe this as a change
from teacher as dispenser of information to teacher as facilitator of
learning. Yetta Goodman describes it this way:

The teacher is viewed as a co-learner with the students. The envi
ronment is a democratic one in which the teacher and the learners
collaboratively set agreed-upon goals. Teachers are knowledgeable
about students as well as content, but their major commitment is to
plan learning experiences that build on the background and expe
rience of the learners. (114)

Whole language teachers are encouraged to think of themselves as
learners rather than as experts. It is not necessary for the teacher to
have expert knowledge of every topic a student might choose. It is
the teacher's role to help the student learn and to learn along with
the student in the process.

Whole language theorists are clear that there are political impli
cations to the philosophy. School districts and administrators can
not determine the curriculum; it is negotiated between teachers and
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students. Designers of basal readers cannot decide what children
will read; children decide for themselves. Language ability cannot
be judged by performance on standardized tests; it must be holisti
cally assessed within the literacy environment devised by the teacher
and students. Power is therefore decentered, localized, dispersed.
The philosophy depends on trust rather than on control.

It is not my purpose in this essay to assess the truth or falsity of
these premises. Many whole language practices are convincingly
described in the literature. They seem to me to make sense on the
level of classroom practice, even if I have serious questions about
some of the implicit assumptions behind the philosophy that pro
vides their context, as I will argue later. My point is that they are seen
by members of the whole language movement as defIning charac
teristics, and they have galvanized teachers into changing their
methods and their ways of thinking about themselves and their
work. Many teachers have invested great emotion in their conver
sion to whole language, and their writing has a vibrant narrative
force generated by a rejection of limiting premises and a discovery
of new perspectives.

Whole language teachers are storytellers. They tell stories about
how they fIrst heard of whole language, how they became dis
satisfIed with the old order, how they experienced conversion, and
how whole language shapes a day in class, or an experience with a
struggling writer, or a year's experiments with new methods. They
tell stories of restlessness that leads to questioning and discovery,
stories of transformation, conflict, and renewal. They publish their
stories in support groups, in professional journals, at conferences
and meetings, and in books aimed at practicing teachers. They often
collaborate with education professors, reporting on classroom re
search and observation. Their narratives provide a rich ethnogra
phy of everyday practice within a thorough rethinking of the
premises of literacy teaching. These are the stories of practitioners
become vernacular theorists. They have been forced by a crisis in
their personal-professional lives to question their enterprise down
to its roots and to construct new theories of learning and language.
At every step this quest brings the practitioners into contact with
academic theory, a world of intellectual dispute and systematic ex
position. These academic theorists have written what would usually
be thought of as the theory of the movement, but the practitioners'
stories also contribute to that theory and describe the context of
struggle from which theoretical questions emerge.
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The teaching practices promoted by the whole language move
ment encourage self-reflection by teachers. Since the curriculum
and the daily plan are not provided by publishers or administrators,
whole language teaching "requires active and informed decision
making on the part of the teacher, decision making based upon per
ception and close observation of children as language users," says
Veronica A. McDermott, a teacher in the Patchogue-Medford schools
in New York (36). In their study of whole language support groups,
Nancy Mack and Ella Moore argue that the movement helps to cre
ate "a Freirian critical self-consciousness to critique all their class
room practices again and again, even the newest whole language
ones" (119). These critical reflections occur because

Whole language teachers do not learn to teach in a whole language
way; they actually create a theory of whole language in their own
classroom, individually and from the ground up. All teachers of
reading and writing already operate from a theory of learning,
even if that theory is largely implicit and unconscious. The whole
language teacher uses the daily events in the classroom as an ac
tive means to construct theory. (119)

While I am not as confIdent as Mack and Moore about the ability of
whole language teachers to be critical about whole language itself
almost all the narratives I have read have been relentlessly posi
tive-I would agree that whole language teachers have produced a
signifIcant body of theoretical work.

I would cite briefly as examples three articles from Barbara Kief
er's collection of teacher-written essays from Language Arts. All are
works of theory arising from practitioners' reflections on the issues
raised by their methods. Carol S. Avery's "First Grade Thinkers Be
coming Literate" grew out of her students' reactions to the Challenger
disaster. At fIrst they all thought they knew why the tragedy oc
curred, but as they read and heard more about the event, they real
ized that no one was sure of the cause. Avery reacts in particular to
Stephen, one of her young students, who followed the story on TV,
in the papers, and through conversations with his dad. He came to
understand that experts had fInally concluded that the problem was
in the O-ring seals of the booster rocket. Avery learns from Stephen
a new way of defIning literacy. It is the ability to conduct indepen
dent inquiry that constitutes literacy, not just the ability to decipher
print. When she concludes with the quiet but triumphant assertion
that "Stephen is literate," she is making an argument for a pedagogy
based on student inquiry, one that reinforces students' curiosity
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about the world and teaches them that they can take advantage of
all the media in order to answer questions that matter to them. E.
Wendy Saul's" 'What Did Leo Feed the Turtle?' and Other Nonlit
erary Questions" was inspired by her dissatisfaction with the iden
tifIcation questions that basal readers provide. She sets out in this
essay to defIne what is a properly literary question, and she sets her
students the same task. She and they reject identifIcation questions
that have a defInitive correct answer and open-ended "issue" ques
tions that are matters of opinion. They try to generate questions
about narrative structure, character development, and other ele
ments of the stories they read. Both Saul and Avery engage in theo
retical reflection about the nature of literacy and interpretation, and
even more important they engage their students in the same theo
retical activity. They encourage their students to think about not just
what they read but how they read it. Richard Van Dongen's essay
"Children's Narrative Thought, at Home and at School" is based on
his own practice, but it also shows extensive knowledge of academic
literary theories of narrative as a way of knowing and as a cultural
force. His practice led him to research the issues that it raised, and
he takes his scholarship in theory back into the classroom where
students work to tell their stories. These essays are among many in
spired by the whole language movement's commitment to reflective
practice. The teachers are researchers in the classroom, and they
have chosen the narrative mode to present their fIndings because it
allows them to stay close to the details of the everyday, even as they
examine the structures of thought that shape it.

Saul, Avery, and Van Dongen are all committed whole language
teachers who raise theoretical questions out of their ongoing prac
tice. Other teachers write of the process that led them to whole lan
guage, beginning with their own dissatisfaction with teaching
under basal systems. Gloria Kauffman and Kathy G. Short, third
grade teachers from Indiana, complain in their article "Teachers and
Students as Decision Makers: Creating a Classroom for Authors"
about their frustration at the boredom and lack of creativity in the
basal classroom. This sense of frustration is common in the litera
ture. It articulates a feeling that the students are being sacrifIced to
the system and that teachers are being stifled, serving as technicians
rather than as creative thinkers. Whole language teachers describe
the mode they have left behind in metaphors that express the frus
tration they have escaped. They see the old way as authoritarian,
turning the teacher into a "taskmistress," the classroom into a "do-
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main" in which the teacher rules. They feel that their old methods
reduced the students to passivity, "feeding" or "transmitting" them
information. The teacher in this model is a "know-it-all," assuming
the ignorance of the student, taking on the role of the eternal expert.

Teachers who convert to a whole language philosophy say that
they become learners in the classroom, not experts, facilitators, not
rulers. They describe the passage from one mode to the other in dra
matic terms, as "a most adventurous and stimulating journey"
(Stone), a life transition, a paradigm shift. Teacher Anne Davies says,
"I could never go back to the old way of teaching. It's just not as sat
isfying. Now, I'm ready to go all the time. I never know what's going
to happen and where [the students] might lead me" (Mickelson and
Davies 16). Patricia McNeilly, a fIrst-grade teacher from Ohio, de
scribes the change as a battle between "my traditional self" and "my
more adventuresome self" (Kiefer 34). Mark Dressman, in his study
of whole language teachers, says that their stories begin with "an un
derlying job dissatisfaction, stemming from a lack of autonomous de
cision-making power ..." (14), and that they end with the teacher in
what he or she sees as "an alternative, even oppositional stance" (6).

The crisis in this narrative of transformation is the moment at
which the teacher questions current assumptions. He or she realizes
that it is not just that the methods are wrong, but that they are based
on a flawed philosophy. This means that changes have to be deep
and dramatic. Judith Newman describes "critical incidents" in teach
ers' lives, "occurrences that let us see with new eyes some aspect of
what we do. They make us aware of the beliefs and assumptions
that underlie our instructional practices" (Finding Our Own Way 17).
Unless the changes go that deep, the teacher is not going through
the paradigm shift that whole language requires. Teachers write
about the necessity to "examine your beliefs" (Siu-Runyan 68), or re
think your self-concept (Whitt 493). Michael Coughlan, in his essay
''A Belief System under Siege," narrates the process by which he rec
ognized that he had a theory, even though he had always thought of
himself as a pragmatic practitioner. He could then see his "personal
guidebook," the principles he had derived from his old-style prac
tice, as a defense mechanism, "my own unconscious Maginot line
... reassuringly safe as long as the assumptions were allowed to
stand" (124). Clearly these teachers are going through a process of
theoretical reflection. They have come to the realization that their
everyday practice makes sense inside a system of meaning and be
lief, and that changing the everyday requires bringing that system
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to the surface and considering alternatives. Most teachers who go
through the transformation get to this point on their own, or under
the influence of peers. They may have heard about whole language,
but they have usually not studied the manifestos of the movement.
But the very existence of whole language as an alternative proves
that the old ways are not inevitable, that they can be subjected to cri
tique.

The narrative I have outlined so far emphasizes the active role of
teachers in transforming their practice and rethinking their pre
mises. I have called them vernacular theorists because their theoret
ical work goes on without the teachers themselves thinking of it in
those terms. But it does not go on without contact with expert the
ory. Almost all whole language teachers who tell their story give
credit to academic experiences as catalysts for change. The contact
might begin with an in-service presentation by a whole language
expert, or a colleague might lend the teacher a whole language arti
cle, or the teacher might return to graduate school in search of re
newal. Reading the academic theory of whole language gives the
teacher a new vocabulary and a new set of expectations about how
teaching and learning should occur.

Proponents of whole language often describe the movement as a
"grassroots" phenomenon. They contrast it with teaching programs
mandated by powerful authorities and packaged by publishers. The
term "grassroots" always confers rhetorical power; it suggests au
thenticity and political passion. The term has been useful for the
whole language movement, promoting unity with the energy of in
tellectual resistance. But the term obscures the role that academi
cally certifIed experts have played in the movement. The grassroots
teachers in whole language may be resisting the authoritarian ex
pertise of the publishers and bureaucrats, but they have turned to
other experts in academe to defIne the terms of that resistance. My
contention is that the expert theory they encountered has provided
a mixed legacy to the movement, at once promoting and foreclosing
critical, theoretical reflection.

Many teachers attest to the crucial role of expert theory in their
development. Michael Coughlin, who called his old ideas an "un
conscious Maginot line," tells us that he was able to defIne his own
theory because his grad school introduction to whole language
served as a viable alternative that brought the existence of his the
ory out into the open (124). Other teachers go out of their way to en
courage their readers to take a course or read a scholarly article.
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"Carol," one of the teachers interviewed by Priscilla L. GriffIth and
Janell Klesins in '~ Whole Language Flight Plan," puts it this way:
"you can't diagnose if you don't know what you're looking for, and
you can't organize if you don't know what you need to organize"
(12-13). Whole language encourages teachers to be learners-to be
scholars confIdent enough to do independent research on problems
they encounter in their teaching, and to be ethnographic or obser
vational researchers in their own classroom. The interesting essays
in Leslie Patterson et al., Teachers Are Researchers, attest to this de
velopment. I will return later to assess the strengths and weaknesses
of some of those essays, but they and many others do point to the
positive influence of whole language experts on the practitioners
they encounter. "Reflective practice" is essential to the whole lan
guage teacher because he or she has to make so many crucial deci
sions in the free-flowing fIeld of daily practice. And whole language
always reminds teachers of what is at stake in choices of method and
approach. Thinking about practice can always lead to thinking
about theory.

Academically certifIed experts in whole language also tell their
stories. Calling themselves "change agents," they describe themselves
as encouraging in teachers the self-reflection necessary for the move
ment to whole language. They are careful to say that whole language
cannot be imposed on teachers. Janet Files in "Learning from Teach
ers How to Support Their Growth" sees herself as "lead[ing] from be
hind" because "change cannot be imposed from without.. . change
only occurs when an individual has the opportunity to reflect on ex
periences ..." (51-52). She argues that just as whole language teach
ers need to trust student learning, teacher trainers need to "trust
that the teacher-learner knows why she is making certain curricular
decisions" (55). Judith M. Newman's fascinating book Interwoven
Conversations: Learning and Teaching through Critical Reflection is an
extended narrative of such a training experience. Newman's gradu
ate class comprised practicing teachers who came to the class ex
pecting to be lectured to but found that Newman had designed the
course to be driven by the needs of the teachers themselves. They set
the agenda, found the readings, and designed their own writing.
Newman's idea was to model a whole language approach and to
honor the directions dictated by the teachers. Experts can provide,
teachers report, "theories and practices in integrated learning per
spectives that can be used, not as accepted wisdom, but as rich, gen
erative conceptual frameworks" (Pappas et al. 302).
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But there is also clearly an assumption in the writings of these
change agents that if teachers do engage authentically in critical
reflection, they will become whole language teachers. When Yvonne
Siu-Runyan reports in "Supporting Teacher Growth" that she wants
to help teachers make the paradigm shift into whole language, she
never doubts that if teachers "examine [their] beliefs" they will make
the same shift that she proposes. Janet Files calls those who resist the
change "yes-buts" who see the problems with the old ways but can't
yet accept the practicality of the new, and Glenellen Pace calls them
"saboteurs." Pace's article "Stories of Teacher-Initiated Change from
Traditional to Whole Language Literacy Instruction" works on the
assumption that whole language is based on the latest and best em
pirical fIndings, so that "change" in this direction is by defInition
"growth" and growth is a movement toward the truth. I did not see
any evidence in reading the stories of experts as change agents that
a teacher might engage in reflection, take a critical look at the as
sumptions behind his or her practice, and then affIrm rather than re
ject them, or that the experts believe that a teacher could authenti
cally reject the whole language approach. The assumption here is that
whole language is the right and proper new paradigm, and that re
sistance to it will be overcome if the teacher is honest and open.

I contend that this sense of certainty in the whole language move
ment limits the self-critical reflections of its practitioners. Despite
the experts' occasional claims that teachers are encouraged to ques
tion whole language itself, I saw little evidence in the literature to
support those claims. Whole language teachers almost always tell
stories that are in comic rather than tragic genres. That is, the story
almost always leads to success and renewal rather than to failure or
even equivocation; conflicts are overcome, problems are eliminated,
teachers and students are better off for their experiments with the
new approaches. I did not see any stories in which a teacher con
verted to the whole language philosophy, experimented with it in
the classroom, and then decided it did not work for her. The stories
tend to begin with dissatisfaction, move through serious question
ing of assumptions, and end with a happy adoption of new ideas,
which then produce personal and professional satisfaction.

Several of the essays in Teachers Are Researchers are moving testi
monials to whole language ideas that have transformed the teacher's
practice. What makes these narratives moving is their focus on how
a teacher's interactions with one child or a small group have become
more intense and authentic. In both Phyllis E. Whitin's "Finding a
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Voice: One Girl's Journey" and Katie Wood's ''A Case Study of a
Writer" the teacher sees in vivid human detail the difference that
whole language makes. Kids who never succeeded before fInd a per
sonal voice and a new way of thinking about themselves, and teach
ers learn the virtue of whole language values like patience and let
ting go. These stories are typical of the narratives of whole language
practice. The experiment always works. There is always a happy end
ing. I am not suggesting that the writers of such stories are distort
ing the facts; on the contrary, I am struck by their sincerity and con
viction. The problem is not with individual conviction but with an
overall pattern of self-congratulation within the movement. The
whole language literature produced by practitioners is full of nar
ratives of confIrmation. They are written from within the new para
digm, and they do not from what I've seen routinely subject the new
assumptions to critical scrutiny.

One such narrative of confIrmation is an account of a whole lan
guage program in a school for the deaf, written by Jean Anne Clyde
and Mark W. F. Condon from the University of Louisville and Kath
leen Daniel and Aary Kenna Sommer from the Louisville Deaf Oral
School (in Patterson et al.). Their story confIrms the effectiveness of
an important whole language practice-exposing students to read
ing materials that include vocabulary that has not yet been taught to
the student. The argument runs that if students are truly interested
in the text, they will make what sense of it they can, be inspired to
acquire unfamiliar vocabulary, and be affIrmed by their experience
with challenging writing. The teachers from the school for the deaf
are worried that this method will not work with their students, who
have so much trouble mastering even the simplest vocabulary. The
new practices, which the teachers have found for themselves and
implemented at the encouragement of the whole language experts
with whom they have been cooperating, turn out to be successful,
and the students' reading improves in discernible ways. What strikes
me about this narrative is the way that this confIrmation of whole
language principles leaves out any examination or even mention of
the cultural politics behind the oral method of teaching the deaf. The
authors do not even acknowledge the existence of sign language or
the controversies between oral and signed communication in deaf
education, which bear directly on the question being considered,
since sign language advocates argue precisely that their method al
lows students to acquire vocabulary more quickly than they do in
the midst of their struggle to acquire oral language. It seems to me
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that this narrative of confIrmation actively discourages critical re
flection on important pedagogical assumptions. These particular
assumptions are charged with a cultural politics that goes unac
knowledged precisely because the story is out to confIrm the pow
erful new paradigm of whole language.

Many of the practitioners who write stories of whole language
success seem to have moved from moments of intense and resistant
theoretical activity to a commitment to a new philosophy that is no
longer subjected to radical skepticism. Clearly this accepting atti
tude is fostered by the claims of whole language experts that it rests
on a convincing and defInitive empirical base, but I believe that it is
also a function of whole language rhetoric, which accomplishes the
ideological operation of making whole language seem natural and
inescapable. A careful examination of the rhetoric of whole lan
guage experts suggests that it is organized around fIgurative oppo
sitions with great persuasive power.

One of the most influential of those oppositions is natural versus
artificial. Whole language experts frequently characterize their own
methods and practices as "natural," "real," and "authentic," while
their opponents' practices are "artifIcial" and "inauthentic." The con
flict between children's books and basal readers is often couched in
these terms. Ken Goodman contrasts "natural learning," "authentic
texts," "whole, real texts," or "real written language" with the "pro
prietary technology," "synthetic texts," and "industrial product" of
the basal readers. He calls for texts that are "whole, relevant, real, in
context, and functional," to replace the "instructional technology"
that has dominated reading pedagogy.1 In whole language discourse
"real" and "natural" are of course always positive terms, and they
are always opposed to the powerfully negative terms of "technol
ogy" and the "synthetic"-the artifIcial.

Harste makes use of the same fIgurative patterns in his descrip
tion of the process of learning to read. He refers to "what readers nat
urally do" and opposes "real literacy" to "school literacy" which by
obvious inference must be unreal. He also asserts that "writing leads
naturally to reading." Student writing is also described frequently
in terms of this natural versus artifIcial opposition. For Edelsky and

1. See Goodman's '~ccess to Literacy: Basals and Other Barriers" (1989),
"Revaluing Readers and Reading" (1982), "Whole Language is Whole: A Response
to Heymsfeld" (1989), and "Whole Language Research: Foundations and Develop
ment" (1989).
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Smith, good student writing comes from pedagogic situations that
foster "an imitation, a facsimile, a substitute, 'writing' rather than
writing" (24). Farris and Kaczmarski repeat Edelsky and Smith's
language, and also cast the opposition as one between "authentic"
and "inauthentic" writing. This opposition is also present in the nar
ratives produced by whole language practitioners, though it is much
less prevalent. Tim O'Keefe's '~ Year in the Life of a Whole Lan
guage Teacher" is full of concern about "authentic" reading and "real
life" writing (46). This opposition runs deep in whole language writ
ing, and it is not examined critically within the movement. Its func
tion is ideological, in the sense that it argues implicitly that whole
language is connected to the real itself, which in a sense ends all
need for reflection and debate. Is it possible to oppose a method that
is natural and real?

Associating whole language with the natural is a powerful rhe
torical strategy in that it taps into one of the most positive terms in
the language, reduces the complex arguments between whole lan
guage and other reading programs to a simple opposition, and
loads the deck emotionally in favor of whole language-no one can
get enthusiastic about the artifIcial, the unnatural. And if whole lan
guage has discovered the "natural" way that children learn to read
and write, no further questioning of assumptions is necessary. In
these terms, whole language is not based on assumptions, it is based
on "truth." It thus becomes an ideological system that discourages
further critical reflection.

Another prevalent and powerful opposition in whole language
rhetoric associates the movement with "ownership" and contrasts it
with systems that impose external control. Whole language allows
students and teachers "ownership" of their reading and writing,
while basal systems and other reading programs are imposed by ex
ternal controls such as publishers and administrators. Au et al. set
the tone when they defIne "ownership" as the most important ele
ment of a whole language framework: "Students' ownership of lit
eracy is the overarching goal in the framework," they argue (5). And
Reutzel and Hollingsworth asserts that language instruction should
"foster a feeling among students of ownership of the curriculum
and their own learning" (411). This feeling can be brought about by
specifIC pedagogical decisions, such as allowing students to "choose
their own topics for composition rather than responding to a teacher
imposed topic" (411). As this quote suggests, the opposite of own
ership is external control, which is always portrayed negatively.
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Farris and Kaczmarski emphasize the personal ownership of "au
thentic writing" by describing how it is "initiated by the students
themselves, often with their arms and bodies curved over their writ
ings to ensure privacy" (79). This image of students protecting their
own writing-as-possession could stand as an emblem of the whole
language movement's metaphor of ownership.

Whole language also speaks frequently of teachers' classroom ex
perience in terms of "ownership." Teachers and students work to
gether to oppose the power of forces outside the classroom. Shan
non portrays the contrast in this manner: "Basals are big business
and publishers are in the business of selling books. Anything that
will diminish teachers' use of basals-such as classroom level con
trol over lessons-is unlikely to fInd too much support among pub
lishers and editors" (631). Administrators and publishers are always
described with fIgures of speech suggesting intrusion and dictato
rial power. Ken Goodman, for example, describes the "imperatives"
of the publishers, whose "sales pitch for school decision makers is
trust the program, not the teachers" (''l\.ccess to Literacy" 304). Alt
werger and Flores make use of the negative term "subordination" to
describe the effects of basals: "one might describe students in a basal
reading program as 'objects' rather than 'active subjects' of the learn
ing process" (289). The subordination is in fact double, they argue:
"Though students may be subordinate to teachers, teachers are sub
ordinate to the program" (290).

This opposition of personal ownership of literacy versus external
control is linguistically and politically oversimplifIed, even if it is
rhetorically effective. The metaphor of ownership is used so fre
quently in whole language discourse that it becomes an unques
tioned cliche. It shows up even in the incessant use of phrases like
"his own" or "their own." Students must make reading "their own,"
they must author books of "their own," they must make the class
room "their own," along with teachers who must make the educa
tional process "their own." These metaphors of privacy work against
an understanding of the social nature of language and literacy, which
whole language claims as one of its premises. What it might mean
to exert private ownership over language is examined only super
fIcially.

On the political level, the demonization of external forces that op
pose "ownership" leads to a misunderstanding of publishing and of
educational politics. Basal readers are often attacked in whole lan
guage writings because they allow publishers to exert an external
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control over readers, whereas the use of "real" books is said to give
readers freedom to choose and thus to "own" their reading experi
ence. But "real" books are also the products of (often the same) pub
lishers, and are written with specifIC audiences and publishers' de
sires in mind. The power of the publishers is less direct but no less
formidable in the creation of children's literature than in the pro
duction of basal readers. And the fact that children are given a lim
ited range of consumer choices certainly does not free them from the
"external controls" of the marketplace. The same kind of analysis
could be extended to the whole language movement's persistent
portrayal of school boards and curriculum committees as external
forces. It is politically naive to imagine an educational system in
which there would be no hierarchies, no flow of power from outside
the classroom. Schools are social systems and they are integral parts
of larger social systems, and such systems cannot exist without
power flowing into and through them. It is important to maintain
the need for teachers to make decisions in the classroom and for stu
dents to direct their learning, but teachers and students will always
act in relation to what whole language proponents too often think of
as external powers.

These two oppositions-natural versus artifIcial and ownership
versus external control-work together as a powerful ideological
force in whole language discourse, connecting the natural with
ownership and the artifIcial with external control. These connec
tions are explicit in whole language writings. Farris and Kaczmar
ski, for example, connect authentic writing-what comes "naturally"
to students-to ownership: "Children need to decide what they,
themselves, will write about, what they will say about it, and how
much attention to pay to each aspect of it. This is authentic writing.
The children are writing for a purpose; the decision is theirs on what
to write. Thus, they are owners of their own work" (79). D. Goodman
similarly associates authenticity and ownership: "Students need to
be engaged in authentic learning situations so that they can per
ceive a need for reading and writing. For this reason, students must
have choices about topics, materials, and activities, and ownership
of their own reading and writing progress" (275). The association
between the authentic, the natural, the real, and private ownership,
and the connection between the artifIcial and the externally im
posed, the social and political, is deep in the logic of whole language.
ArtifIcial environments and activities, from their perspective, are
those that are imposed by forces outside the classroom. Ownership
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by students and teachers, on the other hand, allows students to per
form "naturally" and to produce "real" literacy.

To associate personal ownership with the natural is to reaffIrm
one of the basic elements of American bourgeois ideology. This as
sociation makes the implicit argument that private ownership is the
natural economy of the human state, and it makes the argument all
the more effectively by being implicit. It is the purpose of ideology,
after all, to make current economic relations and social systems seem
natural and inevitable. The whole language movement contributes
to that conservative process. It suggests that social life is inauthen
tic and artifIcial, and that it is only private life that is real and au
thentic. Paradoxically, the radical educational change advocated in
the whole language literature requires action precisely in the public
sphere that whole language portrays as unreal and inauthentic. The
message that the private should prevail over the public and the po
litical is omnipresent in current American culture, and its deep pres
ence in whole language keeps the movement safely within the cor
porate and hierarchical system of thinking it claims to reject.

The ideological effects of whole language discourse explain in
part the apparent absence or at least marginalization of writings by
whole language practitioners that disconfIrm or call into question
the premises of whole language itself. Teachers are encouraged by
whole language experts to think theoretically-to a point. Teachers
should interrogate their old assumptions and understand the theo
retical premises of their new practices, but they are not encouraged
to turn the interrogation against whole language, to search for dis
confIrmations that might lead to further theoretical change.

But whole language practitioners are also constrained theoreti
cally by the pressures of practice itself. Teachers engage in a cultural
practice that produces complex social effects. They are led to theory
in part by their perception that their old practices did not produce
the effects they desired, or to put the issue in more affective terms,
that their students were damaged by the systems teachers were forced
to impose. Their interest in theory is fInally driven by pragmatic de
sires for a pedagogy that affIrms and energizes students. Teachers
who have gone through the diffIcult and emotional process of losing
faith in old methods, questioning their own values and beliefs, and
exploring a new philosophy and the new classroom life it encour
ages are not likely to continue in theoretical reflection if the new as
sumptions make daily living more satisfying. Practitioners who en-
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gage in theory cannot be constantly revising their premises, given
that they need some premises in order to practice at all.

But the expert theorists of whole language are nevertheless re
sponsible for allowing their ideas to become ideological constructs
for a new orthodoxy. If you claim that your ideas have privileged ac
cess to the natural and the real, you cannot be surprised if those
ideas rigidify. Only a radical openness to critical reflection can keep
a movement from becoming a new orthodoxy. As whole language
becomes packaged by publishers and mandated from the top down
by education bureaucrats, it will be interesting to see if its institu
tional success-its incorporation into systems of authority-pro
duces practitioners who rebel against it and subject it to a new, in
surgent theoretical critique.



7
Pedagogy and Vernacular Theory

It has been the goal of this book to demonstrate the ex
istence of theoretical work outside the academic disciplines of theory.
We have seen it among practitioners, activists, fans, and visionaries
all of them subject positions that might routinely be contrasted with
the theoretical. And in each of these cases I have argued that the for
mal discourses that were the subject of my analysis were signs of a
less traceable but more extensive daily practice of theory by people
who would never think of their practice in those terms and might
even be hostile to what they would defIne as theory. I have argued
that the activity of questioning the premises that guide practice is
widespread and normal in contemporary culture. This is not to deny
the power of those epistemological premises as rules of behavior and
interpretation, but it does deny that the academy is the only institu
tion that encourages such questioning. We have seen theoretical ques
tioning supported and encouraged in advertising agencies and grade
school classrooms, in social and political movements, and in the ex
perience of popular culture-all of them institutions more com
monly associated with reproducing the social order than with ques
tioning it. In all of these institutions and in many others, individuals
can and do come to the point of raising questions about the rules
that defIne the institution itself and guide its practices. They are ver
nacular theorists.

Paulo Freire describes the "astuteness" of oppressed peoples, their
hard-won skill in constructing "the cultural expression[s] through
which people articulate their rebelliousness against the dominant"
(Literacy 137). To Freire, it is a matter of cultural and even physical
survival for oppressed people to question the terms that defIne them.
I have argued in this book that vernacular theory can also be pro-
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duced by subjects who work within dominant discourses, in effect by
almost anyone, depending on specific institutional situations. Terry
Eagleton sees this ability as almost inborn:

Children make the best theorists, since they have not yet been edu
cated into accepting our routine social practices as "natural," and
so insist on posing to those practices the most embarrassingly gen
eral and fundamental questions, regarding them with a wondering
estrangement which we adults have long forgotten. Since they do
not yet grasp our social practices as inevitable, they do not see why
we might not do things entirely differently. "Where does capitalism
come from, mummy?" is thus the prototypical theoretical question,
one which usually receives what one might term a Wittgensteinian
reply: "This is just the way we do things, dear." It is those children
who remain discontent with this shabby parental response who tend
to grow up to be emancipatory theorists, unable to conquer their
amazement at what everyone else seems to take for granted. (34)

James Sosnoski, in his article "Students as Theorists," argues that "the
activity of theorizing ... is in everyone's repertoire" (283-84). He
calls the practice "spontaneous theorizing ... the self-reflexive ac
tivity during which we raise questions about what we are doing. The
ory may be what gets published, but spontaneous theorizing is the
condition of its possibility" (284). This is a book about such "spon
taneous theorizing" as it occurs within many powerful cultural in
stitutions.

If theory is a practice in the everyday, what is the role of school
ing in its production? Does formal, in-school pedagogy reinforce or
repress theoretical practice? If schools are agencies for teaching and
enforcing the rules of practice, can they also teach the process of ques
tioning those rules? What would be the strategies of a pedagogy for
vernacular theory?

Any pedagogy of theory will be caught up in the rules it is help
ing its students to deconstruct. This epistemological entrapment ex
plains why schools, despite their agenda of indoctrination, can allow
and even foster theory. Individuals can question the rules of the
everyday because the rules allow questioning. The rules are not time
less, they are historical. They change all the time, as anyone who
plays any game with rules knows. Stanley Fish says in his influential
essay "Change" that "the code is not monolithic and self-confIrming;
it is an entirely flexible instrument for organizing experience in a way
that does not preclude but renders inevitable its own modifIcation"
(151). Questioning allows the rules to change, to adapt to new cir
cumstances. Some rules allow more questioning than others; some
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you can question right down to their right to exist-without break
ing the rules.

And while this is so, while theory can never transcend the rules
and move into a space of pure freedom, it can and does serve im
portant cultural and personal ends. It can and does lead to social
change, though there is no way to predict the political direction of
that change. It may not be emancipatory; it can be conservative and
even reactionary. Theory can question the rules and then endorse
them. It can work itself free from one set of rules only by virtue of
accepting another already existing and systematically related set. It
cannot step outside the practice it questions, and we would not want
it to. Theory would then lead to an unbearable loneliness, an abso
lute detachment horrible to contemplate. And it doesn't. It is a cul
turally defIned practice, connected up to all other practices, possible
only in the lived culture of social institutions. Theory may be dis
turbing and even disruptive, but its goal is never the destruction of
the practice or the rejection of premises as such. Its function is to
question premises, make clear that other ways of thinking are pos
sible, and create a rhetoric of change. Schools, which have as one of
their roles the reproduction of the social order, can therefore allow
and even encourage theoretical questioning as a necessary function
within that order. And a pedagogy for vernacular theory can take
advantage of that opportunity to encourage a questioning conscious
ness in students, even when they enter institutions that actively dis
courage critical thought.

My claim is that schools do not create so much as support and re
fIne theoretical practice. There may be some individuals who learn
in school how to question the premises behind practice, but many
others learn it on the job, in the family, in encounters with mass cul
ture, in religious training, in street life-in the practices of the every
day. There is no question that schooling can encourage theoretical
practice. How else explain the existence of theory as a discipline?
But of course schooling often works against such questioning. It drills
in the rules of particular practices and hides or mystifIes premises,
claiming they are based on truth itself. It is often mechanistic, teach
ing only the skills required for the workforce; it imposes as outright
moral virtues the values of the compliant worker. But it also encour
ages, at some sites and for system-specifIc purposes, the practice of
questioning those skills and values.

So how can educators encourage vernacular theory, and why
should they? The primary requirement is to honor the theoretical
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skills and practices that students bring to the classroom. If it is the
goal of teachers of cultural theory to encourage students to reflect
on the premises of cultural practices and of their own interpretive
strategies, teachers should begin by recognizing that this is not a new
task for students. They live in a rich semiotic and discursive envi
ronment, and it should not surprise us to discover that they have re
flected on the rules that govern that environment. The typical un
dergraduate has been brought up in the same culture of the sign that
accounts for the very existence of contemporary theoretical models.
Cultural theory makes sense historically as the moment when an
economy and society based on information and image becomes
aware of itself. And our students have lived in that society as na
tives. They are competent in its rules of operation. They have expe
rienced a culture that values image over reality, that has replaced
production with information, that has developed a popular culture
of intricate semiotic sophistication and technical virtuosity, that de
ploys spectacular signs, that encourages the creation of personal
identity within those sign systems-that is, they have lived the post
modern, and they are adept at reading its artifacts. Just ask a fresh
man class to analyze an advertisement in terms of the messages that
are communicated by the clothes, the hairstyles, the cars, the interi
ors of homes, etc. They can do so with astonishing expertise. They
have tremendous "cultural literacy" in the sense of being able to
read the nonverbal signs of their culture. Semiotics is not a mystery
to them.

Students also come to the classroom with a strong sense of what
is at stake in these sign systems. They know these systems as the site
for identity formation. In postmodern culture, we construct identity
by the clothes we wear, the cars we drive, the houses we live in-by
our selections within the limited semiotic repertoire available in the
consumer market. No one understands this better than a kid cruis
ing through the mall, taking in the solicitations of the market, search
ing for the signs that will say what he needs to say, consuming his
way to a personal style. What brand of jeans to buy, what team jacket,
what sneaks to wear, what hairstyle? Kids know that these decisions
defIne the self and create group affIliations. They know that these
meanings are historical and cultural, that they shift over time and
across subcultural groups. Reading these signs accurately is, for some
students, literally a matter of life and death, since a certain shoe or
jacket can signify membership in a certain gang. Being able to read
such signs and understand their cultural signifIcance is a strategy
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for survival in youth culture. Such students will not be surprised to
hear the emphasis in cultural theory on identity construction, sign
systems, and capitalist markets.

A pedagogy for vernacular theory, then, would begin as a peda
gogy of the everyday, recognizing students as master interpreters
and canny theorists of the culture they inhabit. It is possible in vir
tually every discipline that borders on cultural studies to engage
students with texts they are native to, in order to explore interpre
tive strategies and theoretical issues central to the discipline. We can
begin with the theoretical work students have already done, and turn
it to use in developing their understanding of texts and cultures on
which they are not so expert. As Ira Shor demonstrates in Critical .
Teaching and Everyday Life, it is possible to investigate serious issues
in economics, ecology, geography, and business organization by be
ginning with the hamburger served in the cafeteria. In the fIeld of
literary studies, where I work, it is possible to begin with narratives
and poems and dramas from popular media, to fInd out what stu
dents already know about plot and character and point of view. If
they are fans of romance novels, they have thought about issues of
representation. If they watch MT\1, they have probably thought about
how surrealism and other innovative artistic methods serve the in
terests of a postmodern economy. Not of course in these terms-these
are vernacular theorists-but in a language of off-the-cuff commen
tary and gestural resistance. Peter McLaren in his essay "On Ideol
ogy and Education: Critical Pedagogy and the Cultural Politics of
Resistance" calls on teachers to make use of students' "street knowl
edge," which engages with and contests ideology on the site of the
body, creating a knowledge that is "performatively constituted" (191).
Students can articulate that somatized knowledge when they have
to, which is when that knowledge is contested or when it must be ar
ticulated to an outsider. We can get students to do what the academy
calls theory about the culture they inhabit, but we should remember
that students have been doing vernacular theory all their lives, and
not just in school settings. It is important to assert, though, that a
pedagogy for vernacular theory would only begin with student cul
ture and student theory, not end there. The theoretical strategies de
veloped in academic culture can only help the vernacular theorist
become more adept. And reading challenging and unfamiliar texts
can only sharpen theoretical understanding.

One of the distinct contributions that literary studies can make to
student awareness of culture is an encounter with narratives that re-
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sist easy interpretation, languages that can't be negotiated with a ges
ture. Students who come out of postmodern youth culture often
struggle with written texts, either of literature or of literary criticism
and theory. And the struggle is essential to their development as
theorists of the everyday. Reading literature slows these hyperspeed
readers down. Every sign has to be negotiated carefully. Ambigui
ties and misunderstandings threaten at every moment. Interpreta
tion goes into slow motion, and in that unavoidably self-conscious
reading mode, serious theoretical questions about reading and mean
ing are easy to raise. Reading literature forces students to reconsider
what they know about plot-mostly formulaic structures from
movies and sitcoms and comics-in the light of literary narratives
that don't follow the rules. Of course students have encountered lots
of texts in mass culture that don't follow the rules either, but they
may gain a new appreciation for them by encountering strange and
creative play with genre rules. And an encounter with academic the
ories of narrative will sharpen their ability to question the narratives
that dominate in everyday culture.

A pedagogy for vernacular theory would have to tap into and
take advantage of students' experiences as fans, especially as elite
fans. Chapter 3 of this book makes the argument that fan experience
encourages theoretical practice. Expert knowledge of a popular genre
leads some fans to ask questions about the rules of the genre and the
cultural effects it produces. Fans articulate these theoretical questions
in fanzines and other writings, but also in casual conversations
within fan culture. Their insights into genre defInition, culture and
commerce, and pop culture history can be transported into a more
academic pedagogy of cultural theory. We can assume that fans are
anything but naive about their obsessions, and their knowingness
can be the basis for a broader critical consciousness. Fans recognize
the need for dense and specifIc historical knowledge, and they know
that even the most knowledgeable fans will differ in their interpre
tation of texts. They know about the power of cultural products in
personal lives and identity formation. They know that culture is tan
gled up in money and politics. We can give them a more sophisti
cated vocabulary for talking about these issues, but the issues are al
ready part of their interpretive repertoire. A pedagogy for vernacular
theory would therefore begin with mass media and youth culture,
with popular forms and with the resistant readings and alternative
forms that proliferate within popular culture. It is particularly im
portant to recognize that there are resistant interpretive strategies
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and resistant texts within the culture of the everyday. As John Fiske
and many others have shown, mass-produced cultural texts are
only part of popular culture. They are occasions for interpretive
play among fans who read for their own purposes and create a pop
ular culture quite different from what the producers of mass media
might predict. No one could have predicted that gay men would take
on the works of Jacqueline Susann as camp icons or that punk fans
would enjoy covers of The Carpenters. Fans engage actively with the
culture available to them in mass media, and they often see through
the rigid limits of its texts and genres. This active, questioning, "no
madic" consciousness is perfectly ready for the strategies that aca
demic theory has to offer.

A pedagogy for theory would also take advantage of the knowl
edge of culture produced in subjects by their experience of social hi
erarchies and personal identity. No student who enters university
education today is innocent of identity politics, which opens up areas
of personal experience to theoretical questioning. If students have
already come to understand that something as intimate as personal
identity is caught up in politics and culture, they are already oper
ating as cultural theorists by the time they arrive in our classes. This
insight is particularly acute for students from marginalized and op
pressed groups, but no postmodern kid forgets his or her gender, race,
class, sexual orientation, and other group affIliations-whether
dominant or marginalized-or fails to understand the implications
of those identities for daily living. Thinking in such terms is vernac
ular cultural theory, in the sense that it takes personal identity not
as natural or given, but rather as a specifIC effect of more general
cultural forces. bell hooks gives a moving portrait of "the many
women and men who dare to create theory from the location of pain
and struggle" (74) in her essay "Theory as Liberatory Practice." Her
hope for an authentic and powerful feminist revolution recalls for
her the fIgure of a woman theorizing her situation in the midst of
political and cultural struggle. "Our search leads us back to where
it all began, to that moment when an individual woman or child,
who may have thought she was all alone, began a feminist uprising,
began to name her practice, indeed began to formulate theory from
lived experience" (74-75). This woman has moved beyond the iso
lating forces of a culture that teaches individualism before all to an
understanding that her situation is not unique, and that it can be ex
plained only in political and cultural terms. I contend that hooks's
woman is not an exception; she stands for all of our students who
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have come to see the intersection of the personal and the political,
who have theorized their own cultural situation.

What academic cultural theory can contribute to these expert
readers of cultural codes and subject positions is an opportunity for
encounters with radically different subjects with radically different
histories. It is possible for students simultaneously to be very canny
about the social forces that defIne their identity and still take their
own subject position as the real itself, against which radical differ
ences are dismissed as bizarre. Even though the day-to-day experi
ence of contemporary students includes complex negotiations with
difference across lines of gender, race, class, religion, etc., these differ
ences are often softened in youth culture by an offhand, hip, MTVee
jay style that can be adopted by almost anyone young. Encounters
with truly strange cultural texts and experiences are rare. Vernacu
lar theorists need to know that the world can be experienced differ
ently from different cultural and subjective positions, and educators
in the humanities and social sciences are uniquely placed to provide
students encounters with historically, geographically, and culturally
strange texts, whether canonical or multicultural. If students can
begin their pedagogy in cultural theory by articulating the rules of
their own cultural identity, they are then ready to interpret other
cultural identities-to acknowledge differences and similarities and
to recognize the role of their own rules in interpreting the actions of
others operating under other rules. Reciprocally, the encounter with
strange texts returns the student to the everyday with sharper the
oretical strategies for questioning the premises of his or her own cul
tural practices.

The danger of this suspiciously neat dialectic of familiar and
strange is that it can happen precisely at the expense of the student's
identity. The encounter with an unfamiliar canon that includes very
little or nothing from the student's everyday culture means that the
everyday can be devalued in comparison with the approved texts,
sanctioned by the elite culture to which education is supposed to
lead students to aspire. We have to be sure that the encounter with
strange texts is not arranged as an encounter with enshrined texts,
exempt from critical questioning. Stanley Aronowitz and Henry Gi
roux argue that

The objective of schooling, conscious or not, is among other things
to strip away what belongs to the student, to reconstitute his or her
formation in terms of the boundaries imposed by hegemonic intel
lectuals acting for the prevailing social order. The students who
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succeed in these terms must be stripped of their ethnicity, race, and
sex; if they are of working-class origin, their submission to the cur
riculum already signifIes probable social mobility. Those who fail
or otherwise rebel must recognize that their own subculture is not
the real thing, even if they own it. (163)

A pedagogy in theory can produce this estrangement just as power
fully as more traditional schooling, especially if it devalues the the
oretical abilities that students have already learned within their own
communities. As Donald G. Marshall argues in his essay "Doxogra
phy versus Inquiry: Two Ways of Teaching Theory," teaching on the
assumption that theory is a diffIcult and esoteric practice for which
the student has no background pacifIes students and provides them
with the enlightened teacher's understanding of prepackaged ap
proaches and schools of theory, and theory becomes one more es
tranged and estranging packet of information. A pedagogy for ver
nacular theory would honor the skills in cultural inquiry that
students bring to the class. Our message must be that no one needs
to reject his or her identity group in order to ask critical questions
about culture. Theorists can stay in place; they are not forced to
enter a free-floating class of intellectuals who have seen through it
all and therefore no longer belong to cultural powers. No such class
in fact exists, and it is not the price of becoming a theorist that one
must aspire to it.

The goal of a pedagogy for vernacular theory ought to be to allow
organic intellectuals who have learned the strategies of theoretical
questioning in their own cultural context to maintain those "organic"
connections even as they gain the strategies that can be learned from
academic theory. No one needs to change gender or race, to deny class
background or ethnicity in order to become a theorist. Theory is not
male, not white, not elitist. It is a cultural and political strategy that
can be used by anyone in any context. It does not require an exten
sive academic education, though any vernacular theorist would have
much to learn from academic theory. It does not remove the theoriz
ing subject from his or her context of practice. It is not detached and
objective, requiring a discipline of abstraction. Theory happens in the
context of an ongoing practice at a given cultural site. Theorists raise
the questions that their practices make possible, and they do not
raise those questions from some external space. Academic theory is
no less contextual-it merely inhabits a different context of practice.
Literary theory and communications theory are in principle no
different from the theoretical questions that might be raised about
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the practice of cartooning or sail making or marketing. All such the
oretical questions begin in a given cultural practice. They reflect on
those practices, but always from within their context. Some of the
strategies that a vernacular theorist might learn from academic the
ory might be irrelevant to his or her context, but some might be
portable, if contexts were similar enough. Academic theory can be
extremely useful to the vernacular theorists, but only if teachers re
member that our goal is not-or not primarily-to create new aca
demic theorists, but rather to help students who already practice
theory in a given cultural context to return there or to go into any
cultural context and be able to ask even sharper questions about the
premises that determine its practices. As Terry Eagleton has argued,
academic theory is itself a response to the arrival of students at uni
versities from social groups that had never before attended. He be
lieves that beginning in the 1960s,

A new, more socially heterogeneous student body, who could not
be expected any longer spontaneously to share the cultural class
assumptions of their teachers, thus effected a kind of practical "es
trangement" of those assumptions, which forced them in turn into
the new forms of critical self-reflection I have talked about already.
"Theory" was born as a political intervention, whatever academic
respectability it may since have achieved. (30)

Academic theory would deny itself this indispensable political chal
lenge if it neglected or destroyed the vernacular strategies that stu
dents bring to the theory classroom.

Cultural theory classrooms must therefore proceed by inquiry
rather than by orthodoxy and system. No theoretical system strips
away ideology and gains unmediated access to the truth. Fish is
right to identify theory as a practice among practices, with no priv
ileged status. Any theoretical practice depends on premises that are
themselves open to question. No theoretical system should there
fore be taught as an orthodoxy, at least if the aim of the pedagogy is
vernacular theory. The goal of academic theory is to keep inquiry
open, not to provide students with machines of interpretation that
will produce epistemological closure. Theory as totalizing, system
atic explanation devalues the theoretical strategies that students
bring to the classroom and signals the end of theoretical work: no
more questions to ask, no more premises to uncover. It is important
to note, though, that the premises behind academic theoretical work
are connected to important political and moral commitments that
no teacher should leave out of the classroom. A teacher of theory
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needs to own up to the commitments that shape his or her practices.
But there is a difference between commitment and orthodoxy-one
enters the democracy of rhetoric, the other imposes certainties. And
in theoretical work nothing is certain, especially the outcome of the
oretical inquiry.

There is no guaranteeing that the outcome of theory, especially in
vernacular modes, will be liberatory or left-progressive. Theory has
been claimed by the left and attacked by the right, but it is practiced
by individuals of all political persuasions. The impulse to theory
comes out of a dissatisfaction with conventional thinking and au
thorized premises. But conservative forces in power are not the only
ones with conventions and codes of intellectual behavior. Dissident
groups form their own conventions and codes, and the energy of re
cent right-wing cultural insurgence has come from its conviction that
it is engaged in a radical critique of what have become entrenched
left assumptions. Right-wing attacks on theory as such are undercut
by the fact that such attacks are themselves theory that dares not say
its name. For the right, "theory" is the enemy of timeless truth, and
so its own theoretical work has to go unnamed. Theory is a tactic
that can be used in any political rhetoric. Teachers of theory there
fore must give up the notion that students will ask the questions or
engage in the analyses that suit the teacher's political commitments.
Teachers must have their commitments, but their students will take
the strategies they learn and run with them in directions and con
texts teachers cannot anticipate. We must be committed to the no
tion that asking theoretical questions is a good in itself, whatever
the politics that motivate them, and we must trust students to steal
our strategies and make use of them in the vernacular context they
work in.

The good of theory, particularly of vernacular theory, is not self
evident. It does not lead to transcendence or to absolute truth or
freedom. It complicates practice, putting the grounds for it into
question. It works against the flowing, unself-conscious process
that can be achieved in a practice taken for granted, mastered so
thoroughly that it becomes second nature. Theory is the opposite of
"taking for granted," and it can therefore lead to a clumsy self-con
sciousness or even a practical paralysis. In vernacular culture par
ticularly, there are powerful pressures against theory. Workers who
operate within strict operational regimes are not rewarded for ques
tioning the premises of the operations. Mass media culture at times
seems determined to destroy all possibility for reflection, inundat-
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ing the subject with new texts-new fads, new shows, new fash
ions-in an attempt to colonize subjectivity for marketing purposes.
Within organizations, the theory person can be a pain in the ass, rais
ing questions rather than moving the practice forward. Nevertheless,
vernacular theory plays crucial cultural roles, and it deserves to be
encouraged by the academy as well as by other cultural institutions.

For example, theoretical work is necessary in even the most con
servative organizations. The institution needs to set the terms of its
practices, to defIne its goals and strategies. The study of advertising
in this book shows that theory is essential to any institution that
brings together several disciplines or specialties. A rough, daily the
oretical work occurs when copywriters talk with artistic designers
or when marketing experts talk to creative staff. All involved in such
cross-disciplinary work have to develop a working vocabulary and
a set of operating procedures that differ from those that shape prac
tice within a given specialty. We can see in the discourse of adver
tising a need to address the premises behind the practice so that the
practice can move forward in an integrated way, based on shared
understandings of goals and strategies. After all, there is no guar
antee that once a premise is questioned, it will be rejected. Much of
the theoretical work that goes on in institutions is profoundly con
servative, raising questions for the sake of reinforcing and refIning
the premises that give the institution its identity and mission. In
such contexts, asking theoretical questions may lead to innovative
practice or to new goals, but it rarely leads to an outright assault on
the practice itself. But if organizations are to change and adapt to
new circumstances, someone within the organization must ask fun
damental questions so that its practices can be deeply renewed. A
pedagogy for theory need not be based on a rejection of current po
litical and cultural premises, and it can train students to work
within powerful, established institutions. Certainly theory can have
a radical edge to it, but it need not and in daily practice often does
not. Theory practiced in vernacular modes is often in service of legi
timated forms of power and is essential to their operations.

But theory also serves movements for social change that radically
challenge existing powers. In fact such movements could not exist
unless large numbers of people thought through and rejected the
current rules of practice. This is not to say that movements are driven
by the rational choices of free individuals, but that the rules of a prac
tice sometimes work against the interests of many subjects within a
given cultural context. Theory allows a movement to name the enemy
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and understand its methods, to articulate the suffering it creates, to
defIne strategies of resistance, and to imagine new ways of living,
new goals and ideals. This is the role played by thinkers like Donald
Wildmon, who acts as a theorist within an activist movement. As we
saw in chapter 2, he tries to understand the systems of thought and
value behind modern pornography, and he has constructed a coun
terpractice that challenges not only the makers of pornography but
the powerful institutions that he sees as complicit in its cultural as
cendancy. Every movement for social change requires theoretical
work, even if activists are often impatient and scornful of theory as
mere talk, wasting time and energy that could be dedicated to overt
action. A movement without theory could not defIne its own oppo
sitional edge, and it could not address the fundamental issues that
engage and arouse subjects to radical action.

Theory also plays a crucial role in the formation of personal iden
tity and community defInition. Identity politics is closely related to
vernacular theory; no one can understand personal experience until
it is seen in terms of cultural defInitions, assumptions, and rules.
Questioning the premises of the everyday requires an assessment of
what differences matter and how power flows along the axes of those
differences. Postmodern selfhood is located among these differences,
and the culture provides ample opportunity for individuals to un
derstand themselves quite consciously in these terms. It is one of the
tasks of a pedagogy for vernacular theory to encourage individuals
to take critical advantage of those opportunities to theorize personal
experience. I believe that such acts of theory lead to several impor
tant advantages. Theoretical work makes it possible to resist power
and fIght for change. As I said, it names the enemy and its strategies,
and it defInes the socially constructed limits that certain identity
groups face. Further, theory is itself an instance of agency rather
than victimization. The act of naming power is a potent strategy of
active resistance. As I said earlier, there is no predicting how groups
of people will defIne power or resist it. Their analysis might be rad
ical or reactionary, and it may lead to politically effective organiza
tion or to victimized whining or to random acts of violence. There
are no guarantees. But academic theory must commit itself to the
conflict and rhetoric of interpretive difference rather than to the cul
tural ease of unself-conscious practice. There is no guaranteeing what
kind of political effects vernacular theory will produce, but there is
no doubt that it will produce political effects, challenges from one
direction or the other to the established rules of practice.
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Theorizing the personal can also lead to community affIliation.
Groups organize themselves around shared experiences with the
rules in force. Working class culture, for example, is based on a com
plex negotiation with the rules, which must be followed in order
to work at all, but which are based on demeaning assumptions
about the lack of intelligence and initiative of working class people.
Pamela A. Fox argues in her essay "Recasting the 'Politics of Truth':
Thoughts on Class, Gender, and the Role of Intellectuals" that "in a
working class context, the family helps to foster a class subculture
which aggressively resists, as well as reproduces, dominant ideolo
gies" (220). Parents teach children "from an early age to see (merci
lessly) through the myth of 'cooperation' or 'teamwork' that frequently
characterizes management-worker relations under capitalism" (227).
This vernacular demythologizing is also taught in black families
and by black teachers as a resistance to racist defInitions, in support
groups for women who have experienced male violence, on the
shop floor, in gay pride organizations, in fundamentalist churches
who see themselves undoing the myths of modern liberal culture,
and in any subculture that asks questions about the workings of
power.

It goes against the grain to some degree to think about theory as
a mode of affIliation, since our culture tends to defIne theory as the
act of distancing, abstracting the mind away from lived experience
and personal engagement. On the contrary, I believe that theory is a
mode of engagement with experience and with lived culture. As
Stanley Fish reminds us, theory does not allow the self to transcend
culture, but rather it places the self ever more intricately into the cul
tural systems that it questions. Theory is not a way out, it is a way
in, even if a critical and resistant way in. Practicing theory does in
volve achieving the distance necessary for questioning, but that dis
tance is always provisional, revealing fInally the self's participation
in the premises being questioned. The theorizing self is a socialized
self, deeply connected to others and to the political and cultural con
flicts of the social world. To be a theorist is not to take an elite posi
tion over against those who are hopelessly caught in invisible cultural
constraints. It is to recognize the inevitability of constraints, even in
the most radical questioning. Theory always occurs in particular so
cial and cultural contexts and makes sense only as a social act.

The most important role of vernacular theory in everyday culture
is that it fosters more effective practice and more acute interpreta
tion. Those who understand the rules of a game can devise strate-
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gies that adapt and take advantage of the rules. A worker who re
ally believes that the corporation is a team or a family is likely to act
in ways that do not serve his or her real self-interests. A worker who
questions that rhetoric of family and sees the power it covers over is
in a better position to change the conditions of work by invoking an
effective counterrhetoric. Questioning how advertising operates
changes our perception of the strategies of the particular ads we en
counter every day. Questioning the premises behind gender distinc
tions can help us interpret behavior and can lessen the hold that the
rules have on us. Premises are not unalterable; they are culture rather
than nature. When we think through premises we can see that there
might be other premises, that there are other systems of behavior
and interpretation that we might learn from and adapt. Theorizing
in everyday culture is a survival tactic, a way of producing a livable
personal and social negotiation with the rules in force.

Teachers of cultural theory in the academy ought to remember
that students come to us with these tactics in hand. They can refIne
and diversify these tactics while they study with us, but they will
learn even more within the institutions outside of school that mat
ter to them most, where survival is most contested-in the work
place, in churches, in the media, in family and personal life. These
institutions teach theory too, and as a result the practice of ques
tioning premises is not limited to university experts and those they
teach. You don't need to know "theory" to theorize. You only have
to be in an institutional setting in which the premises matter because
they are contested or under fIre. Institutions facing crisis make for
subjects who ask radical questions. Those who teach theory in the
academy, who know how hard it is to shake loose of cultural assump
tions enough even to recognize they exist, ought to honor those mo
ments in everyday life when individuals question the paradigm
without the benefIt of a tradition of critical philosophical analysis to
help them dismantle the powerful systems of meaning in which
they dwell. Theory is not the practice of an epistemological elite, it
is a practice of ordinary citizens in everyday life. To think that "the
orists" own theory is arrogance itself.

In fact, academic theory has much to learn from vernacular theory.
If theory is not the sole possession of academics and intellectuals, it is
no longer possible to see individual subjects as unwitting dupes of
ideology. Culture creates subjects who can in certain situations dis
cern the power of culture itself. This ability does not free them from
cultural systems, but it makes them canny, self-aware, interactive,
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rather than blind, obedient, pacifIed. Of course even the most self
aware are still subject to the disciplines imposed by the act of theo
retical analysis itself. Vernacular theorists are too enmeshed in the
culture to be "free" of it, but that is precisely the ground of their the
oretical project. They are insiders, asking questions in local circum
stances, challenging the local rules. They usually address others in
the same cultural formation, using a familiar insider language. As a
result this theoretical practice is affiliative, connecting the theorist
and the audience in a common and essential cultural process.

Academic theorists work in the vernacular of the academy. Their
language has social status but not epistemological privilege. It is
never free of its own cultural origins either-it never achieves the
detachment it sometimes claims. So when academic theory turns its
attention to cultural practices outside the academy, it can never for
get its own vernacular placement. It simply imposes the language of
one cultural sector on the practices of another. And it is important for
academic theorists to remember that any cultural practice it studies
has already been theorized by subjects engaged in it. All cultural
practices have their self-conscious operators, those who have re
flected on the premises that make the practice possible. Academic
theorists should recognize that they have no monopoly on theory.
Theory does allow them to engage in a powerful analytical practice,
but their powers are limited by their own language and procedures.
They can only benefIt from attending to the theories produced by in
siders who speak the vernacular of the practice, devising local in
terpretive tactics and asking local theoretical questions that expand
our defInition of theory. There are theorists everywhere in our cul
ture, an unacknowledged community of skeptics and questioners.
We need to know as much about each other's methods as we can.
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